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A SARUM MISSAL 

THE name of Sarum, once connected with a notorious 
case of electoral inc mom honoured 
place in the pages of liturgical history, for to Sarum 

we owe the Sarum Use, formerly the prevailing liturgy of 
the British Isles. Now every. one knows that Sarum is Salk- • 
bury, b. it may not be amiss to set down here the opinion 
of etymologists with respect to this mina. equation. The 
Latin narae of Salisbury was Sarisburia ; but medixyal 
scribes, being much addicted to abbreviation (for which we 
may readily forgive diem, considering the immense quantity 
of :Auldng that they had to do) contracted Sarisburia or 
Sansbunensem to Sar,plus a sign to indicate the contraction. 
Subsequent scribes, it is supposed, copying the work of their 
predecessors, misunderstood this sign. They were familiar 
with the abbreviation of final " um," one of those syllables 
which always received scant courtesy. So they deduced an 
original Sarum, an entirely new yet eminently satisfactory 
word, combining brevity with the further quality of inde-
clinability. Therefore we have Missals and all may  of 
liturgkal books: " secundum mum swum," and the Missal 
which we are going to consider is able to write such a rubric 
as " aha edam non sarum . sequitur." The advantages 
of this over " Sarisburiensis " are obvious. So much then for 
the name.' 

And now for the thing which we mentioned above, the 
Sarum Um. In the fi rst place rho reader will note that we 
do not speak of the Sarum " Rite." That may seem pedantic, 
bur your liturgist insists on the terminology. Fora Rite 
implies a distinct and independent liturgy, one of the half-
dozen great original liturgies that have existed in the Christian 
Church. You may speak of the Byzantine Rite, or the Galilean 
Rite, or the Roman Rite; but you mast speak of the Sanun 

tor,. the tlarivation ...at. by the Nem English D.C., 
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"Use." And the distinction is of some historical and con-
troversial importance. There have been liturgists who have 
traced the Sarum Use to a GaRican origin, and the Galilean 
Rite to Ephesus and the East, with a careful avoidance of 
Rome. It is the same zealous partisanship that proves the 
Celtic Church to ham been something quite independent of 
Rome, and the Irish (strange paradox p the first Anglicans, 
Therefore many a loyal Anglican, who will have no truck 
with things Roman, dom not scruple t appropriate whatever 
b roiled as Sarum. Nor is the met  vve have alluded to 
without its attraction for that rather insular yet genuine 
qiirit of independence, which delights in the home products 
did dislikes the foreign importation. Indeed we suspect that 

good dm/ of the fascination which the name of Sarum still 
exercises over English minds, Catholic as well as Anglican, 
is to be ascribed to the vigorous impulse of this local patriotism. 

But partisanship and patriotism must bow to the findings 
of liturgical science, which findings are distinctly adverse to 
both. For it is an established fact that the Sarum Use is not, 
and never was, anything else but the Roman Rite, with 
certain quiw unimportant modifications, There is, indeed, 
very Kittleli  obscurity as to its genesis. Wheen Se Auguwine 
and m  landed in Kent in t  597 A.D. we 
may assume that they brought with them their own liturgical 
books, the service books of the Roman Church. The British 
Church, or what was left of it, used a liturgy of Gallican 
type and origin, and St Augustine consulted Pope Gregory 
on this matter of liturgy as on others. The Pope gave him 
free hand he was to preserve good local usage, and for the 
rest to select and adapt as conditions required. He was not 
bidden to enforce the Roman Rite and to suppress the old. 

eleventh ceo 
may be mid 
Dominican 

Aom 

of b 

ea 
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Yet the Anglo-Saxon Church that sprang from the teaching 
of St Augustine and his sucessors became definitely and 
unmistakably Roman. The .`peaceful penetration" of the 
Roman missionaries with their ordered system of liturgy pro-
duced its natural result. Doubtless their pagan converts had 
no prepossessions , but even the sturdy opposition of the old 
British Church would seem to have yielded. The liturgy of 
this island thus became in all essentials Roman. We say " in 
all essentials," because it was characteristic of those times to 
allow a considerable variety of local usage on minor points. 
Diocese differed from did  in Mint foe bishops enjoyed 
and exercised large powers of selection. And this is true, not 
only of England, but of the whole Church of that and several 
subsequent centuries. Uniformity was not attempted, and 
perhaps was not possible, until the era of printed missals. 

With the Conquest came a powerful influence from across 
the Channel, and the settling of Norman ecclesiastics in 
English seen It was natural that they should bring with 
them, and introduce into England, the liturgical customs of 
their continental home. But on one point we should be quite 
clear they did not introduce a new me. They, no less than 
the Anglo-Saxon, used the Roman Rite. What then had 
become of the Galilean Rite t It was by this time practically 
extinct—Charlemagne had seen to that—and survived only, 
if at all, bathe abundant va rieties of local practice, so character-
ink then as afterwards of the French Church. The Norman 
Conquest, therefore, brought no change of rite, but did 
bring many small changes of ritual. It is dangerous here to 
speak too definitely; but, if we said that it introduced into 
England the Use of Rouen (the great Norman sanctuary), we 
shoold not convey a very false impression. 

Yet the result was not to produce a bewildering mure 
of riws and c monies. For the Nor in mans, masariul in all 
things, brought order b et this regional so. William the 
Conqueror appointed to the See of Salisbury a Norman 
noble, who was afterwards to be known as St Osmund. The 
new bishop was plainly a lover of orderliness, He At to work 
to organise the ritual of his diocese, and we still possess the 
ceremonial which he composed. This work deals with all the 
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ecclesiasticalkoffices, and regulates carefully their order and 
ritual. Within this framework the somewhat fluid liturgy of 
the day was fixed and stereotyped, and the Church of Sarum 
produced standard texts for the Church Offices. Now such 
an example of order was bound to have its influence beyond 
the limits of the diocese in which it was enforced. And in 
fact we find that the Sarum Use quicIdy spread throughout 
England, and even to Scotland and Ireland. But it did not 
produce an absolute, unqualified uniformity. Other dioceses 
still preserved their autonomy and exercised the right of 
varying in detail. The more important of these varieties are 
represented by the churches of York and Hereford. Yet even 
here the Sarum Use perhaps supplied the lush and model, the 
variations being small and unimportant. So that the Sarum 
Use h thoroughly representative of the limrgy as performed 
in the churches of pre-Reformation England. 

Now all this that has been said hitherto is merely intro-
ductory to the examination of an actual Sarum missal, a 
survivor from pre-Reformation times. As we examine this 
mina' the differences that constitute the Use of Sarum will 
emerge of themselves, and we need not here embark on 
further prolegomena to expound these differences. But why, 
it may be asked, do we not use the Sarum misml still ? The 
main cause is probably en be found in the destruction of the 
old service books ordered under Edward VI. Then again the 
priests who served the English minion in penal times were 
trained abroad, and natura/ly learnt and employed the 
Roman missal as stereotyped by Pope Pius V ffi tyo). Be that 
the Use of Sarum is now extinct. The Anglican Book of 
Comma Prayer is greatly indebted to traces of it are 
preserved he our marriage service ; but otherwise it has ceased 
to be more than a liturgical specimen. 

The mind which we propou to examine turvivor 
from Catholic timet, dating as it does from some year previous 
to Ito6. It is in the Ampleforth library ; but, if we refer to 
it as the andAple h Missal," that must be taken to signify 
habitat  not ownership. For the misml belongs to our 
Cumberland mimion of Warwick-Bridge. It is a folio volume 
on stout vellum, written entirely by hand and with very 

4 



A Sarum Missal 

Le:: uniformity, fgdo, ntLo tcyllnimmLoLa,ns ivt 

inches and inches thick. Its wog t is ok ., rat er and 
Me carrying ,power of the normal server.. The writmg on 
each page is in two columns, each i31 inches in height and 
nearly 4 inches wide. Thd "Calvary " page is the only ilu
tration, but there is much omate illumination eides, of 
which one example A given. The chief feasts of the liturgical 
year, such as Christmas, the Epiphany, Erik, and feasts of 
Om Lady, are among those which maim this special illu-
mination. The artist's work is extremely well done, the 
delicate tracery, beautiful curves, and soft gradations of 
colour bring very attractive. We confess Mat our first impres-
sion was of a certain sameness in the work, and a lack of 
freshness and vigour. Perhaps dris is due to the highly con-
ventional character which belongs to an such work. But 
certainly the skill of the artist and the materials used by 
him are excellent. The colours are as fresh now as when 
they were put on ; Mete b no sign of fading. The gold work, 
too, is admirable. 

Yet time has left As traces on the book, though A be but 
accidentally. A f no leave. are missing from the beginning, 
so that there is no title-page, and the calendar begins with 
the month of May. The first two or three leaves have suffered 
somewhat from damp. Besides these marks of man's negli-
gence, the book gives evidence of pos vely hostile attentions. Kong 

Henry VIII issued an order that all mention of the 
Pope should be removed from the service books. So we find 
in OUT missal that whemver we should expect the word papa 
there is an obvious erasure. This is plain in the memento for 
the living, and is especially manifest in the calendar Linus, 
Ckment, Calixtus, Prc., are left with the tide of Martyr, but 
deprived of that of Pope. Moreover, Hen, ordered that 
St Thomas Becket should be treated similarly to the Pope, 
and our missal shows the order executed. The two feasts of 
St Thomas, the feast proper in December and the feast of 
the Translation M July., are both scored through with a pen 
and the name of the saint is carefolly erased. 

1 The aver, mival weeghs 610. 
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What, we may ask, is the history of the whom, and how 
came it to Warwick-Bridge? There are two fixed points for 
this investigation, and between these an apparently un-
brid,able gulf of some three and a half centuries. At this 
side of the gulf is the fact that it has belonged to the mission 
of Warwick-Bridge from time bnmemonal, in the literal 
sense of the phrase. At the other side is a most valuable piece 
of evidence, written in the book itself. 

On the back of the richly illuminated pa, (reproduced), 
with which the Canon begins, tenon the following inecrip-

 J. 

Orate , bow et sahlni shtu demini robe. Cooke et pro 
anima illimcum ab Lac hce migraverit. ac cliarn pro *maims 
pare  suorum fm[  shouters et bonefackmm qui dedit 
ettleshe parohiali de Catch. ist ssale, Chem amen-

' taunt, Nairn. argon m, duo pant, unum halms lineum, 
et superpenichm, Anno dohni bIDVIr 

Such a record is obviously of paramount importance for the 
determination of the date and provenance of the missal. Yet 
it leaves any problems. The date of the missal cannot be 
later thane9,6, but we may not assume thee it was new and 
just written at the date when it line given. We might indeed, 
on external grounds, be inclined to put its date well back 
imo the fifteenth century. The style of the writing would, 
we believe, agree as well with en euly date in that century 
as with a later. The writing of books by. hand went out very 
rapidly once printing had establishedItself , a, witness the 
experience of Gerard Eliassoen. Yet the art of the scribe may 
very well have been invoked again when it was desired ter 
produce a book of greater pret,sions than ordintoary—and for 
the service of God. We must refer the point the experts 
in the fifteenth-century book-hand. Then there it the donor. 
Who was Robert Cooke t An industrious search in the records 

t totr,„7.=wenae " 
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of Cumberland might answer this question, but we have not 
yet obtained access to those records. Furthermore there is 
the "parish church of Cawlbek." 

A search in the Comuy atlas offered as a likely candidate 
the village of Goldbeck, situated about to miles south of 
Carlisle and some 13 miles from Warwick-Bridge. A further 
search in a County history supplied very Mlle beyond the 
information that the parish church of Caldbeck was dedicated 
to St Mungo or Kenugern. But the name of St Kentigem 
did not appear in the calendar of the Missal, so far as that 
remained, nor did we notice any reference to the Saint in 
the Sanctorale on his day. So the identification of Cawlbeck 
with Galdbeck was probable but not certain, when a further 
discovery confirmed it. At the end of the Sanctorale (Novem-
ber t9) the Ampleforth Missal gives the marriage service and 
the service for those going on a pilgrimage " sive profecturi 
sint ierusalem, sive ad sanctum iacobum, sive ad alien) pure-
grinacionem." And there, on page which was presumably 
left for such additions, we found the mass we had been looking 
for " Missa de commemoration sancti Kentigerni," written 
out in siateenth-century handwriting.. So that the identifi-
cation may be affirmed with some confidence. 

But how came the missal to be transferred to Warwick-

7 
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Bridget We have nothing here but surmise to offer to our 
readers, and our theory is as follows Edward VI ordered the 
burning of all the old service books. But the great " missal " 
(" mimale magnum," as is scrawled ors one of the pages) was 
not consigned to the flames, but permitted to the keeping of 
some local Catholic family, which remained loyal to the old 
faith through the persecution ti e s, Then when a priest
appeared again in the district and it was possible to hold 
Catholic worship, the miwal was given to the mission as to 
the rightful heir of the old owners. We offer this for what 
it is, mere conjecture. 

Besides this inscription there is other in  evidence s 
but we should wthure expert knowledge to determine its 
full significance. The style of the writing, the design of the 
illumination, the elaborate Calvary page (though its general 
Plan is conventional enough): all these may convey much 
Information to the expert. We can only note at present that 
the flowers of the ornamentation which surrounds the Calvary 
are easily recognisable there are columbine, pinks and thistle 
bloom, among others, and even strawberries an suminoned to 
do their share. The shields which stand at each corner of the 
foot of that same page may prove, to an heraldic eye, rich 
in evidential matter. We submit them to such of our readers 
as are versed in heraldry./ 

The Calendar of an old missal often supplies a clue to the 
place of its origin. We have examined the Ampleforth Missal 
carefully for the purpose, but have not been able to draw 
any definite conclusion from the facts ascertained. Comparing 
it with a printed Sarum Missal,which is also in the Library 
(Rouen 0308), we found that while the Proper lo, the Seasons 
mid main body of the book, wen down to dm smallest rubrics, 
were practically the same, the Proper of Saints showed some 
differences, chiefly by way of omisnon. Tim Calendar was the 
ordinary Sarum Calendar, but the following foots were 
absent St Patrick, St Ethonwald (April 3o), Translation of 

sh: Zisess=s= :n =Ss r:ksms=?:!rgsle: t ":,,sEs/Fn:erls:, 
ks pmud 
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St Nicholas (May 9), St Saviour (May of), The Name of 
Jesus (August 7), Translation of St Etheldreda (October op), 
St Frideswide (October 09), Memoria of the Translation of 
St John of Beverley (October of), Translation of St Erken-
ivald (November of), St Osmund (December 4). For October 
and the Missal gives St Ledger or St Thomas of Hereford 
with a memoria of St Ledger,' The Sponsalia or Marriage 
Service does not give the English forms as is commonly done 
in the printed missals. In one place some prayers of the R0111101 

missal are given, apparently by mistake, for the Sarum prayers 
are added at the foot of the page. These facts and the differences 
in the Calendar may or rimy not suggest a Continental ofigin. 
At any rate, they make us hesitate to affirm that the missal 
is the work of an English scribe and an English illuminator. 

But if the origin of the book is obscure and its history during 
the persecution times completely milmown, it seems that we 
may construct a probable account of its fortunes during the 
brief period of its use at Goldbeck. We have already mentioned 
the fact that it was mutilated in accordance with the edict 
of King Henry VIII. But the work is not very thoroughly 
done. No one would have any difficulty in reading the text 
still, in spite of its defacement. So that we are tempted, on 
this basis, to construct an imaginary parochus of Caldbeck - 

'aersTiMes}ok'sYaircaid0WAT VtIrt , 1°,1W17y1Yek artoP 5'11 
religious duty, steering a nicely-balanced course when the two 
loyalties conflicted, succeeding perhaps but not without much 
anxiety and many a wimple. Then the king dies, and his 
loyalty is more sorely tried. The order comes to burn the 
church books. But bow can he burn the Great Missal / It 
had been hard enough to deface its sacred pages. No, he will 
bum the rest. None shall my that he did not burn church 
books. But this he will spirit away—he knows of a safe home, 

/ The omission of St ...wad is oot dant e 

= 1 = gterthe two= vi
of Saint, as it does alto t.,itlt th.e tenth 
York avd Hereford missals agree with ma 
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among good friends—and wait for better days. And so it was 
done. 

But this is mere imagination. However, the book remains, 
standing evidence of the Reformation. There it ia, the 

Mass-book of pre-Reformation England, first mutilated and 
then utterly banished. Ow Ampleforth Missal lived through 
it all, suffered from the first squalls,  harbingers of worse to 
follow, and then, more lucky than the vast company of its 
fellows, found a secure retreat and safe hiding-place, and 
survived the storm! 

P.J.Nce. 

(To et continued). 

The ilissisislisos fail of course. rendes the vatied colossus al the orig.,. 
It oaticei thetas. of the *lies se the bade ol theCitoos page shows. 
through the sold gonad. Some irregularity sad loreeheriesing will he noticed 
on the right of each iliastratios. That is dee to the photOgraph. be it was 
imsestable with so iarge sue so behilphotsid hoist ta. Set the ...hale 
lAte into ma The Other M11.51334013 ,3 of ma hehistiet oi the tesst 

Genoa was ry rsolemnly enaat. at no rya 00 otwor. ai an or ory 00000
wu onrory tkr vary kery repredeced. St Matthew, scilea,off stet 

nlleistessi at m.o. now. pryi el Segues., Met.. no 
ol 

A MEDIEVALIST IN ROME : 

A GREEK INTERLUDE 

THE Gothic fever of Peregrines led to straw develop-
mews. In his horror of tawdry hangings (the witches' 
revel of discordant colours, he flippantly said, made him 

ill), and scrannel singi—t salt,' movica that a college 
wag translated skeke music"—he ant about for consola-
tion, till his memory strayed to the Westminster Eucharistic 
Congress and the strange splendours and chants of the 
Byzantine mass, whose celebrant, strangely enough, came 
from the exquisite early Gothic sanctuary of St Julien le 
Pauvre in Paris. Thereupon he made his way to the church 
of S. Anastasio in the Via Babuina, adjoining the Greek 
Uniate College. Nor was he disappointed. The austere white-
wash was a relief from the riot of late rococo daubings, the 
sound of the Church's own music—for the students are 
schooled in the Gregorian chant by the Benedictines of 
S. Ansel!mo on the Aventine—the processions, the reverent 
mystery of the closed iconostasis, -the roodscren's counter-
part, and the dignityof movements contrasted sharply with 
the jerky, careless and gesticulatory Romans. " Roman 
gravity' had migrated to the "light Greek!" 

With real joy he beheld the college enter, two and two, 
wearing the long, wide-sleeved cassocks and strange, brimless 
hats or 

with their 
with boys so small they could 

only reach with their fingers the ikons, kissed by the others 
on either side the royal door of the screen. Joyful to him 
also was that first contact with Greek at once as a living and 
a sacred language. Strange it is how few ever realise that 
Greek was never in any nose a "dead language," and has a 
/Pekeli continuity from " the dark backward and abysm of 
time such as Latin cannot claim. For Latin is not one 
with the Romance tongury, but R0111010 is rily 

t 
Hellenc 

(0 bony of names I), and the written Greekve of to-day s 
nearer to that of St John of Damascus, St John Chrysosom, 

i 

St John the Evangelist, than Chaucer's English is to ours. 
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A dead langage, indeed! Why, a classical scholar told the 
present writer, about 09a, that he had heard on the lips of 
an old Cretan or Cypriote anent the word rsiEreec "which 

dropped out of written Greek about goo B.C."—I think that 
as the date he gave, but not be quite certain at this 

distance of time. 
Happily Peregrinus knew the theory of modem Greek 

pronunciation, and found, to his great delight, that It coil, 

cided with the liturgical, and he was soon able to follow 
portions of the liturgy without book. He had expected, 
indeed, to hear a guttural sound for and a palatal spirant 

for y before front voweb, whereas they sounded k and y 
respectively ; al. e was here equated with and e and 

is m in; but these might' be local differences. On the whole 

it was consoling to learn that liturgical and spoken Greek 

had one pronunciation, and a very stroa argureent for the 

antiquity of modem Griek phonetics, a conclusion to which 

many things were drawing. him, e.g. anciea transliterations 

like eloper., or the liturgical derma (arias), rough atacomb 

inscriptions, such as bisit (a natural Hellenistic attempt at 

reknit% and Russian derivatives like Sevastopol (for Russian 

has both b and not ofd Peodor,f being a natural perversion 

of our th, but not of 0. Disappointment there might be in 

the poverty of vowel sounds, the wasteful variety of symbols 

for the third one, and the lack of b and d, but the chanted 
tongue was grand and beautiful. In truth, was there any 

reasonable certainty that the " vowelled Greek " of old had 

indeed that rich compass of sounds so commonly attributed 

to it As to the Pro hid  " public-school" pronunciation, 

Alit could be more hideous and insular t It was only fit for 

Angle-Yiddish "Empire-builders 'rs 

Professor Phillimore, of Glasgow, informs the writer that 9  had 

certainly the sound of v by the time of Augustus. 

The following appeared in .Notes ond Queries of February surd. 

rpm 

rims, Prownrinlion.—Much has been written about Erasmus's 

and of Greek. It seems to me that the collocation of Latin 
ond Greek words in the colloquium Echo ' throws some light upon 

A Mediwvalist in Rome 

His spirit rejoived in the long rhythmical litany of prayers 
or collects with its recurrent ion rsoreestm,., and the xreere 

got; ereerierers, that ends the invocation of elic rem*, 
, brsnrsarevi, rec, Macre, Mo., grins Ovvrewv, i.dgernsOlvev 

Magas. Could any speech aspire to perfecter rhythm I Pere-
griaa remembered  his Protestant form-master avowing, so 
far back as 1895, that the retention of the accents without 
using them as guides to pronunciation, was an utterly 

Greek words wM1ich xrve as the .clam of the Lain words preceding 
them. 

in yews. nriolari—Agrm. 
eroditionis,mw. yssinns—vree. 
solos—Oggc astrorogi—Abyu. 
monathos—fiver. grammatici—riek 
scrnideos—&u  ameba—AK.. 
saverdos--kkam. cicerone—am
episcopi—ebox Cmeronianue—:roan. 

" 
would

"r're' 
from 

ek ." v'"v" ted" tlie" r1rni' pPrf°rintlr ' tro°: r. riming of -m Cirh Letin  Aga
]he fendenc 

in. the pracncal identification of the sound represented 
the 

by omicron and omega is remarkable. It is also clear that Erasmos 
pronounced the Latin c before a vowel w hard : thus smear. limes 
with ',grimy 
. .Much may be learnt as to the yisnunciation of ancient Green at 

different tunes from inscriptions. I cite a few instances taken from 
AloClure's " Christian Inwriptions," which probably date from about 
PO to goo A.D. the last is from Erelli. 

ri represents the Latin y thus Mgvariang elkravrile (De Rossi, 
No. niri. 

ev is wed to express Latin short u. 00 I teriogru wRomulii sn 
Lucretins we have durelcus. 

Ktr. represents sdrav a in Mod. Gk. So WWWIM eieduidrio, 
iolocioni of a (Kirchhoff, riggit mPrcumitt de ft. los (De Ross, (M). and b.. (Kirchhoff, 050.0, 

is used in the same epitaph to represent Latin c soar. pace. 
v is omitted in Kturremmgeniverev. Modem Greek shows a 

strong tendency ro slur over in unaccented syllables. 
6701) represents Pirentime. 

University College, Liverpook 
H. A, STRONG. 
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irrational custom. 0.4, may serve as a touch-
stone. 

_ How moving, too, was the supplication car. wig, ,ffgree oak 
sew'. No., in its confident humility, how stately the 'little 
entry' and the deacon's chanting of the Gospel from the high 
pulpit in the nave, how exquisitely musical and mystical the 
wondrous xrcergmer with its gradeth ascent and gathering rush 
of angelic wings attendant upon the Divine Majesty /off 

age
ertemr , rgroegrowr reg.! How vividly the primitive 

age was recalled by the deacon's egrix, aped and aoo. serwmitgre, 
".r,. feie, rn • Ono .sootat the end of the mass 

of catechumens, and how truly sacrificial the' great entry' 
before the Canon! 

Many a Sunday after that did he make his way to S. 
Anastasio he witnessed an ordination by Mgr Mladinoff, 
the Uniary Byzantine titular, wearing a crownlike mitre that 
recalled the figure of Nmon in .Palmer's ponderous volumes; 
he saw the students and laity receive under both kinds. One 
day he found staying there, as instructor in plain chant, a 
Belgian Benedictine whom he had met in Erdington a year 
before, called on him by invitation, and was shown the 
college chapel in which the undecorated altar behind the 
ironorrysis had a fixed and domed tabernacle. 

Occasionally he visited the beautiful church of S. Maria in 
Dominica, on the Coelian, fragrant with bayleavgr and jewelled 
with 00.105, but only open for mass on Sunday mornings, 
or on rare fests in thefternoon ; it is one of the little-known 
treasures of Rome. At Easter week in St Peur's a Greek 
prelate would sometimes be celebrating at a side altar; one 
year Peregrinees was asked in three languages, German, Italian 
and English, within about five minutes, whether the priest 
was a " proper Catholic." Was he not a Russian 2 Italians 
especially were puzzled by the celebrant's double and triple 
candlestick and reverse sign of the cross. 

Again in the Eastertide of roix he strayed from Monte 
Porno to Grottalerni so well depicted with pen and 
pegril by Dr Fortescue, ta, with its castle-like walls and massive 
gateway towers, but aTrived too late for more than a glance. 
At last he found one of the Benedictine-habited monks, 
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occupied, however, in allowing a group of visitors the library 
and the illuminated MSS., new and old, alike true to the 
forms of Byzance. Peregrines plied him at a venture with - 
German, excusing his lack of the Greek tongue, .which he 
found a little difficult, whereupon the monk retorted, 
somewhat sharply, oh hrri reghermehe ehw orh, but relaxed 
when he heard that German was not the speaker's mother-
tongue. The following ffiscription stands over the doorway of 
the eleventh-century vestibule (the church iwelf was built in 
r754); 

ohm ewe peAAovets hohaver 
4. Thee,  eel,  Pee0* e' Opormaov 

ei,ven. :wow rer Ken* h.w. 

The only disappointment was the western facade of the 
church, an ineffably feeble piece of nineteenth-century 
o Gothic." 

Slight as it was, this glimpse of Grottaferrata kir a very 
happy memory of the" oriental jewel in the Church's crown,' 
which has been there continuously since noon, in brutal dis-
regard of the feelings of Anglican controversialists at pains 
to square the circle ! But little cared Peregrinus for their 
grotesque wri,lings as he strode past vineyard and olive 
grove towards Frascati, to reach Monte Forth> by stroke of 
eight, and the sunset left. a path of rosy gold upon the Latin 
ea. 

H. E. G. ROPE. 
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A THOMIST TEXT-BOOK 

TEXT-BOOKS are of the nature of tools add the test of 
excellence is their practical fitness for certain usage and 
tasks. Roughly speaking they are of three scrn. Them are 

the Primers with the help of which a teacher strives, by
procem of repetition, to impress elementary notiom and facts 
upon the youthful mind. These are priminve tools of the spade 
and saw and hammer and chisel ciao, whose make and shape 

in practically unchanged throughout the centuries, and 
whose chief merit lies in the temper and durability of the metal 
or mated,' they am made oh Then there are the Grammars, 
elaborate machines, which cut up and separate and sort and 
sift, and label and set in their right place, names and facts and 
principles, reducing the mience or art to method and rule. The 
excellence of a Grammar lies in its mechanical accuracy and 
the ease of its movement, and depend?, mainly, on the in-
genuity and simplicity of its construction and the courdi-
nation of its parts. It is an apparatus, therefore., open which 
the inventive genius of mankind will have busted stmlf, for 

enturies, over a long series of improvements, and of which the 
newest fashion is likely to be the best. Then there are the 
Matuois, cabinets of tools and necemaries, stored, in most 
instance, with all that belongs to each branch of learning 
systematically sorted and tabulated 1 with the sundard weights 
or measures of value, and with codes of directions to initiate 
the student or amateur in their right use and management. 
Here, alm, one wou/d expect that the newest and completest 
would be the best —with this one proviso thit the maker or 
compiler has not been experimenting and striving after novel 
fashions, but has aimed to gather together the best of every-
thing, taking proper advantage of the knowledge and experience, 
the successes and failures of thou who have preceded him. 
Such text-books are more permanent; and, if good of their 
kind, will usually last a man's lifetime and remain on his shelves, 
even when superseded and no longer on the market. But of 
the re-editing, re-casting and new-making of all and every such 
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Manual, there can be, and will be, no end as long as the world 
lasts. 

Cardinal Mercier's Text-book of Philosophy rightly calls 
itself a Manual. It has a better right to the name than any 
Introduction to Philosophy that has yet been published. 
Mt of these are only advanced and elaborated Pruners, and 
thenest of them are Grammars of one or more sections of the 
scienm. It is cyclopaedic in its characmr and COW'S the whole 
ground though it does not pretend to be other than a summary 
or compendium, it is as complete as a band of experts could 
make it. And there is very little that is .mative or experi-
mental.about it. The compilers have desk, as well althry could, 
only with 

at
truths and well-tried theory, refusing to 

reach after advanced thought and novel points of view. Pot 
its foundation and framework and them ateriah of its construc-
tion, they have adopted the Thomistk system—the only one 
which has proved its soundness and solidity, by weathering the 
neglect and defacement of some centurks of violence and unrest. 
Let not the reader, however, think of it as St Thomas brought 
down to date. al< authors would protest against the notion 
that it is a new philouphy, ad atrium S. norm, It aims to be 
the medimval system itself, adopted in its entirmy and merely 
brought into modem use. The Scholastic philosophy has never 
been wholly out of use. The truth is that Scholasticism is a 
structure so sound and even massive in its material and plan and 
workmanship, m skilfully courdinated, balanced and tied to-
gether in all its parts, that it has proved itself practically in-
destructible. Strong men with keen minds have done their worst 
and spent their force against is without any marked effect, and 
it bears few scars or defacements save those inflicted by time and 
neglect. And, like all the best inediaval construction, it is not 
only honest workmanship but a thing of beauty and a master-
piece of design. We may picture it as like a grryi Gutl,itccole, 
covering with its many mansions all the wide field of thought 
in no sense a ruin, never altogether deserted, needing but a 
cleaning up and sweeping sway of accumulated garbage and a 
furnishing with modern conveniences to be habitable in all its 
exmnt, the nobler because of its antiquity and the more varied 
and strangely beautiful because of the many minds and many 
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• hands which have spent themselves over its enrichment; with 
towers which seem to reach to heaven and vaults that seem to 
bury themselves in the solid earth; and everywhere in each of 
its countless chambers traceried windows of geometric design—
the delicate and orderly lace-work of thought—through which 
God's sunshine, the light of truth, shines, penetrating even into 
the dark corners of the vaults, making it the home of Faith and 
a bulwark against heresy and unbelief. It has served the Church 
of Christ well in ancient days and, thrown wide open again, 
will, we may hope, prove a centre of re-union for Catholic 
hearts, a school of Christian Science and Discipline, and the 
palace of Truth. 

For about half a century, Catholic Philosophy- has been I,- 

tracing its steps and, tentatively at first, marching steadily 
towards Scholisticisin. The movement had its beginning in 
Italy a little before the year 1848. Certainly, it was at that dee, 
and from thence, it retched our shores. Bishop Healey tells us 
how "metaphysical philosophy m Ampleforth bed been re-
presemed by such enters as Locke, Watts, Reid and Stewart" 
until Fr Bury returned from Parma in 1848. He and Fr L. 
Shepherd had been sent there by Superiors to qualify them-
selves fora professorship in Philosophy and Theology in our 
College. The original intention was that they should study in 
Rome and take a degree there. But it chanced that they were 
commended to the care of Abbot Bianchi at Parma, and this 
excellent man had a prejudice against the Roman schools for 
what was then consEdered a faddist reason—they were un-
Thominic. He asked permission to teach the two young men 
himself and drilled them in thenrict " Thomistic School 
represented by Cardinal Cajetan and Joathes a Sancto Thome." 
At Rome, in those days,St Thomas's teachings were not looked 
upon with favour. Not that they were under suspicion as savour-
ing of error or heresy, but fov political reasons. Certain views of 
his were too democratic—tamted with Republicanism was the 
word in um—to be acceptable in days when the divine right 
of kings poled (without warrant) as an article of Faith. There is 

curious passage to the point in one of Fr Bede Vaughan's 
letters to Bishop Brown from Rome, deed June 8, 1858. Abbot 
Bianchi, turned out of Parma at the Revolution and without a 
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monastery, hearing of the erection of a Home of Studies at 
Belmont, had offered his services te Professor of Philosophy 
there and had asked to be affiliated to Ampleforth—If all went 
well. Bishop Brown had clearly notified this to Fr Bede, who 
mites "I have heard before of Fr Bury's (is not that the 
name 1) political persuasions, and also know the man from whom 
he has imbibed them." Going on tee speak of this man (Abbot 
Bianchi) he continues " A man of William abilities and with 
an imagination which rises with him into the realms of meta-
physics to so great a height that no one can follow him, and he 
loses himself in the clouds of speculation formed by his genius—
which may be all very well in the abstract, but if brought into 
the more miter region of fact, I fear would destroy the world 
as surely as did the clouds which were the instruments of the 
deluge, with this difference that I fear no rainbow would rise 
out of there as a token of future safety! With all thew great 
talents this man has that of being as mad as a hatter. He wants 
balLut to his intellect." (One would naturally suspect that some 
pertonal grievance is relieving itselfin this abusive outburst, but 
the succeeding sentences explain all.) " I have been astonish./ 
at all the Italian monks I have known. Their political principles 
are nothing else than republican. Some indeed draw them to 
their logical conclusions and seem not to have profited from the 
lesson given in '48." Some twelve years leer, we find Fr Bede, 
now Prior of Belmont and a devoted student of St Thom 
busy with a work on the Life and Labours of Se Thomas of Aqui.as. 
Another dozen years later still, when, in 1883, Archbishop 
Vaughan landed in Liverpool and, after taking a room at the 
Adelphi, drove out to Wootton to pay his respects to President 
Burchall, one of the first enquiries he made was " And how is 
our radical Abbot, Fr Bury 1" One can mark in Fr Bede 
Vaughan's tamer the rise and development of the Thomistio 
mien, and may suspect that, after hie Australian experience, 
he had become as Thomistically radical as the Abbate Bianchi 
and Fr Bury themselves. 

There have been Primers and Grammars and Text-books of 
sorts from before the date of the invention of printing. But
text-book of Philosophy is a very modern introduction. Bishop 
Hedley wrote in a Dublin Review article on the subject "It 
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used to be difficult to find a Text-book of any kind. Students of 
five and twenty years ago (when he studied Philosophy at 
Ampleforth) will recollect how the choice lay between such 
writers (excellent in many respects) as Goodin and Roselli, and 
MS. notes of various degrees of authenticity, authority and 
legibility." It was difficult to find them because thry did not 
Pxist. They could not have existed, because, when the scholastic 
system became more or less discredited, the discursive essay 
usurped in kingdom, and each professor, or philosophic 
essayist, constructed ?and propounded a more or less original 
method and theory of his own. They were days of philosophic 
lawlessness and strife, when, even in our Catholic univerutus 
and mhools, each man's hand was raised against all others of his 
tribe. Philosophers won distinction for themselves by lifting 
and wearing the scalp of some distinguished predecessor. Only 
with an accepted terminology and a general agreement on first 
principles does a text-book become possible. Whose was the 
influence which originoed the revival of the Thomittic reach-
ing in Italy in the days preceding the revolution of 0848? I do 
not know. Perhaps it was, as we say, in the air, and ma, minds 
were simultaneously and unaccountably turned in that direc-
tion. We English Benedictines can trace the impulse among 
ourselves to Abbot Bianchi, through Fr Bury at Ampleforth 
and Canon Hedley, his pupil, at Belmont. But, net unlikely, we 
should have progressed as satisfactorily if none of the three had 
been born. From about that date, 0848, an issue of Introduc-
tions to Philosophy and Tex-boob more or loss ad ttensent 
S. T balsas has been steady and prolific. Nearly all of them were 
good in their way and—as we may judge from their number and 
diversity and the rapid supenession of the older by more up-to-
date rivals—no one of them was wholly satisfactory. A Philos-
ophy ad menses, S. Thomas is confessedly a hybrid as such, and 
by the law of its nature sterile. Such a book may be an admir-
able compilation, deservedly popular for a decade or no, but it 
is bound to be quickly supplanted bysome newer and more 
attractive (for its newness, if for nothing else) philosophy ad 
warms S. Thomas. The writer can name some ten which he has 
come across (and not read) during a rather unphilosophic 
career—mom of them out of use and some of them practically 
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forgotten: Goodin, Tongiorgi, Liberatore, Brim Cornoldi, 
Mauro (rather handsomely commended by FT Bury) Sansever-
ino, Palmieri, with FF. Harper and Rickaby, s.0. A more' 
youthful student could add, no doubt, another half a dozen to 
the list. There can be no finality in advanced text-books of any 
science, and lean of all in those of Philosophy. There are kinks 
and curves, peculiar to himself, in each one's methods of 
reasoning and lines of thought, even when they lead to the same 
conclusions. Not even by the scientific use of the syllogism shall 
we be able to straighten them out. The write: was for four years 
in daily and intimate companionship with Fr Bury and, with 
such a man, metaphysical questions not infrequendy came up 
for discussion, but, though we each (generally) made fairly 
straight for the same conclusion, we very, very rarely kept step 
on the way there. No doubt that was my fault. I was com-
paratively untrained, and Fr Bury never reckoned me a real 
Thomist, though my faith in St Thomas was almost as devout 
as his own. But, no two philosophers ad wars: S. Thomae can 
possibly be in complete agreement, for the reason that in each 
two people, St Thomas and 

n 

another' arc simultaneously giving 
expression to their thoughts, and like two voices singing i 

b moon, even:when there' s no pronounced discord, there will e 
a difference in the timing and emphasis, so that we shall now 
hear St Thomas's voke and now the other's—St Thomas's voice 
prevailing at one plc in this book, at another plue in that, 
and never in thee ame loon and to the same degree in an)? two 
of them because of the idiosyncrasies of the singers, who are 
unable to realise that it is always and invariably St Thomas's 

o ur 
we are listening for and not theirs. One is nob in asserting 

that our schools Ittve been waiting for a test-book which gives us 
St Thomas's voice clear and true, with nothing added by the 
compiler but an harmonious accompaniment which ?nay 
explain, enrich, and support it. I hope and believe that 
Cardinal Mercier's Manual will be found. to have satisfied this 
want. If so, it should have a longer hfe and a wider use 
than any of in predecesson—and it will richly deserve it. 

I have not found—and did not expect to find—that justice 
has ban done in the Manual to the notable non-Catholic 
Philosophic essayists of past and recent times. A Thomistic 
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texrybook could not possibly find room for m.e than the 

briefest statement of their theories, with an adverse comment 
on their soundness, and a refutation of the reasoning which led 

to their adoption. But it is possible to be fain-minded towards 

them, and not make a pretence of having knocked them out of 

time, in the first round, by a three-line syllogism. It is greatly 
to the credit of the Manual that it does not speak contemp-

uously of these men and their works, is more patient in dealing 

with their errors, and is sympathetically honest in its estimate 

of their importance. For this reason, I found real pleasure in 
reading the section devoted to the Histryy of Philomphy. 

It is good and should be useful, likely to provoke a better 

acquaintance with philosophic writings which were epoch-

maldng in their day, some of which will retain their value, as 

well as possess an historic interest, for all time. Canon Hedley 

wcomreended a judicious use of such books and did not fear their 

evil influence. He believed theScholastie philosophywould easily 

hold its own against them. I remember his advising our claw at 

Belmont to begin work by reading Descartes' " Discours de la 

Methods pour biers conduire sa Raison," but Fr Raynal, the 

Junior-Master, denied w a sight of the book. It would have done 

us no harm and might have been very helpfulto us. It is a 

curious  fact that a studied acquaintance with. an unsound 

philosopher's conclusion, or Theory, or First Principles—they 

all mean the wine thing—is rarely dangerous to a student, 

inoculated, either before or af terwards,with Scholastic teaching. 

It should be taken for granted that the master-minds, who 

have won renown and founded schools of thought, have some-

thing to say for themselves worth the closest attention of our 
Catholic students. He will never be a philosopher, worthy of the 

name, who confines his reading to his Manual or Text-book and 

one or two approved Catholic writers of the essayist class. Our 
young men should be permitted something more than a passing 
glimpse of the larger view whilst travelling along the beaten 
road marked out for them. What is false in a philosophic theory 
will not stand the tom of being brought up against the truth, 
and, indeed, may usually be left to crumble away of itself. 

Ti de ore, when cruthed and sifted, and many golden links 
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may be discovered in the chain or unsound reasonings. Them 
was a day when the works of Hume and Huxley and Mill 
and Herbert Spencer—the last more particularly—were 
reckoned evil boob, too dangerow even to be handled 
by young men. We do not think them m gravely 
infectious at the present day. Of Herbert Spencer 
the Time, Literary Supplement wrote about a year ago t 
" He died as lately as December, ;coy. Bur he might, for the 
influence which his teaching ar present exercises, have passed 
away mine centuries ago . . . He who profoundly influenced 
and affected his contemporaries in the 'sixties and 'seventies of 
last century, who was a mntre of controversies in which the best 
minds took part, is a spent force. Instead of becoming, as his 
admirers anticipated, classics, his books have become fossils." 
We should bear in mind that St Thomas grew wise as much by 
noting and avoiding the errors of an adversary., as by syllogistic 
deductions from his own first principles. And the accuracy of 
his reasoning powers was acquired, to a very large extent, by 
habitual fencing with antagonistic thought and conclusions. 

Let me point to an example. We see St Thomas reconsider-
ing his reasoning and deductions—though not his convictions—
because of adverse comment, in the small treatise, " De 
Aeternitate Mundi contra inunnura es." I do not know who 
thew grumblers were, nor whether vatact was writmn before 
or after the article in the Summa [her  same question (Pars I, 
Q. my, Art. W. He is not directly controverting, but turning 
the matter over in his mind and thinking it out for himself. 
In this instance, he begins by assuming as an accepted moth 
that, according to the Catholic Faith, the world has not existed 
from eternity, but that, as Scripture teaches, its duration had a 
beginning. Then herputs to himself the dada, raised by the 
murmurers, whethe it might not, or could nor, have been 
always in existence. 

First, he says, let us see what we and We grumblers hold in 
common and what it is upon which we are disagreed. If the 
doubt means that there can be anything eternal except God, 
that is not only a detestable error, but a philosophic blunder, 

.for philosophers are agreed that whatever has being of any sort 
must have derived it from Him, who is dr fart* possessed of 
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Being in its largest and truest sense. But the doubt may mean 
that a thing could always have had existence, derived from God 
(rousatum a Deo) in all its being, and this calls for examination 
to see if it can stand. Here I may ask myself two things, (0) 
whether it would be wrong to say that God could not make a - 
thing which has no beginning, or whether, if we say God could 
make is (theoretically), He could not have made it (practically). 
We are agreed that (theoretically), cot sidering God's infinite 
power, He could make a thing which shall have been always 
existing. It remains for us to see if a thing can have been made 
that shall have always existed. 

When we say this is impossible, we have to consider two ways 
of getting at the truth (causes veritatis). It may be impossible 
for the want of a potoutio pawivet —the absence of anything 
because of which, or out of which (ex materia praejacent) the 
world can have been made; or again, booms. of a regrageontia 
Waal/wham--s we phrase it" a contradiction in the two ideas." 
The first cause we may set aside. The Angels were made with-

any pre-existing potattitt pawn;; it is hereof to think it. 
The second roma asserts that to make a thing which shall have 
alwaya existed is like asserting that an affinnation and a negation 
are at the same moment the truth. Now, some or that to God 
this is possible; others that it is not—that the resultant would 
be' nothing " (meaning that creation  and eternity of being are 
ideas that cancel each other). Its manifest to me, he says, that 
the assertion disproves itself. But though I believe it to be false 
(as St Augustine remarks, it is like vying that God in His 
omnipotence can make what is true false, and whm is false true). 
it is not heretical. Some " big bugs" (quidam magni) piously 
say that God can make the past no longer the 'mit, i.e. that what 
has happened has not taken place—anal this is not reckoned 
heresy. Let us, therefore, ask ourselves whether there be a 
contradiction between the two ideas—creation by God and 
eternal existence. Although it may be a fact that it is not 
heretical to avert that God tort bring it about that a thing 
caumtu a Deo may have always existed, my own belief is that 
should it  be a ropugoontio intellect., it is false, and if we 
class it as 11.00 a ropsonawitt, it is something wone—an impos-
sibility, it is impossible that it should be otherwise than a 
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contradiction of ideas, and erroneous to call it anything else 
than a contradiction of ideas. Pro tnce it is the quality of 
Omnipotence to reach further than all human thought and 
capacity, it derogates from Omnipotence to assert that we can 
conceive in created things something God cannot do; and here 
it is no good inatance to bring forward riot as something beyond 
God's power, since, in this connexion, they area mere negation 
(nihil aunt). 

But I must stop here. St Thomas has yet to discuss whether 
a being created by God, seassenno totem oubstawittm, without 
possessing the principle of duration, is a contradiction—his main 
thesis, in other words, whether God, the rowan ago, it pre-
ceded in His act by "duration," or whether " non-eve" 
precedes "ease" by duration,when we speak of a thing created 
by God out of nothing. I have only time to remark briefly that 

real
tested as the thesis is lengthened out, and that we come to a 
clearer vision of God's being as the Saint considers the na 

is
ture 

of H acts : we learn what a creat subito implies; that there 
is no duration between God's will and nd im effects; that non-oste 
cannot be said to precede woo by duration because it is literally 
" nothing," it is only a human concept originated in our mind 
by the fact of created existence ; that the human mind is only 
able to conceive creation per maim, but there is no movement 
in the acts of an immutable Being; and incidentally,the Saint 
is led to show that the idea of a duration between the will of 
God and its effect means" deliberation "—at the very thought 
of which, as he writes clown the word, St Thomas exclaims, in 
an aside, "Be it. far from in to suppose such a thing in God" 
(good absit ut in Deo ponamus). 

And all Ohio intricate, delicate, useful analysis was provoked 
by the talk of some grumblers ! We learn from it that we can 
never see deeply into any subject, unless we have given patient 
and even reverential consideration to all that can be said 
against t. Thera ief practical use of philosophic study to priest 
and layman is 

 
detect error when we meet with it, however 

it may be hidden and disguised. For this we need, not only 
to be taught the true philosophy, but to be practised in run-
ning down and unearthing fallacies in the false ones. More 
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particularly, we need instruction and practice in detecting and 

dealing with half-truths—mongrel cur, which will bite us if 

we put too great trust in them, but which may be beaten into 

submission and trained by us to do good service. We shall have 

to meet with error ie all shapes; Im us never be afraid of it, and
try to learn from St Thomas how to handle it. Let us begin 

always, as we we he did, by laying down carefully just what, and 

how much, we are bound by our FMth to bane. If we start 

from that, we cannot go far wrong. To help us in this, nothing 

could be more useful than to have by us a book like Cardinal 

Mercier's Manual of Philosophy. The two brothers, FF. Leo 

and Anselm Parker, have done a good service in putting A into 

English hands. And may it penuade its readers to look into 

St Thomas himself—as it led me, by a chance word, to read 
through the tractatus " De Aeternikate 
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3n Memoriam 
FATHER CHARLES B. WHITEFOORD, C.F. 

(Hied of wounds in France, May agth, xgr8) 

H 

So soon, dear frien, bast won 
Thy reeve eteme

So soon thy race haat run 
So soon didst earn 

Eternal rest and sufferin ' 
Eternal peace 

And though my widow 'd heart 
Cry out for thee, 

And thorn-beset my part 
Henceforward be, 

The Rom the threshold of eternal day 
/ would not stay, 

breathiugspace

Of MY brave, happy laze

Z arlFarli .2ya Sy  (PPely 0 0 ,

Toget.r thio the e. 
Whereto did aim 

ThTolthigs 
= 

rrame 
 0 

In little inhointstby constant faithfulness, In gmt

Beloved, let me now, 
erpast the strile, 

' 87,,TyttA1:7 
Friendship with interce0ion consummate, 
Dear advocate. 

H. E. G. ROPE, 
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NOTES 

IF this number of the kEURNAL appears to our readers some-
what lean, we must again plead high prices and the necessity 
for rigid economy. So short a time lapses between the May 

and Jody numbers that an opportunity for curtailment offers 
itself in this issue, of which the Journal Committee feel bound 
to avail themselves. Our readers will, we trust, continue their 
kindly indulgence of our many shortcomings. 

B t • 
THE Ampleforth Hall at Oxford has now become a permanent 
private Hall with a name which no longer changes with the 
appointment of a new Master. This change was foreshadowed 
by the statute which was introduced tome months ago, and 
the hall of which Father Abbot and the Community of 
Ampleforth Abbey are the Statutory Governors is now 
officially known as "Ada Sancti Benedicti" Artglire St 
Bent's Hall. 

oli 

Toss is certainly the time to ask if the records of the early 
history of the return of the Benedictines to Oxford under 
Dom 'Edaund Matthews in Goy, the initial difficulties in 
regard to status, and the various phases through which our 
Hall has passed, are being carefully preserved. The Jonah,n 
will welcome in the pages an account of those early days. 

ffi
Dom W1LFAID WILL9ON has been away from work during this 
last term owing to sickness. We are glad to say that he is now 
well again. 

Tiry new Education Bill has evoked a small but strongly-worded 
pamphlet loom Dom Celestine Sheppard. The Catholic case 
has not, we think, been put more tersely and more dearly. It 
is only by such outspoken methods that Catholics will ever 
obtain the recognition of then rights. Dom Anselm Parker, 
whose activities in connection with the Catholic Social Guild 
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we have before noticed, is now Chairman of a "Board of 
jonior Studies." Their object is to introduce into Catholic 
Schools their important study and to hold regular examinations 
under the auspices of the Catholic Sodal Guild. We wish 
them all success in this undertaking. 

A number of changes in our missions must be here let down. 
After many years as head priest of St Alban's, Warrington, 
where he has crowned a long life of great zeal and activity, 
Prior Whittle has retired, and his place has been taken by 
Dom Benedict McLaughlin. Dom Wulstan Barnett has also 
resigned charge of the Warwick Bridge Mission, and retired to 
Workington. He is succeeded by Dom Sitogebert Cody. Dom 
Paulin,. Hickey has become chaplain the Benedictine 
Convent at Dumfrie, and his place at Cockermouth has been 
taken by Dom Basil Primarys. Dom Cuthbert Jackson and 
Dom Hildebrand Dawes have both gone to St Anne's, 
Liverpool. Dom Bede Polding has taken charge of Gonanargh 
and Dom Aidan Couw of our Maryport Minton. Finally Dom 
Alexius Chamberlain has gone to Working on from St Alban's, 
Warrington, and Dom Dominic Willson has left us at Ample-
forth for Dowlais. To all we wish success in their new spheres 
of work. 

ffi •ffi • 
WE regret to record the death of Captain Marlow S.). Woollen, 
who died in London on May bith, at the age of mghty three. 
Captain Woollett was one of the oldest living Ampleforth 
boys, and to the end kept in dose touch with school. The 
Jouryu. has frequently printed contributions from his pen. 
After leaving Ampleforth he obtained an appointment in 
the War Office, and was Deputy Commissioner in the Abys-
sinian Expedition. Many of the accounts of that campaign 
which appeared in the daily papers of the day were wrotten 
by him. After his retirement he 

peers
some renown as an 

entertaining lecturer, and among his many activities hc was 
assistant secretary to the Royal Patriotic Fund We ask the 
prayers of our readers for one who was so good a friend. R.I.P. 
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SCHOOL NOTES 
T. School officials this term have been 

Head Monitor . . . J. G. dininsuil 
Captain of the Games . . . . B. J. D. Gerrard 
MoMtom . . . . D. M. Rochford, B. J. D. Gerrard, 

on. M. S. Scott, I. G. D. A. Forbes, H. dllwel. 
L. Knowles, P. S. BLIckledge. 

Librarians of the Upper Library H. ellUrsel, I. G. D. A. Forbes, 
E. M. Vanheons. 

Librarian of the Upper Middle Library . . C. J. l'orw. 
Librarians of the lower Middle labrary C. Ilawle. D. C. Lazenby. 
Librarians of the Lowy, Library S. Hardwid-Rittner, A. B. L.. 
Jounwl Committee . . .  E.G. Davey, R. T. Browne. 
Games Committee . . B. J. D. Genard, J. G. Simpson, 

V. J. Craves, C. Unswerth. 
Captains of the Cricket Sets-

1st Set—B. J. D. Gerrard. C. Unsmarth. 
and Set—L. Reamer. H. crUmel. 
Sri Set—E. H. C.rge. 
alb Set—H. V. Dunbar, D. C. Lazenby. 
ath Set—ft. W. Wilberforce. G. W. S. Bagstfawe. 
Oth Set—B. D. Dee. R. J. Coogan. 

ff. • 
THE following boys left at the end of last term 1 

L. Lancaster, J. Foley, C. 3I. Spitler, T. McGhee. L Newton 
Lee. O. Y. Pansy, J. G. Cann. E. G. D. Reichardt. 

B. Kt 4. 
THE new boys were : 

H. hl. Conroy, R. Ji T. Hex, J. C. J. Grieve. B. Harding, F. Et R. 
Johnson, W. V. L. Lee. J. lateen, C. J. R. B. Stewart, G. T.Tweinlow. 

if if 
IN the January number by an oversight the advent of V. 
Hawley and the departure of T. O'Shanign.sy were unre-
corded in the JOeRNAL. 

a a a 
WHHE still in the press the results of the July Army Entrance 
Examination have been published. Among the successful 
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candidates were J. G. Simpson, who pasted sixtv-ninth into 
Woolwich and F. W. de Guingand and R. G. NicArdle who 
were fifteenth and one hundred and sixty-eighth in the Sand-
hurst list. We offer all of them our congratulations. 

WE have been fortunate this season in having the services of 
B. B. Wilson of the County XI as <rider coach. Though not 
yet in full possession of his powers, having been discharged 
from the Army recently after a very mvere illness, he never-
theless did a great amount of usefulwork. There has been a 
noticeable raising of the standard of cricket throughout the 
school, more particularly in the Middle School, a good omen 
for the neve few seasons. judged by our success in matches 
the season has not been a very noticeable one. Of the four 
games played two were lost, one draw, and in one only did 
we tasm the fruits of victory. The Second XI lost in a game 
with Welburn Hospital who brought an unusually strong side, 
and the juniors lost their match against Bramcote School. It 
would, however, be unfair to judge the cricket of the school on 
the results of so men,, a programme. The Elevens suffered 
undoubtedly from a lack of match practice. 

Gerrard's wicket-keeping for the First XI was a feature of 
the season, and he is rapidly developing into a powerful hitter. 
In only one match did he do himself justice. Unsworth proved 
a steady and reliable bowler, but his batting thoughgood hardly 
fulfilled the promise he gave last year. Wright, who came into 
the XI this year, pmmises to be a useful fast bowler, and his 
batting improved greatly during the mason. Simpson was the 
most successful batsman and well deserved the batting prim. 
Hnsworth carried off the bowling prim and also the " Wyse" 
bat for the best all-round cricketer. The fielding prize went 
to Gerrard. Congratulations to Simpson and Gerrard on 
getting their " colours" and also to Craves on obtaining his 
fielding badge. 

sis 

TEE entertainment in aid of the Public Schools Hospital 
produced Zge e.s. 6d., and a cheque for that amount has Men 
duly forwarded to the secretary of the hospital. We are glad 
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to be able to record that the school, by means of collections, 
has been able to endow a bed for Zig. at St David's Home for 
disabled soldiers, to seed ,C6 sae. to the Ustiverse scheme for 
sending four soldiers to Lourdes, and finally to forward another 
ten guineas to Mrs Worsley-Worswick for the Arnpleforth 
Hut. At the end of term some members of the Middle Library 
hit upon the idea of an auction sale, A great assortment of 
goods, ranging from a beagle puppy to oddments of stationery 
was collected. Much good fun was forthcoming. The popularity 
of the sale became sogreat that the head monitor stepping down 
from his Olympian pedestal took charge of the proceedings. 
His unrivalled histrsonk ability was fully displayed in the 
impersonations of the auctioneer and the sons of Israel. Mere 
than Lir was thereby raised for the Red Cross funds. 
The photograph of Father Abbot was knocked down at the 
record price of eight and sixpence, but a box of dates ran it 
close, fetching eight shillings I 

sks sis 
FATHER BERTRAM/ Pig, 0.E., who was captured by the 
Germans in the battle of Cambrai in November la, paid us a 
visit at the beginning ofterm and gave us the benefit of his 
experiences as " a guest of the Fatherland." It is not too uch 
to say that we had not a dull minute during the two hoursm for 
which Fr Pike lectured. He described the battle, his capture, 
his imprisonment and his subsequent repatriation. We all felt 
that we had for once peeped behind the scenes. His amount of 
the air raids carried out by the British while he was still at 
Karlsruhe, the life of our fellow countrymen there and the 
thrilling attempt made by some to escape were ore eloquent 
than columns of newspapers. Others who haven spoken to us 
on the war will not this, or unappreciative or ungrateful if 
we say that Fr Pike's lecture was quite the best we have yet 
heard, and we tender him our best thanks. 

s4 As B 
Two thunderstorms about the middle of term created, we 
believe, records—the one for the number of flashes of lightning 
yy 
Inrthis lancer c'alsehtehe' strbe dga' n' 7o=fc isCl'evchk,leyf'slii; 
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o'clock the two cricket fields had the appearance of lakes and 
the brook a broad navigable river. The older inhabitants of 
the district remember nothing like it, although one asserted 
that a similar downpour occurred in 087o. 

Boo the number of " outings " and expeditions which we 
have had this term is proof of the kindness of the weather. The 
choir and the school societies have all gone forth with number-
less objects in vices, some in undisguised pursuit of pleasare 
and others with that display of seeking knowledge which 
SOMetiMcS speaks of ulterior motives. All have had the same 
good fortune as the whole school enjoyed on Goremire Day, 
which this year fell on June pth. Goremire Day has been shorn 
of BOA of the customs which were de rignsur before the war, 
and even these we are assured will be restored in the days of 
reconstruction. 

. 
POTATOES and beetroot again adorn the flower beds in front 
of th«ollege, and our potato patch behind the ball place is 
displaying a remarkably healthy growth of which we hope 
to reap the fruits next term. Besides this privau venture we 
must record that Mr Perry has enjoyed the services of many 
willing and lusty hands for the hay-making, but the last two 
weeks of term when they would have been most valuable was 
so broken by intermittent thunderstorms that we had to leave 
the bulk of his hay to be garnered by others. 

Toe "Spanish Flue," we gratefully record, troubled As not 
at all. In fact the whole district was quite remarkably free of 
the scourge, although a case of a soldier returned from leave 
did occur at the prisoners of war camp on the hill. It was 
rapidly and successfully isolated, while the soldiers were 
temporarily confined to camp. 

A sporting airman whose name is unknown has visited us several 
times this term and " stunted " before the college. He looped 
the loop and did spiral glides with all the gracefulneU of 
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facility of the past master. He threatened to collide with the 
church tower and missed it by a feta. feet. He swooped down 
on to the cricket ground and caused a flutter among the 
`,Ism;ity.s,,zho 

was 
anitwic:;a:twedekaomf,o,rc, z11 wla:cli!nr, own,  their,e

not seen the last of him. 

Tur following boys are heads of their Forms 
Upper Sixth J. G. Simpson - Fourth R. G. Hague 
Sixth L J. [Wen. Higher Third A. F. Pearson 
Filth R. T. Browne Lower Third B. Dee 

THE School staff is at present constit uted as follows 
Dorn Edmond Matthews, M.A. Woad Master) 

Dom Justin McCann, M.A. Dom Bernard MeElligott, 
Dona Wilfrid Willson Dom Ethelred Taunton, B.A. 
Dom Placid Dolan, M.A. Dom Clement Heiketh, B.A. 
Dom Dominic Willson. B.A. Dom Stephen Dammed, DA, 
Dom Paul Nevin, M.A. Dorn Louis d'Andria, 
Dom Dunstan Pomi, D.D. Dom John Maddox 
Dom Adrian Dawson Dom Raphael williams 
Dom Herbert Byme, B.A. Dom Gregory Swann, B.A. 
Dom Sebastian Lambert, B.A. Dom Ignatius Miner, B.A. 
Dom Hugh de NormanyEle, B.A. Dom Denis Marshall, B.A. 
Dom Illtyd Williams Dorn Felix Hardy, B.A. 

Dom Cyprian Murray 
F. Bilvington Hatteraley. MusBac. (Cantab.), A.R.A.M 
W. Edward Parkinson. A.R.C.A. (London) 
J. F. Porter. M.R.C.S. (Medina fi r)

H. Croft (Manchmter Regiment) 
Nurse 
Nurse Wood 
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Roll of bonour 

KILLED 

ALLANSON, a P., .d Lieutenant, Suffolk Regiment 
As:ascots., C., Captain, Manchester Regime.. 
S.., RECS., Dragoons. 
BARNEWALL, Hon. R. N. F., Lieutenant, Leinster Regiment. 
BARTON, JAMES, Lieutenant, MC., Croix de Guerre, R.G.A. 
Buc.nr, J. M., Captain and Adjutant, M.C.. Rifle Brigade. 
BYRNE, E. T., and Lieutenant, Welsh Guards. 
Cum.M, A. C., and Dentate., East Yorkshire Regime.. 
C.vos, C., and Lieutenant, R.F.C. 
Drusr-Younn, W., Lieutenant, Australian Contingent. 
Dor, P., R.F.0 

L., The King's (Liverpool Regiment). 
GERRARD, . M. H., aul Lieutenant, R.F.A. 
HALL, G. . M., Lieutenant, Royal Berkshire Regiment. 
Hervisauass, W. P., xrd Lieutenant, Royal Irish Regiment. 
Hoes, A., und Lieutenant, Durham Light Infantry. 
HINES, Cluares W., Major, Durham Light Infantry. 
HORAN, M. B., Captain, South Lancashire Regiment. 
KEG, H. F., 0ffieer, H.M.S. "Innarnincka." 
Low., W. P. ST L., Captain, Leinster Regiment. 
MACPHERSON, J. S., Lieutenant, Gordon Highlanders. 
MAIM, E. J., Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
MARDISI, M. J., Captain and Adjutant, Royal Warwickshire 

Regiment. 
MILES, L., The King's (Liverpool Regiment). 
MORROCN-BERNAG, F., Lieutenant, Royal Munster Fusiliess. 
NAGY, V. G., 2.1 Lieutenant, The Duke of Wellington's 

((West Riding Regiment). 
Nevi, J. H. G., 2nd Lieutenant, Grenadier Guards. 
03PRHORMER, G., Royal Fusiliers (Public Schools). 
rowan, R. J., Lieutenant, Indian Army Infantry. 
PORCH, S., Surgeon, H.M.S. " Indefatigable." 
SHARP, W. S., Northem Signal Company, Royal Engineers. 
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Tams, A. M. A. T. De L., Lieutenant, Norfolk Regiment. 
VUTLSTERE, PIERRE, Lieutenant, INeoration Croix 

de ever., Belgian Army. 
Warr., F. J., and Lieutenant, Lancashire Fusiliers. 
WILLIAMS, L., Lieutenant, South WAm Borderers. 
WILLIAMS, 0. M., Major, Monmouthshire Regiment. 

DISH A WOUNDED PRISONER Mt GERMANY 
Lone, F. W., and Lieutenant, R.F.A. 

Dim or Sama. Simon 
Came, B. F., Captain, R.G.A. 

Ds. on Acmo SERVICE 
CLORAN, G., Stab-Lieutenant, Royal Naval Reserve. 
WOOD, B. L., British South African Police. 

KILLED AT SG 
CHAPIRERLAIN, P. A. Engin., Merchant Service. 

Mr,,,
BLACELEDGE, E., und Lirvonant, The King's (Liverpool 

Regimen and R.F.C. 
BODENHAPS,t J. E. C., The London Regiment. 
Camea-Ssarrn, R. A., and Lieutenant, London Regimen. 
Pan., J., Captain, M.C., The King's (Liverpool Regiment). 

WOUNDED 

ADAMSON, R., Captain, Royal Welsh Fusiliers. 
Bram G. L., M.chester Repines. 

., j. 
&POCOCK, W. N., Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
Caroa-S.2D, F., and Lieutenant, London Regiment. 
CARTER, H. G., Lieutenant, Grenadier Guards. 
CAWKELL, E., Lieutenant, Rifle Brigade. 
CHAMBERLAIN, G. H., Captain, The King's (Liverpool 

Regiment). 
CHAMBERLAIN, W. G., atd Lieutenant, The King's (Liverpool 

Regime.). 
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CLARE, C. W., Lieutenant, MC., The King's (Liverpool 
Regiment). 

Croaso, M., Captain, KC., Royal Garrison Artillery. 
CORRY, E. J. Lietamont, West Yorkshire Regiment. 
COURTNEY, F. T., Lieutenant, R.F.C. 
CRAWLEY, C. P., znd Lieutenant, Dorsetshire Regiment. 
CREAN, G. J., Captain, Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers. 
DARBY, A. F., Ca.dian Contingent. 
DAWES, W. S., Rev., Chaplain to the Forces. 
Dryry-Youno, A., Lieutenant, Machine G. Corps. 
Daum, A. H., Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. 
DOBSON, J. I., Captain, Sherwood Foresters. 
DUNBAR, T. O'C., Lieutenant, A.S.C. 
DWYER, G., Captain, Royal Canadian Regiment. 
EMERSON, G., Caplan, Newfoundland Contingent. 
Earn,, H. J., Lieutenant, South Staffordshire Regiment. 
FARRELL, G. E. J., Captain, Leinster Regiment. 
FORST., J., Scots Guards. 
GAYNOR, G. J., Yeomanry (ttached R.F.C.) 
Goss, .5., New Zealand Contingent. 
Hueoutea, E. P., Flight Commander, R.A.F. 
Harry, F. J.. Lieutenant, Royal Engineers. 
Hurry. A., Captain, R.A.M.C. 
a. m.. T. J. Australian Contingent. 
Jos..., J., Captain, Australian Contingent. 
Krivoi, E., Motor Transport. 
KELLY, A. P., Lieutenant, KC., A.S.C. (attached R.F.C.) 
KNO ES, V., Lieutenant, R.G.A. 
LEACH,WL E., Lieutenant, Machine Gun Corps. 
LE FEVRE, F. L., and Liniment, R.F.A. 
LINDSAY, G. W., Linanant, R.G.A. 
Lory, A. T., Australian Contingent. 
Low R, C., and Limment, West Yorkshire Regim.t. 
Mucary, C. J., Major, M.C., baluster Regiment and R.F.C. 
Mryary, G. F., Lieutenant, Leinster Regiment and R.F.C. 
McCune, H. R., Captain, KC., Black Watch. 
McCorysnca, G., znil Lieutenant, West Yorluhire Regiment. 
MCKENNA, J. J. Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
MARTINI, C. J., Captain, A.S.C. 
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Mary, H. A., Lidatenant, M.C., Royal Engine.. 
MARTIN, M., Captain, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
Mary., W. H., and Lientenatet, R.F.C. 
Mr..., P., Captain, Lancashire Fusiliers. 
Mom., R., Welsh Guards. 
MORROCH-BERNAVD, J. Liniment, Royal Munsryr Fusiliers. 
NEWSOM, G., Lancashire Fusiliers. 
PARLE, J. A., Captein,M.C.,The King's (Liverpool Regiment). 
Pnarydrox, J., Australian Contingent. 
Pon, F. W., and Lieutenant, Royal Welsh Fusiliers. 
READMAN, W., and Lieutenant, Loyal North Lancashire 

Regime 
A

nt. 
RICE, ., zsd Lieutenant, R.G.A. 
ROBERWON, E. A., Lieutenant, Cameron Highlanders. 
Rocuroun, C. E., Captain, London Regiment. 
ROCHE., H., Lineman', London Regiment. 
RUDOIN, L. G., Captain, MC., Cheshire Regiment. 
STOURYON, E. P. J., Major, D.S.O., The Hon., D.A.Q.M.G. 
TAUNTON, H. R., and Lieutenant, Machine Gun Corps. 
TULIN, L. J., Lieutenant, R.F.A. 
TRAVERS, D. G. L. M. G., Captain, Royal Engineers. • 
TURNER, W., Royal Engineers. 
Wursn, J. J., Captain, R.A.M.C., attached Royal Inniskilling 

Fusiliers. 
Wricsory, E. H., Captain Yorkshire Regiment. 
WRIGHT, H. D. M., Captain, Sherwood Foresters. 
Wooly, M. F. M., Lieutenant, Royal Engineers. 

PRISONERS or Wry 
Col..., C. B. J., and Lieutenant, The King's (Liverpool 

Regiment). 
Caosviry, C. P., Lieutenant, Dorsetshire Regiment. 
HARDMAN, E. P., nigh! Commander, R.A.F. 
McCann, A. J., and Liniment, Royal Dublin Fusiliers. 
MCDONALD, D. P., Lieutenant, Lovat's Scouts, attached R.F.C. 
Rowe, R. D., Sub-Lineenant, H.M.S. " Honor." 
'FEELING, T. F. P. B. J., Lieutenant, ic.o.s.E. • 
Weicinry, E. H., Captain, Yorkshire Regiment. 
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T. following Old Boys are known to be serving in His 

Majesty's forces. We occasionally hear of new names, and 

the Journal Committee will be grateful to correspondents 

for any further information—additional names, corrections or 

promotions. 
We are no longer allowed to publish the battalion and 

certain other details. This we fear will detract from the interest 

of the list, but we shall be grateful if tswill

continue to send us details, including the battalion,  for our 

private information. 

ABNEY-HAM-DIOS. R. M. G., Captain. Labour COr, 
ADAMSON, C., Li611.6,11i. R.F.A. 
ADAMSON, R. (worinded), Captain, Royal Welsh Fusiliers. 

ADRIEN, W. E., and Lutotenant 
AGNEW, R. G., Lieutenant, R.A.F. 
Masco., C. rinryclk Captain, Manchester Regiment. 

IL, R.A.F. 
ALLANSON, F., H.A.0 
ALLANSON, H. P. (Rifled), and Lieutenant, Suffolk Regiment. 

Auk...a, J. B., 'Artists Rifles. 
Ass rota, C, R.A.M.C. 
Aust., Sin W. M. B., Ma Lieutenant Yeomanry. 

BARNETT, R. (killed). Dragoons. 
BARNETT, W. R. S., Yeomanry. 
BARNRWALL, Hon. R. N F. IL, /killed), Lindero., leinsKr Regiment 

Don. C. A.. end Linden., Irish Guards, 
BARTONJAMES /P.M*, Croix de Gunn, R.G.A. 

Ben. Jour., 01 Iseretenant, NGA. 
BARTON. 0., Lieutenant, Yorkshire Regime. 

Besw, G. L. (/mitt wounded), Manchester Regiment. 
BEACH, J. (iNININNIL Officers Cadet Baton. 

Bsncs, S. 
Bryn, J.. SuAlientenant, Royal Naval Reserve. 
BIRMINGHAM. F., R.A.F. 

Thrysks. E. (m.ry), Lieutenant, The King's (Liverpool 

Regime.) and R.A.F. 
BLACKLEDPE, R. N. (i*, The nin  (Liverpool Regiment). 

Booryssw, J. E. C. (missing, Londo Regiment. 
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BPACIOIORE, A., Linden., A.S.C. 
Boocory, B., Canadian Contingent. 
Boo., W. Pi. (wounded), Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment 
BRADLEY, B. R. D., Lieutenant. Royal Thryneers. 
BRADLEY. W. A., Lieutenant. Prisoners of War Section. 
Humus, J. M. (killed), Captain and Adjutant, Rifle Brigade. 
BUCCNALL, E. D., Captain, Canadian Contingent. 
Bono., Rsv. W. B., C.F. 
Bunion-Witasma. L, Major. Canadian Contingent. 
BORNE, B. E. J.. Lieutenant. London Regiment attached Indian Amry. 
Buss, L., Lieutenant, Middlesex Regiment. 
Bums, A. J.. Captain. Thvat's Scouts. 
BYRNE,  B.C. OULU). and Lieutenant, Welsh Guards. 
Hymn, Rev. W. A.. C.F. 
Csum, B. F. (died el than An.), Captain, R.G.A.
CAPIN, L., Captain, Royal Engineers. 
CussaKturs, F. (wooded), and Lindeman! London Regime.. 
CeThait-Thrts, R. A. (*sing). Lieutenant. London Regiment 
Cu.., J. N. Lrsufa R.G.A. 
CANDLISH, R., Captain, General Headguarto Staff. 
Cur., H. G. (wounded), Lieutenant Grenadier GPards. 
Co.., E. (wounded), Lieutenant, Rifle Brigade. 
CHAMBERLAIN, G. H. (weinsled), Cocain, The King's (Liverpool Rest.) 
Thu.., N. J., Lieutenant, R.F.A. 
Castmesssm, W. G. (twice wounds!). and Lieutenant. The ICing's 

(Liverpool Regime.). 
CREME, H. J., Captain, The Bugs (But Kent Regiment). 

F., Lie*, The King's (Liverpool Regiment). 
CLANCY, J.. L.saexant, A.S.C.. attached R.G.A. 
C.c.s, A. C. (killed), and Lieu..., East Yorkshire Regiment. 
CLAPHAM, W. V. Lieutenant, R.C.A. 
Cusry, C. W. (wounded), Lieutenant, LC., The Eing's (Liverpool 

RtgirtILDt). 
CLAR86, J. O., The Effiffis (Liverpool Regiment). 
Thos., G.. (died on edits serene), SuS-Lieronnant, Royal Huai 

Ats,m. 
Mon., M. (mounded, mentioned in despatches), Captain. .1 CC., 

COLLINGWOOD. B. 3., Lieutenant, Army Ordnance Corps. 
COmmoa, B. R., Captain, The King's (Liverpool Reset) and R.F.C. 
COuryos, C. B. J. (prisoner), Lieutenant, The King's (Liverpool 

Regiment). 
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COLLIS°, O., Lieutenant, B.C., The King's (Liverpool Regiment) 
CONNO JA 
CONNOR, E. A., Captain, South Lancashire Regiment. 
Coolie, W. C., Gffitt.s, 
Cos.,  P., AGA. 
Cos., E. J. (wounded). Lieut.., West Yorkshire Regiment. 
COoRTNE, F. T. (wounded), Lieutenant (Cron de (Parse). R.F.C. 
GIME°, C. (WOO, and Lieutenant, R.F.C. 
Cakwonv, C. P. (tootended and Prisoner, nundsoned an despatches). 

Lieutenant, Borsershire Regiment. 

GRRA, G. J.. (wounded), co., Royal InnisinIng Droller, General 
Hmdquarters Staff. 

CREAK, H. T., Lieutemnt, R.F.A. (acting A.B.C.) 
CROKER, C., Captain, Bedfordshire Regime.. 
Damao. 

P.
R.A.M.G. 

Dna., A. F. (mounded), Officers Cadet RA.F. 
Iffitvess, E. P., Captain.

A.B.

Bevas, Ras, W. S. Make wounded). C.F. 
PEASE, . J Lieutenat, Rifle Brigade and R.A.F. 
DES. A., Lieutenant, R.A.F. 
De..85, H. Australian Contingent. 
Dues, V., Litudenard. The Queen,(Royal West Surrey Regiment, 
Dios, W. 
D6 NOIMAXVII.L.B, Ray. G W., C.F. 
Da Nomemrsous, E., Captain. R.E. 
Onap, peonndee , Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. 
P,Lon, N.1.I., Officers Cadet Bttalion, RA.F. 
DOBSON, 3.  (wounded). Captain. Slanvood Foresters, attach. AS.C. 
Bongos. W., and Lieutenant R.F.C. 
Dolivaffiv, P., Royal Welsh Fusiliers. 
Dom., R., end Lieutenant, Connaught Rangers. 
Duir, P. (killed), R.A.P. 

O'C. (*tended), Lieutenant, A.S.C. 
Ilivffifit, G. *panda)), Captain, Canadian Coating,. 
Demise, G. (wounded, *Mimed in despatch.), Capta., New 

foundland Contingent. 
Earn..,  Regiment 
FOODS,  ViCoORE, zad L.tii6X012i, Scots Gus.s. 
FOODS. C. and Lieutenant, R.G.A. 
FARBER, H.. Army Pay Corps. 

G. E. 1. (wounded). Lieutenant, Leinster Regiment. 
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FARRELL, R.. CfMfain. Canadian Contingent. 
FBEIIT,  P.S. E., Wing Conanander, 
Fete., C., R.A.F. 
Ff.], R., Maay. M.C. (mentioned in despatches), A.V.C. 
FISHWICX, L. J The King's (Liverpoot Regiment) 
Frs.., N., A.S.G. 
Vs.., T. B., and Lieutenant, Labour Corps. 
Co., J., Officers Cadet Battalion, R.A.F. 
FOOTE, W. Sr G.. and Lieutenant, R.F.A. 
FOIISHAW, F. J., H.A.C. 

aeonnaed), Scots Guards. 
FOSTIIR, H 

 C. 

Linde/sant, A.S.C. 
GATE  A. J., Lapeek, R C. King's (Liverpool Regiment). 
awn, G. Co Captain, JR .C.,  C. 
Gas.* G..3.( a ed. and Lieu*. Yeomen, attached R.F.C. 
GERRARD. 3 

0.1/ 
dkilled). and Lieutenant, R .F A. 

Gleams, A. B., Officers Cadet Battalion. 
Goss, A. (roostieded). New Zealand Contingent. 
Goss, F. H., Captain (mentioned in d.paiches), 
HALL, G. F. M. *Co), Liutennt, Royal Berkshire Regiment. 
Hatraoss, V. J. R.. Captain, South AfrAm Contingent. 
HArumfArr. B. J., LMar), I...911ter9. 
HARMAN, E. P. (mounded, of war). Flied Commande r, 
HelimsoAR., liastenani. East Vorksffire Regiment 
Hay.,  And Linder*, RAY. 
Hay., F. L., and Ciente*, Iona. Regime.. 

Hey., R., i.tenext, 
HEFFERNAN, J. H., Li..., Irish Guards, attached Machine Gm 

Gouda. 
Stemma, W. P. Hine., and Lieutenant, Royal Irish Regiment. 

HEAL, J., Lieutenant, Durham Light Infantry. 
Halms, F. J. (wousseled). Lieuten., Royal Engineers. 
HEVES, T. F., Officers Cadet Battalion, R.E. 
Mem, H., Lieutenant, East Torksirs, Regiment. 
HILL, E., and Linden., Yeomanry. 
Hines,  (monrided). 
Blies, C. *fled), and Lieutenant, Durham Light Infantry. 

C. 

IBMs, C. W. pima), map, Durham Light I.e.,. Htms, G., Royal Engineers. 
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Houali M. B. (killed, mentioned in despatches), Capon, South Lan-

cashire Regiment 
Hoe, J. L., Northumberland Fusiliers. 
Huarmaton,11.14. (=aliened in despaelses), Major. as.o,Sornar-

setatire Light Infantry. 
Nuance-rat T., Captain, Royal Fusiliers. 
lin...nu, T. J. Australian Contingent. 

.. Royal Engineers. 
Joxnsox.i (neuffio21 in despatches), LL.Colonel. D.S.0., Royal 

Wnt 
RwahRtath. Wounded. mentioned in despatcher), Captain, Australian 

Contingent 
KELLY, A. P. (twice wounded). Lieutenant, M.C., R.F.C. 
%huh , J. O., and Lieutenant. Connaught Rangers. 

Neoax, E. (emit), Motor Tra.nort. 
IRtauffil , R. F. (Ruled), Officer, H.M.S. " 

..C.. R.F.A. 
%WO, P. J., Yeomanry. 
Iffifowtes, C. and Lieutenant, Rifle Brigade. 
Huoulies, V. (mentied). Lieutenant, R.G.A. 

LAC, L., Northumberland Fusiliers. 
Latour, P., HOME Transport. 
lautastea. C, Captain, R.A.F. 
LANCASTLR, L., Household Brigade Officers Cadet Battalion. 

LANCASTER, 5., Liaffienane, Highland Light Infantry,

Lan, E. (wounded). Lieutenant, Machine Gun Corps. 
Law J. E., Highland light Infantry. 
LEES, C. F. W., Lieutenant Indian Army Infantry. 
ER FEVRE, F. L. Imam awl). as Lieutenant, R0.5. 

LIONTBOOND, Rev. A. A., C.F. 
LINDSAY, G. W. (wounded), Lieutenant, R.G.A. 
Itsvon, C. P. St. L., Yeomanry. 
listow R. P. St L., Officers Cadet Soho. R.F.A. 

LISTON, W. P. St L., (killed). Captain, Leinster Regiment. 

Lox, D. T.. and Lieutenant. Inffian Army Cavalry. 

1.550, F. W. (died telninds as a primer), and /Warsaw. 
Loll, A. T. (Wit, Medal). Australian Contingent .alt.

W. C., Maier, 
Lovett. H.. British 

Rd 
Cross Motor Ambulance. 

LOVE, S. C. A.. Ceylon Mounted Rifles. 
LoWIRTE C., Lieutenant. Yorkshire Regiment 
Lanice, R., and Licoffigauf, Indian Army Infanta. 
LYME, L. J., Lieutenant Cheshire Regiment. 
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moue, F. I.., Lieutenant, Black Watch. 
McCaw, IL R. (cataurseit Captain, MC, Black Watch. 
McCune, A. J. (woloard and prisoner), and Lieutenant. Royal Dublin 

MtContax, G. frecumded). and Lieutenant Wat Yorkshire Regiment. 
hfficilinfwarr, G., Lieutenant MC., Highland Light Infantry. 
McDouno, A. J., Lieutenat, lovat's Scours attached Scottish Rill, 
kliDowatn, a P. (prisoner), Lie*,Lovat's Scouts and R.A.F. 
MCDONALD, I., inns of Court 0.T.C. 
MacnotateLL, F. E. A., tad Lieutenaffi, 
IlliEvov ., Yeomanry. 
Mgt.., T. A., and Livilenani, Argyle and Sutherland Highlander, 
McGuutuess. R., Royal Engineers. 
Baca, C J. (twice wounded), Major, M .C.. Walk de Guerra,. 

Lay,  Regiment and 12.A Y. 
MacKay, G. F. hawaled). Lieutenant Leinster Regiment and R.A.F. 
MANX, L. G. J. ,Capfain, 
McKauxa, J..j (wrice wounded), Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Pa. 
HOICILI.., J. Lieutenant, Queen's (Royal Weer Surrey Regiment). 
Memel/sou, C. F.. Lieutenant, R.A.F. 
MACPHERSON, j. ffii  Lieutenant, Gordan Highlanders. 
HI:SWINE, F. E.. Lieutenant, Royal Engineers. 
Maw., DT 
...ENE C. .1. Oromard). Cam.. 
HARM, 0 . 1. (1110,11, Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment 
MARTIN, HOWARD. and Lffillfirsaffi. Royal Want re Regiment. 
Man, linen A. (wonded), LW..., ..C.. Royal Engineers. 
Man, J. A., Highland Light Intent.. 
' , ARTIE. ELI (Itilla4S),Laptaimend eldjulant,RoyalWanviekshire Regt. 
Man., 0. J., and Lieutenant, South Staffordshire Regiment. 
Manx. W. Hato. (wounded). Lieutenant, R.A.F. 
Baum. W., and Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
Mount W. A., Lffieffinant, Royal Warwiershire Regiment. 
HARWOOD, B., Lieutenant, R.F.A. 
HARWOOD, C., Ersursiffinf, R.F.A. 
Maus.., G., Lieutenant, R.F.A. 
Massey, E. J., Officers Cadet Battalion, R.A.F. 
MERU, A. L., Officers Cadet Battalion. 
MILBURN, W., R.A.F. 
Mato, L. (killed), The King's (Liverpool Regiment). 
MUM, R (,Site taload), Captain, Lancashire Fusiliers 
MILLS. C. W., and Lieutenant Royal Engineers. 
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Milus, P., Flight Z.NNI1Olant, RAM. 
Mormr, G. F.. and Lieuten., Royal Engineers, 

MOR
MOME, J. F. S., Lie. R.A F. 
ATOM, R. (orounded), Welsh Guards. ( mire.. .

F. A. ffidled). Lien.. Royal Munster Fusiliers. 

Moe O, J. Orotooded, Linden., Royal Munster Fusiliers. 

Mum. J., OON, 
Murray, P. J.. LiMdenan, Hampshire Regiment,. Headquarters Staff. 

NArtny, P.. LORIONINI. West Yorkshire Regiment. 
NAurv, V. G. (*Med). mid Duke of Wellington's Regiment, 

Num., A., Li.. R.A11. 
Num. G. W. H., Major, MSC. 
Rm., J. 11. G. (killed), 2,14 Limns Grenadier Griards. 

Namur, AL 
H.

Copal, WoremtelMire Regiment. attached A.S.C. 

Newsman,.. (arorsdati. Laricashim Fusiliers. 
Nevrimt, A., Connaught Rangers. 
1222ffion, J., Connaught Rangers. 
NEWTON, L.. Officers .det an. 
Onstiutorrtia, G. (Prikffi, Royal Fusiliers. 
O'CONNOR. AIMEE. 
0,., ., Lieutenat, Lancashire Fusers. 
O'Down, H., F. Pomo., " Devonshire." 

Ow.. H. A., And Lieutenant, R.F.A. 

N.B.. J. (krice lookoded d missing), Carla. .C., The King's 

(Livercol Rgiment). 
P.c.., P., New 

Zia)
Contingent. 

Prxy, J. . H., 2r. Lieulknonl, Suffolk Regime. 
Prim J. C. M., Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 

G. 5., and Lieuleonl, Indian Army. 

1,LBI.BTOM• J. Wee times wounded), Austradffin Contingent. 

Hon.. M W. D., Trinity College, Dublin, O.T.C. 

Pom., H., Yeomanry. 
POT DING, . B., Atffir,F-ant Laneasffire Regiment. 

Pox's, A., Motor Transport. 
Pow., E, Dublin University O.T.C. 
Pow., D., Surgeon, Royal M.ine Dep.. 
Pon t,  R. J. WWI, Lim... Punjabis Regiment. 

o t, F. W. (twin wounded), Lieu... Royal Welsh Fusiliers. 

Ammon. E. 
PRIMATES, REV. A. F., C.F. 
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PR/MAVESI, C.. EMI Li.... South Wales Borderers. 
P.m, S., 1A16A), Sorge. " Indefatigable." 
Quinn, C., Gnadian Contingent. 
Qum, F., Captain, Canadian Contingent. 
Qum, J., R.A.M.C. 
Qumn, Ixx., R.F.A. 
RAN., A., AS.C. 
Rusonegiment.A5, A. (mounded), owl Lam. Loyal North Lancashire 

REARDON, Ligalemant, 
RevvoLtis, N, R.G.A. 
RIGBY, A. ffiroroarti, oud R.G.A. 
Army, L., Lek., Manchester Regiment. 
Rtitiv, J., The King's (Liverpool Regiment). 
ROBERTS., E. A. (mounded), Lieut.. Queen's Own Cameron 

Hierlanders. 
ROBERTSON, .1...Lieutenant, 15.5.11.6 
ROBEFORD, B.. mut Liettlenent, Grenadier Guards. 
Romeo., C.. Lieuteoaul. London Regiment. 
ROCEPORM C E. (..winded), CO., London Regiment attached 

Machine Gun Corps. 
ROOMED. CLEMENT, and Lieut.., Ss. Regiment. 
Room., E., A S.C. 
ROCREOR, Lieulerta ,London Regiment. 
ROMEO, L., Flight Commander, D.S.C., end Bar to 
Room., R., gurr Lieukxent. R.A.F. 
ROOMED, S., ond Lieutenant, R.A.F. 
Room., W., mut Lieulexonl. Tank CO, 
ROWE, 18, 0. Sub-Linden., H.M.S. "Nestor." 
RUDD, L G. Soouuded), Co .m, AI.C., Chmhire Regime.. 
ROM, T. V., Lieutenant, ChM, Regiment. 
ROXTON, W., Royal Irish Regiment. 
S.22, E, Motor Trumped. 
Stomp W. S. WU., Royal Engineers. 
SINNOTT, R., Lireffinaril, Yorkshire Regiment. 
m. A., Captain, R.A.M.C. 

Swim,,  J. B., ant Lieulen., South 1..cashire Regiment. 
Senn, J. K. Li..., R.A.M.C. 
Senn, N., Manchester Regiment. 
Stir, P. (mentioned in ekspaa.,), COM, R.A.M.C., Sou. African 

Contingent. 
Mani, W. T., LieNlOON, Lancashire Fusiliers. 
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SEENEN., H. J., RG.A. 
Sem.. L. M., Household BrigadeOffice. Cadet Battalion. 

F. F. J ON. wended, Mrrie times ire K.0
 

0

SistE, W. H., und ieutenant, Pay Department. 

SIVA..., C., South Alric. Forces, 

TUNTON, H. R. BearinNd), 
vu

Lieutenant, 
TEEM., . M. A. T. tin L. a , iontmant, Nor.. Regiment 

J.
L.

 (wounded). LWalenant, R.F.A. 

TEEM, T. F. P. B. J. (prhoner), X.O.S.B. 

T.., J.. and Peom.ry. 

T... D. G. L.  B.C. (wounded), Captai , Royal Engine.. 

TURNER, W. BOONIO), R.E. Sigals, Australian Contingent. 

',swoon'. I,. Prolortionary Sorra. 
R.

N.N 

VETCH. G., lierrryant, R.G.A., Headquarters Staff. 

W.., D.. The Xing, (Liverpool Regiment). 
WALE., The King, (Liverpool Rssimentl. 
WALLACE, P., Irish Guards. 

'A's.. J. J. (wounded,. Lieutenant, R.A.M.C. 

WALSH. M. P. (Peke mentioned desPalchesh Majo 

5.ft 
WaTTom F., Lieoenani, 
WALTON, 1., Royal Fusiliers. 
WARP, P., The King, (Liverpool Regiment). 
W., F., and Lm an/. 
WELCH, G. W., Officers Cadet Battalion. 
WET. T. V., and beatenant, In.. Army Cavalry. 
00  E. H. (wounded and prisoner of war), Car.. Yorkshire,

Regime.. 
WEISSENBENC H . and benignant, The King's (Liverpool Rryin.D. 

Wesmesm J., and tannin King's Own (Royal Lancashire...) 

Warm., F. J. (killed). und Liman. Lancashire Fusiliers. 
Wn.u.s, L. Oiled), Troutman, South Wales Borderers. 
WILLIE., a ar (kilted), Major, Monmouthshire Regiment. 

Worm, B. (died of blacks* /awl, British South African Police. 

Wool, W., Canadian Contingent. 
WHIG., A. F. M., Captain, Sherwood Foresters, attached A.S.C. 

Wm., a P.R. (wounded), Captain, Sherwood Foresters. 
WRIGHT, B. F. (mounded), laplain,R.E., attached RAF. 

Poo., F. Sr G., Captain, Highland Light Infantry. 

Pon., A. DENT, (wounded), Lieuten., Machine Gun Corps. 
Poo, W. DENT (bleed), AustraKm Contingent. 
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Sandhurst. 

BAR., W. H. 
Haaw.... V. J. 
E... R. G. 

(Madrid. 
KELLY, T. F. H. 

Tiole.—Witsato Dmiry American Navy. 
COUNT JOSEPH TErynNEE Lientenani, Italian Army. 
Jo. D. TELPENER, Italian Army. 
Prom VUELSTERE. Belgian Army. 
PIERRE VUVLBC. Fri.., Belgian Army. 

▪ df 
Or the old boys who are missing we have heard nothing 
further and it is to be feared that some of these must be counted 
amongst those who have made the supreme sacrifice. Mr. 
Blackledge has learnt that the pilot of the machine in which 
Lieutenant Ewan Blackledge was brought down is a prisoner 
in Germany, but as yet he has not been able to hear any 
details of his missing son. 

THE following further details of Lieutenant Hon. Reginald 
Barnewall have been sent to us J 
His wounds were caused by his being caught in a burst of machine 
gun fire, and he was buried by Father Sproule, C.F., in a little • 
cemetery at Brant. Farm, about half way between Slay and Mar, 
mart. six miles southeast of Albert. 

Os di di 

CONGRATULATIONS to Lieutenant James Barton who has 
recently b«n awarded the Military Cron and the Croix de 
Guerra, also to Major M. P. Walsh who has been again men-
tioned in despatches by General Allenby—and to Captain 
F. H. Goss who was mentioned for services to France. 

iB di 
T. following is the official award of the Military Cross to 
Lieutenant A. P. Kelly:
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When information was urgently needed as to rte enemy, position 
during an action. he carried out a reconnaissance at a low altitude 
under heavy machine gun fire. Though wounded he completed his 
patrol, local. cmemy's position, and brought back most valuable 
information. He showed splendid courage and skill throughout the 
operation. 

Lieutenant A. P. Kelly is at present in England, as is 
Lieut.ant C. F. Macpherson; he was in the same squadron 
which was commanded by Major C. J. Mackey, mode., who is 
still in France.

• 0 

T. F. H. KELLY, who in January passed into Wellington, 
Madras, for the Indian Army, mans in a letter dated 
March 7th:

about ten miles from A/exandda. It 
have had since leaving England . . .tin
two of the camp horses .d rode over h , • 
having taken off our hates and spar we ws m so. 
Baking Soudantees It was gorgeously onminentel and there were 
several lovely song bird.. We then went up a narrow winding staircase 
—suddenly the light went out and the door was banged behind ..Our 
old guide then biBan emitting de most awful shouts 0 the top of 
his smite. and we felt sorry that we had ever come near the place. 
Eventually we rewhel Na top of the tower a. were rewarded Sy a 
beautiful ffiew of the hill. 

• 

Ilan is an extract from a• letter of and Lieutenant R. J. 
Lynch, Indian Arm, 

About the middle of °doter I got the order to proceed on recruiting 
duty to the Punjab .r Punjab Mussulmme It was a nice old fix since 

could barely talk the ffinguage. However, I packe.d up my kit got 
my recruiting party together a. start. off. The greater part of the 
party was distributed over different loffilities over the Punjab, while 

with an Indian officer procee.I Poonah State, a small native 
state of Kashmir. 

From Royal Pindi to Poonah Ton, a little over I. milffi, no 
road or railway, onq a track over hills and valleys. I got provisions 
for fi ve wwks. put them. a peek mule and set on. The first day a mule 
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ticked and broke my only bottle of lime juice and cup. However, by -
walking about fifteen miles per diem we eventually arrived at Poonah 
sifter a week. The country it very beautiful, the climate ideal. Three 
etc. were spent in Peon.. The first ten .” I touitd round with 
Ilse civil authorities trying to get hold of recnffis. The second week I 
made friends with the Rajah of Poonah. with the result that he in 
vited me out to shibor. He lent me riffs: and bullets, and we spent an 
vstremely enjoyable five days. I got one black bear, one small panther 
sod six wild boars. I have got the bear and panther skins midi me at 
e.t. There were one or two exciting experiences especially when I 

snit changed by a wounded boar. fortunately a shikari knocked it over 
in time. By our efforts and luck—chielly the latter--we managed to 
ffi together sixty recruits which happens to be a record for roorah 
district. It took . another week to get back to Hawn. Pindi again, 
man which place I returned to the depot with the rocruits. I found 
Ilat the officein hod only just got into houses there though they 
laid Mean degrees of frost wig. in tents, 

CAPTAIN Gtnaa Dwvsa, who was wounded so badly last 
ear, writes 
had an operation in New York by a Ile, sffisialist my am, 

which andtells me I am fortunate to retain. It has become quite useful 
insain  though it is without the sense of to  it renders yeoman 
service. My discharge from the Army follow. the operation and am 
now civili. once more. I cannot , I am pleas. as it was a great 
life which I would not have missed 

Speaking of the great explosion in Halifax he says: 

Four thousand to of T.H.T. went off in the harbour and blew up 
half the city, and Ibis disaster was closely loll.. by blizzards and 
snow storms which made the work of rescue difficult and slow. The 
surrenry of those whose ,thin eluding including tlicir frt.', was des-
royer,. pitiable, and the unselfishaffis of those who were untouch. 

by the disaster working night and day for weeks to give relief was a fine 
example of the .ffidenial and nffiuranc. which this war has taught 
everybody. 

0. 

MAJOR R. H. HUNTINGTON, D.5.0., who recently returned 
to the FroM, writes : 
I notice several changes since IV:SS out hew Metre. The old style of 
trench warfare seems to have gone—at least for lie prffient. The result 
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of the German offensive in the spring is semi-open wail,. although 

where I am Wings are fairly quiet. Had one attempted to walk about 

two yeas ago as we do now, it would have had serious consequenas. 

What Ole future has in store for m I do , W kUow. but swam 
M high spirits. My brodieg Captain T. Huntington, is still going 

strong and appeals to enjoy Me out here. 

GERALD Hums writes from Italy 
I am always lucky in finding hiends in strange lands and I was de-

lighted last Sunday to meet Captain E. P. Hardmanhem I ant glad 

to think he will be station. near here for some time. He is just recver-

, from I,is accident, of wa a,1 summe you will have heard. 

* F 
LIEUTENANT C. CLARKE, ine., after eight months in hospital 
at Boulogne and Netley, has been invalided out of the Army 
owing to the severe wounds he seined on the occasion 
when he gained the Military Cross. On the eve of leaving 
Netley he writes:
my surgical Mots arrived intently and with the assist.. of two sticks 

am again Naming to start to walk. Pro,. .11 naturally be at D. 
very slag but limp, about is a step in the right direction. 

Cams's; F. ST. GEORGE YOREY, hr.., is at present assistant 
Instructm to an Officers Military Convalescent Hospital. 

F ffi F
SECOND LIEUTENANT VISCOUNT ExcoenEn, who went to the 
Front in April last, writes, 
I am j t back with my battalion after a musketry course of three 
weeks wushich I ant through at a place not far from Ampleforth Hut. 
I found Wm*, there. The lmt is rally very god and was packed 
when I went there. It is one of the bat if not the very bat in the 
camp and is much patonised. Mass said there every morning at yr, 

CATTAIN A. F. M. Witiffin writes 
I have just returned from ten day, leave in Egypt. I was very lucky 
in coming across an Old Boy, E Murphy, who is a cipher officer at 
G.H.Q. We had a great time talking of the old days at Ample... 
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From another source we Barn that Captain Wright has been 
showing some of his old prowess in the cricket and football 
fields of the Egyptian Expeditionary Form. 

SECOND DEuTENANT CYRIL SIMPSON passed eleventh out of 
Woolwich and is at present at Chatham where he is a Bon 
eless officer. and Lieutenant J. M. H. Gerrard passed thirty-
eighth out of Woolwich. 

a 4. ' 
Sons months ago A. H. Dillon was wounded in both thighs 
and when we lest heard was in hospital at Finsbury Park. 
His wounds are such that he is unlikely to me active service 
again. 

The following old boys ▪w ho are serving visited us this term 
Lieutenant J. Pike, Probation, Surgeon L. Unsworth, Li 

M 
enten.t 

R. G. Agnew, Cap. F. St. G. Yorke. sad Liefitenant G. R. Simpson, 
end Lieutenant J. M. H. Gerrard, Lieutenant W. Clapham, Captain 
M. D. Cloran, oex. 

• 4,
Ando these notes had gone to press we received the sad 
news that Lieutenant James Barton, st.c., Croix de Guerre, 
and Lieutenant J. M. H. Gerrard, Lieutenant W. Buxton, 
Lawrence Walton and Pierre Vuylsteke (DecaraeionMilitaire, 
Croix de Game) of the Belgian Army, have been killed in 
action. We have received no details, but we hasten to offer 
to all their relatives our sincere sympathy, and to beg our 
readers' prayers for their souls. R.I.P. 

NEWS has just reached us that Commander E. P. Hardman, 
who has been missing since August and, is a wounded 
prisoner of war in Austria. 
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The AMPLEFORTH WAR MEMORIAL 

FIRST LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS 

THE following list of donations and promises of dona-

tions to the Ampleforth War Memorial has been com-

piled with the assistance of the Treasurer, Mr V. S. 

Gosling. Subscriptions may bo sent to Mr Gosling, Union 

Chambers, Temple Row, Birmingham, 
or  V 

the ig ht Rev. 

Abbot of Ampleforth,AmpleforthAbbey,Malton,Y Rorks. 
g j

The Abbot of Anteqforth and the Continuity .. Soo 0 
o o 

Mrs. Bags., 
s. 

RMss. W. Bdarton, Esq. 

f James Blackledge, Esq. .. 
J. R. D. Bodenham, Esq. .. 

5.?.gBra'. Bond, . 

Rig Rev. Abbot Burge .. W.J. 
J. Butcher. Esq. .. 

;Itnurl: 
. 

Right R
Colonel 

ev. Abbot Cummins: .. 
Dom It Dawes „ . 

Nr:riHtra.1"„. 
Captain J. I. Dobson .. 
plies Poyle .. 
Captain  B. H. V. Dun o.s.O. 
Captain G. Dmver 

J. G. Fattorini. Esq. 
Ws. M. Fishwick 
John rishwick, H. 
F. Gibbons. Esq., H. .G. 
Mrs. Goodall .. 

/6 

Lieutenant B. J. Hardman.. 
Captain BroaWev Harrison 
Mrs. Hawkswell -

Ve=ant Loge Ha, .. 

Iro4Lon, Req. :: 

•• 
‘‘,eu r,te 

H. Manley. Wq • . 
rs. Mayne n 

5W. Man
W. C. Milburn. Esq. 

Mrs. Narey • • . 
Lieutenant B. P. Narey 

FImt~Paymsshr 0:Dawd 

wtenant B. Rocha,. 
'Captain C. E. Rochford 

Lieutenant H. Roc.. 
'Joseph Rochford, Esq., con. 
'Joseph Rochford, Esq. jun. 

Lieutenant W. Rochlond : 

SWpson Honation) 
bleutenant•Colonel H. B. Toller c.er.o 

MW. Unsworth.

. Wilberforce 

Captain M. F. M. Wd 
ve pad 111 inttalm 

ne 
ents. rrtuoesaou 



SCIENTIFIC CLUB 

THE Club officials for the summer session were: Secretary, 

Mr Vanheems Committee, Messrs Simpson and Gerrrd. 

At the fi rst meeting on May 09th, Dom Ignatius read a 

V? the of  
aspects of

regions, of which the most interesting are the Rift valley in 

front of the Colkge, and the glaciated Vale of York. To the 

east lay the glacial lake of Pickering the formation and 
development of this received original and detailed consider-

ation. Some glacier theories concluded the paper. 

" Sun spots " was the tide of the paper read by Mr Robinson 

on June 16th. He began by quoting various solar statistics in 

order to take us out of this world and cream then ecessary 
atmosphere. Then he considered in order the older theoriesof 

sun spot formation, including Herachets conception of

cavity with its umbra and penumbra the instability of the 

su mmphere compomd of the faculae and concluded by 
a detailed analysis of Professor Turner's theory that the spots 

are used by meteors, originated by the Leonids colliding 

with Saturn, falling into the sun. 

On June asth, the Hon. M. S. Scott read apaper on " Petrol 
engines." After a brief historical introduction, he described 

in detail the working of the various parts of a modern engine—

the stroke, methods of sparking, clutch, gear (both epicyclic 

and sliding), cooling apparatus and methods of lubrica-

tion. In conclusion sorne of the more important aero-

plane engines were discussed and illustrations of them shown 

on the screen. A long discussion revealed the mechanical 

instincm of many members of the Club. 

At the not meeting on June Both, Mr Greenwood read a 
paper on "The production of fire." The history of the common 
match was traced, and demonitrations were shown of the 
different Ends of matches that have been in use. A. model had 
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School Societies 

been prepared of the " Philosopher's lamp," and many other
interesting experimenm were made to show the evolution of 
man's efforts to produce a simple method of obtaining fire. 
The appreciation of the Club was shown by the spirited 
discussion which followed. 

E. M. VANHEEMS, Hon. See. 

SCHOOL SOCIETIES 

THE secretaries of the many societies which flourish in 
the school with three exceptions have failed to send 
their reports to the Job... But the committee can 

vouch for their continued existence and the great variety of 
their activities. The Anryleforth Historical Society has met 
tegularly. Members of the Natural History Society have made 
frequent expeditiona armed with killing bottles, egg blowers and the usual naturalists' paraphernalia, and with unbound. 
enthusiasm they have discmmd the results of these expaditions at their meetings. Although none of the Poetry Society has 
tempted the Journal Committee to print any of their efforts web elieve that at least one of thorn has noteonfimd his energies to the discussion of our great English to The Roman remains at Aldborough (Iaursum) were inspected by the Human-ities Society and pryers have been read by its members on a number of classical subjects. With all their activity we can hardly tax the seriousnem of these societes and of others un-named with Eriness in not  us reports, but let us 
attribute their failure to a youthfulmod 'eary, or in the case of some to their reluctance to have recourse to vulgar self-adver-tisement in the pages of the Jones:kb! 

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. 
THE summer session of this society, though restricted to four meetings, has been at once interesting and informing. Beyond question a successful attempt has been made to com-bine instruction with pleasure an achievement which must 
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surely be laid down as oneof the primary objects at which this 
recent school development has been aimed. During the term 
four papers illustrated by lantern slides have been read 

Volcanism . . F. W. de Guirmand 
Cotton . L. D. Chamberlain 
South Africa . . C. E. G. Cary-Elves 
Egypt • . J. E. G. Ruddin 

All the papers were followed by discussion which invariably 
showed that the society f ully appreciated the subject. The 
officials remained unaltered, J. EiToller again acting as secre-
tary, whilst Messrs. F. W. de Goingand and C. S. D. George 
served on the Committee. 

PHILATELIC SOCIETY. 

If spite of the counter attractions of the summer term the 
regular meetings have been well attended. Two papers were 
given. Mr G. Bagshawe read a very interesting paper on the 
commemorative issu of the Unified States, and Mr E. F. 
Davies discussed thew tamps of Egypt, showing their relation 
to the recent history of that country. 

At the mth meeting of the society Father Abbot presented 
the prizes that had been offered for work at collections during 
the year. Mr S. Manion gained the priee in the first division, 
Mr K. Greenwood in the second. Mr W. Bagshawe,who ran 
the winner in the first division very close, also received a prize ; 
and Mr E. Forster for energy shown in working on the School 
Collection and on his own. Mr H. Dunbar thanked Fr Abbot 
for the interest he showed in the society and for the honour 
he had done it in distributing the prizes. 

During the year the School Collection has been increased 
by about fifteen hundred new varieties, and the members 
have added an aggregate of onto five thousand to their 
collections. 

We wish to thank Lieut. B. Smith for the set of stamps 
which he obtained for us "Somewhere in Greece." 

6o

A RED CROSS ENTERTAINMENT 

ON Friday, June ietIL the school gave an entertainment 
in and of the Public Schools Hospital. About three 
hundred and fifty visitors attended. The programme was 

xcellent, and where so many good things were presented it 
is hard to discriminate and allot praise. In the sketch 
" Waterloo," Havikswell sustained the difficult Mle of the 
aged Corporal Brewster with great skill, while Greenwood gave 
us a perfect presentation of our pre-war Tommy in Sergeant 
Archie McDonald. The scenery of the underplot of "Twelfth 
Night " was quite the best we have yet had at any of out many 
entertainments. Olivia's Garden was replete with many flower, 
and withal a fountain, from which thew ater played with that 
genuine realism in which amateur theatricals so often fall. 
Sir Toby Belch and Sir Andrew Aguetheek displayed remark-
able conviviality, while Malvolio in his difficult r8le of steward 
sycophant and duped lover showed good understanding of 
his part. Roach as Maria seemed to enjoy himself thoroughly 
and consequently was a fine success. 

The audience were obviously moved by the feeling displayed 
by J. G. Simpson in the rnusical monologue " Spotty." Simpson 
has 

scrag' 
man successes

re
memberf parts, comic, serious 

and c, boo we do not em any in which he has 
shown ore perfect taste or apprecia n. The original sketch, 
" Dahlia does her bit," with its many typical allusions, sent 
the audience away in high spirits. Ruddin, who played the 
part of Dahlia, an eccentric and very unconventional parlour-
maid, managed to convulse the house for the Last mventy 
minutes of a very lengthy entertainment. The choir sang 
several part songs in a way that must serve to expand the 
good name which they already enjoy. Of the three soloists, 
Rochford, Vaitheerns and Cary-Elwq the most pleasing was 
Rockford, but all achieved a measure of success upon which 
we may congratulate them. 

PROGRAMME. 
1. PIANOFOR 

ET
TE DU . MarcheCarachristique in C Sduiderl 
Mr. IL K. HEITERELET E J. BETEEOT 
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Corporal Gregory Brewster (aged 60 J. W. HAWESIVELL 
Strgeant Archie McDonald. R.A. H. W. GREENWOOD 
Colonel James idwinter. R. Scots Gd J. FITZGERALD 
Moraln Brenwer, the Corporal's Grandniece W. It. EMERY 

s"" : : • rzt'sg( 
4. The Underplot of Twelfth Night . . Shallesprove 

SU Td, Belch. uncle of Olivia  J. E. Sucre 
Sir Andrew Aguecheek, his friend . . .  M. Waicur 
Malvolio, steward to .ivia A. M. DE licovrre 
Fabian. servant to Olivia . . R. W. S. Do.. 
Clown. servant Ofivia . G. S. TIANDWICE•RITTNER 
Moot. • rich countess . 1. E. Totes 
Maria, Ofivia's maid. . 

Scene . A room in soots'' house. 

y. 
"" S•'"  • Ti;e =Zi t: • • 

Oliver 
 r'" 

INTERVAL 

6. Underplot of Twelfth Night. Scene II. Olivia's Garden. 

g. $OXCS . . Somers& 

7P)) thnicaln'etnt 
Ced Tree ar

(s) Birds M the high Tleli-gwdee 
Song-cycle from Tennyson, " Maud." 

D. M. ROCXFORD. 

Musicao h.:moues . "Spotty" 
J. G. Slaws. 

". 900" 
.

(V) re= 
bright str, 

E. AL FANNEEZIS. 

tea. Pattr Sod. tat Here's a health unto his Majesty 10th Century 
(0) Sweet and low, a lullaby . Malarrni-

Tie COLLEGE Cam. 

T. ORIGINAL SKETCH Dahlia does her bit "• 

Got SAVE THE KING. 
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OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 

THE fallowing bp joined the contingent at the beginning 
of te 

E. Forstrmer, R. G. Hague, B. Harding. C. A. Haselfoot, E. H. P. 
lilac.... J. E. Smith, C. J. R. H. Stewart. G. T. Twemlow. 

The following promotions were posted under date May ra t, 

,918: 

To be Sergeant Corpo. Browne 
To be CorpoNs . . Lance-Corporals Leese a. Forbes 
To be Lanc.rporals . Cadets W. J. Hodge and Unsworth 

and under date June zoth, 1908: 

To he Corporal . . Lance-Corporal Ddvenot 
To be Lance.Co,oral . Cadet 61..e 

The work of the term being uninterrupted by bad weather 
the whole syllabus of training from Squad Drill to Manceuvre 
in the Field was carried through with success; we were unfor-
tunate in not being able to test its value by a whole Field Day, 
as the area of ground under cultivation was so extensive that 
a convenient field of battle could not be direovered. The 
report of the officer who made the Annual Inspection, however, 
denotes that we were not incapable of carrying out with 

an  a whole day's work. 

The practical test for Certificate " A "  was undergone by 
Lance-Corporals Hodge and McArdle for a second time 
with success. On this occasion Lieutenant -Colonel Sopper, 
Commandant of the Cadet Battalion at Catterick, was the 
respecting officer. 

Musketry was principally concerned with reaping the fruits 
of the careful preparation of the two preceding terms. The 
care given to details tiv and Lieutenant J. A. Baty, Northum-
berland Fusiliers, and Sergeant H. Croft were well rewarded 
by better results in the classification and elementary tests than 
have been obtained for many years. We regret that hreing 

lost Mr Bare at Christmas we are now faced with the with-
drawal of Sergeant Croft, but we are sure that Headquarters 
will give to the services of an equally capable Sergeant -
Instructor for the coming year. 
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The following were the winners of the shooting corn-
petryion at the end of term 

nderson Cup .  Cadet E. M. Vanbeetn, 
Headmaster's Cup . Cadet E. F. Davies 
Officers' Cup . . Cade,. J. Mayne 

,AleVL r iKoLofile . Annual Inspection made by 

ANNUAL INSPECTION. 

Drill. Very good; all movements were carried out very 
smartly, during which all ranks were very steady. 

Marramors. Very fair; covering fire was well maintained 
but safety catches were not raised when moving forward and 
all orders were not repeated by each cadet: sights were well 
adjusted during the attack. They should be taught to go 
through the motion of reloading from the pouch when their 
magazines are empty. 

Discipline. Good; there was no talking amongst the tanks 
during any movement; they moved sharply on every com-
mand and were very steady in ceremonial and close order drill. 

Tura-out. The contingent was very well turned out and 
the clothing was good and clean. 

Arms and Equipment. In good condition; well cared for. 
General Remarks. All ranks seemed exceptionally kcry, an 

example being set by the officers who seemed very well up in 
the work, with the result that the contingent has gained a 
high state of efficiency and discipline. 

CAMP 

The work of the contingent at doe annual camp this year 
was devoted to the reaping A the Flax crop. Owing to a 
difference of opinion between the authorities in charge of 
the Harvest Camps and the Flax Experimental Branch of the 
Board A Agriculture which occurred towards the end of 

and which threatened to preclude the possibility of 
fugma  the necessary arrangements, many of the original 

sev ty-firo Volunteers were unable to at rid as other 
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Officers Training Corps 
arrangements had in the meantime been made by them. We 
however mustered fifty including our 0.C., a chaplain, a 
food controller, Dom Hugh de Normanvilk, a director of 
Transport, Dom Dunstan Pocri and Quartermaster W. P. 
Woolley.Thu main body arrived at Knedlingtomnear Bowden, 
on July 23rd to find that the advance party, who had left 
three days previously, had with the assistance of Hun prisoners 
made excellery preparations for the camp. Lest our readers 
who are uninitiated in the mysteries of fiaropulling should b, 
under the inthression that we undertook a "thshy job" 
it be said that occasional wet days when work svas not 
possible were not wholly unblessed by us, and that when yrs 
left the camp in the early hours of August 9th, we had the 
satisfaction of feeling that we had done something to help t, 
v.iv the war, besides having gained a practical first hand 
knowledge of the life of the fields. A morning's work taught m 
to appreciate as never before the excellence of bread and 
cheese eaten without ceremoy in a hedgerow regardless of 
Mort or beast, and followed bans soothing slumber from which 

ot were only aroused by  shrill whistle and the words 
her.sume work" shouted from one cod ,d thy field o., th 

othe After workweary and begritsurs o 
input a lorTy or in a motor van el 

Flax authorities. A bathe or a drsv i. 
Spiers & Pond's employees once
and the evening was spent in
ments which included sing-mngs and rounders. 1. 
summarily ended the choruses which emanated 
tents. Than and then only when all was silent did hi
auditors depart from the gates of the camp, which 
aroused so much interest m their midst. 

It would be invidious to single out any individual or part, 
for pro whether for good work  the fields 

no 
in the camp, 

bry we may say that tent No.  m chargs of fCororal J. G. 
Forbes received the special commendation o the O.C. for 
its exceptional orderliness in a camp when long hours of work 
Ind gmjourneyin necessitated the relaxation in this respect of 
some points of ilitary discipline. 

Our heartiest thanks are due to Mr and Mrs Rudd-Clarke 
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of Knedlington Manor, cousins of Lord Lindsay who was for 
many years our neamst neighbour at Oswaldkirk Hall, for 
for their untiring kindness to us during the camp. It is 
difficult to express what vve owe to them, but let it sufficeto 

my that we were given free run of the Manor grounds and 
its buildings. We had the use of their bathing pond as well as 
douches and baths. Mrs Rudd-Clarke's personal kindness to 
the sick, who found themselves provided with delicacies 
served direct from the Manor House, calls for our special 
thanks. Their many attentions so graciously and tactfully 
bestowed made our camp all that it was, and served to keep 
our spirits strung to their highest pitch throughout the three 
weeks of our stay. 

We have also to thank Captain Wynne Edwards and 
and Lieutenant Hilton, of Leeds, for their many kindne.es to 
our party. 

CRICKET 
AMPLEFORTH 4. ST MIR'S 2C11001. 

A
T Ampleforth on June 8th. The School batted first, but 
failed badly against the bowling of Wright and Davis. 
B. M. Wright and E. F. Davies made a gallant effort 

lot the last wicket which carried the Kan from 27 to 4.5. St 
Peter's had no difficulty in passing this score, and at close of 
play had made 155 for only six wickets. Wright, their captain, 
played an admirable innings of 76. 

susmtxoxrx ST PETER'S SCHOOL 
Tall r  b wages . 
Neb. c Gem.. wrot 

• 
} end vothae 

Darla 

Extras . 
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Cricket 
AMPLEFORTH

At Ampleforth on June inth. The Air Force batted fi rst 
and'were dismissed on an easy batting wicket for Go, so 
that the match appeared almost as good as vvon. Fr. 
Clement and Cravos gave the School a good start, but with 
the exception of Cravos, who played a stylish innings, and 
Baines, no one else seemed able to score, and the side were all 
out when we were still 16 runs behind their score. 

AtlFE.I.FORTH 

e rem: 
E.,. . . maw., e FERCez 

• ntr,,waem 
....We. 

aE D. Bak c ;ad 141111c;ax 
I. It Racw.141/0. 

. 

AIIIILEFORTH 4: OFFICES moms (min...mill. 

At Ampleforth, on June 22nd. The XI. did well to get the 
Catterick side out for try runs on a hard and ease wicket, 
but ongoing'n to bat it looked at fi rst as though the side was 
going to fail apin, three wickets falling for 5 runs. Howeser, 
Fr Placid and Simpson put a different complexion on the game 
and after Simpson 's dismissal Fr Placid and Gerrard carried 
the score rapidly from 68 to of for six wickets when time was 
called. The captain made a bold bid for the runs, scoring 17 
runs in the last over of the day. 

OFFICER CADETS ICATTERICIO 

cc t' we. 3.• c Toltec 0 J. P. 
: : Irk...- 7a`,Z71.•....4, 

c Gctrard He.s1ECIIA 6 lIchas . 
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3 '31M 3rdiarni.„. .v. VII*, seed, 3' w. ort 

Ite?Vr.Mee.te'oa3333"': 

sermaroain

On July 6th we entertained a prty of airmen from East 
Yorkshire. Some of the team came in their machines; one 
unfortunately "crashed" in landing, happily without any 
injury. The match proved rather uninteresung as the officers' 
toal of go was passed for the loss of only one wicket. The School 
fielding was very keen and Gerrard did some smart things 
behind the wickets. Fr Clement played in the and style 

which we are accustomed, and Crams and Baines also 
showed excellent cricket. Info, it appeared that in this match, 
the no of the the members of the side were just 
beginning find theirseaso,  cricket legs I 

deneLEFORTri 
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ATHLETIC SPORTS 

THE athletic sports, the detailed results of which are 
given below, took place this year a week after we re-
assembled for the Summer Term. Considering the very 

limited amount of practice that was possible the results were 
quite good. One record was broken, Harding's time for the 
no yards in the Fourth Set, and Mills equalled the record in 
the Second Seth Hurdles. Compared with last year's results 
in 17 events the results Wore an improveMent. Simpson
Crawford and Ruddin were most prominent in the First 
Set and there were wveral most exciting finishes to the Se

Simpson only Just succeeding in holding his own 
against Crawford. Ruddin carried off all the long-distance 

z
not but here again Crawford was always a dangerous 

The Colour Divisions, six this yea instead of five, were 
exmnded to embrace the whole School. In former years the 
fi rst three sets only sported a ribbon. The lower sets took only 

for
the various colours but now all the sets have been included, 
a plan which certainly gives a greater interest to the smaller 
boys' competitions. the " Yellows " captained by Cravos 
won the greatest number of points, the mite being decided 
on the results of the Cross-country Race, the last event on 
the programme. The Sports Subscriptions were again devoted 
to a war charity. 

Appended is a list of the Cup winners 
"Bisprod" Chanenge Cu 
" Gerrard " Cross Country Coop 

Lambert " Hundred Yards Cup 
J. 

G 

E us0 ":
pwn 

"Palmer " Cup 
" Fanner " Quarter Mite Cup 3. 0. Simpson 
•. She, " urd. Cup . C. M. Mills 
Swond Set Cup . L. H. Casertelli 
Phial Set Cup 
Fourth Set Cup 

J. G. Emerson 
B Herding 

Fifth Set Cup   P. E. Bodge 
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SWIMMING 

MOST of those who began the term unable to swim 
learnt to do so before It ended. The Swimming Club 
was heavily reinforced, and there were many attempts, 

though most of them were v cesmful o pass the 
sterner tmt whose reward is the Colours. The Diving Compe-
tition on the last Sunday of to  was an excellent display, and 

'atcdjf'.27,=! ' ,V. YcLIZZ ' ZIl vri:f otoNn nfiZreal, 
though C. E. Cary-Elwcs made a good fight for the Hall 
pries. E. F. Davies' time, oo seconds, was inferior only a 
the record mt up last year. The success of R. W. S. Douglas 
M the Learner's Race was a fi tting complement to his other 

f:t7s1 Lni,l7tbotT 
year of swimming. 

Dub

The Aquatic Sports began with three excellent events, a 
relay ra a water football mmpetition, and the formidable 

ce,difficulty of the greasy pole; then rain brought them to an 
abrupt end. The following successes are to be recorded 

Chalk.. Mg, uhrec lengths) DuMes 
Prise non lengths) . . . J. G. Emerson 

Diving Race lone length) . . . R. W. S. Douglas 
Diving . . J. R. Crawford 

Colours were gained by 

R. W. S. Douglas. J. E. de Guinea., D E. Cary.Elmes, W. J. Roach. 
J. G. Emerson, M. D. Glynn and E. M. Dee. 
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OLD BOYS 

CONGRATULATIONS to Mr Harold E. S. Lovell who 
was married on July If th to Miss Constance Maud Dance, 
second daughter of Mr and Mrs Dance, of Brill, Buds. 

Abso to Mr William F. Dobson who was married on June rind 
at St James', Spanish Place, W., by the Bishop of Southwark, 
to Miss Eleanor Rodford, fourth daughter of Mr and Mrs. 
Redford, of al, Fimjohns Avenue. 
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PREPARATORY SCHOOL 

THE following new boys came to the School at Easter: 

N. J. Chambers, G. C. Glynn, D. H. (telly, G. H. 1,0101.Philiiiips. 
J. L. IL (.intact. J. Roman.. 
The Captain of the School during the summer term has been 
R. H. Lawson, with F. M. Sitwell as Vice-captain. 

sfs * 
OUR temporary chapel is now in use ; its interior, at any 
rate, beautified by the use of the screen kindly given us some 
year, ago by Sir Mark Sykes, seems to meet with general 
approval. Sc way of ho/y-watr stoup we have an interesting 
relic of Rievaulx—a piscina from the old abbey-church. It 
came to us from the late Mr Ferrus Bateman, and serves as 

.continual reminder of our Patron, the third abbot of 
Rievaulx. 

ON Ascension Day Father Abbot pontificated amongst us for 
the first time in the new chapel: the serving and the singing 
of the Common of the Masa was carried out by the boys. On 
the feast of SS Peter and Paul the Bishop of the Diocese care 
to ordain and confirm, giving Dona Felix the order of the 
subdiaconate, and later in the morning confirming the 
following boys 
J. S. B. Austin. D.11. Reny, J.1.. s1. Lintner. J. W. Ryley, G.C. Glynn. 
G. W. A. Nevin. H.0. Anderson. 0. W. Airecough, H. J. CiPrini,10,
G. J. Emery, T. G. Fishwick, G. J. Grisewood, G.H. Plarch.Phillipx, 
VV. J. Romanic, 
Of these the fi rst four had made their fi rst Communions at the 
Bishop's Mass that morning. 

LECTURES are few the summer terra ; but we have had tam 
of i s  interest, (the fi rst from Father Bertrand Pike, 0.P., 
on his experiences as a prisoner Germany, and the second 
from Captain F. 0.. Thorne, exc., who told us at first-hand 
about the Salonika front. 
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Preparatory School 
THE Cricket XI has been made up of the following 

R. 01. Lawson (Captain), F. AL Sitwell, D. E. Walker, H. Butcher, 
T. Rochlord, R. Craves, A. C. Scrape, G. Bo., P. Rooks hey, J. C. 
Tucker and W. H. Lawson. 
They have profited a good deal by the instructions of our 
"pro," B. B. Wilson, and some heavy scores have been made 
in practice games, Butcher's go being the highest. Rockford, 
Scrope and Bond are other prominent bats, and Baines and 
R. H. Lawson bowlers; Butcher also deserves praise for his 
wicket-keeping. Of the matches the fi rst, against the boys who 
left us for the College last year, was won by IS tuns, with a 
score of 60. The Bramcote Second XI outshone us altogether; 
and in the return match against the "old boys" they had 
just passed our score with six wickets in hand when rain put 
a stop to further play. The batting and bowling average prima 
went to Rochford and Baines. 

ON the various holidays of the term the weather was nearly 
always fine, and many dKferent parts of the countryside were 
explored—Newburgh Ponds, Lastingham and Kirby, Beck-
dale, Fouc, and on the Headmaster's feast, Rievaulx as usual. 

THE garoens mentioned in our last issue have come into being, 
each being looked after by one of the forms. Unfortunately 
there followed almost immediately upon the phinting of the 
seeds a tropical downpour of rain which washed away much 
surface soil, erode and alt; but .me early maturing potatoes 
were grovm and duly eaten before the end of term. The 
picture would not b complete without mention of rabbi., 
white, black and piebald, in great numbers, and the bringing 
up of four jackdaws from infancy with only one casualty. 
Among many egg-collectors Roehford and R. H. Lawson 
carried off the prim for the best collection. 

SCOUTING days were unfortunately few and far between owing 

,:iti rst:Z=ts,=.ssee men":2a,7"'" -
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to the illness of the scoutmaster. Ye another patrol has been 

formed—the Stags, with D. E. Walker as leader and J. C. 

Tucker as second. R. Cravos succeeded in winning the 

Swimmer's badge, and four other badges were gained for the 

knowledge of elementary electricity. The troop may be 

congratulated on a very successful year, doe mainly to the 

steadiness and reliability of its patrol-leaders; and it H to be 

hoped that it will not fall below the standard it has het itself. 

Ax the end of corm the ▪p rizes were distributed by Father 

Abbot; a number of the Community also were present. 

Recitations were given by 

R. H. [Almon. H. J. GrNewood. T. Hardwick-Rittneu P. Rooke Ley, 
A. C. Scrape, N. J. Chambers and P. H. Grhewood. 

The piano was played by 

J. B. Massey, T. Rochtord. L. George, G. T. Grisemmel. 

The whole School sang some old English songs and a couple 

of Dr Terry's " Old Rhymes with New Tunes." When the 

Order was read, the following boys proved to be fi rst in their 

forms 
Lowcr Third . H. J. Grisewood 
Second . . A.B. C. Gibson 

G. i
.Tratory: : i .FausCholmeley 

THE Headmaster of the College then announced the award of 

two scholarships, one to H. J. Grisewend and the other to 
D. E. Walker. The list of prize-winners A as follows 

Lower Third Form 

Religious Knowledge . B. Idasmy History . J. B. Massey 
Engfish . H. J. Grisewood Geography . F. M. Sitwell 
Latin H. Butcher Matberretics T.Hardwick.Rigner 
French . D. E. Walker Drawing . T. Rochford 

Second Form 

Religious Knowledge J. C. Tucker History . J. C. Tucker 
English . A. B. C. Gibson Geography . G. Bond 
Latin .  B.C. Gibson Mathematics J. C. Tucker 
French . A. B. C. Gibson Drawing . F. P. Harrlson 
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Preparatory School 

First Th." 
Religious Knowledge G. J. Emery Histom

. G. J. Emery Geography 
French  R. P. Drummond :Mathematics 

puttying . O. W. airmc..0 

Preparatory limn 

J.H.Alleys 
J. H. Alleys 
D. J. Elmo,' 

Religious Knowledge 
R. W. Fairfax.Cholmeley Geography 

English H. T. Anderson R. W. Rtirfax-Chottnet 
French . G. Jr Grisewood 

Mathematics . R. W taw. wCholmeley 
Exira Rhin 

Piano . T. Rockford H ,  T. Rockford 
Carpentry. F. P. Haniam I R. H. Lawson 
Batting Average . T. Roehford Bowling Average . T. Baines 

tit; tP 
Frommv we owe it to the Ampleforth Preparatory School 
Chess Clnb to record in victory over Dom Joseph Dawson in 
the correspondence-game, the ,progress of which was reported 
in these pages. At the same time it must be handsomely 
admitted that Dom Joseph played without his Queen. 
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Vol. XXIV January l9 l9 No. II 

A SARUM MISSAL 

BE.411 gni non exspeo Wont. . . . When he promised a 
second article on the Ampleforth missal the writer had a 
definite expectation: he hoped that some reader would 

be persuaded, or provoked, into contributing an illuminating 

that 
or at least some relevant itern of information, some-

thing that would supplement his own scanty details and vague 
surmises. But he has to record regretfully that no such 
criticism or information has reached him, and that there is 
nothing to be added to the history of the missal. One omission, 
however, may be made good. The translation of the donor's 
inscription, of which the Latin only was given, is as follows 

Pray for the good and healthful estate of klr Robert Cooke, 
and for his soul when he has left this life, and also for the sods 
of his parents, brothers, sisters and benefactors, who gave to 
the parish chinchof Caldbeck this missal, a silver chalice, a silver 
pax, two palls, a linen pall, and a. surptic, P.O. rgofil 

This omission supplied, the history of the missal, so far as it 
is ascertainable, has been set out in full ; nor is there any more 
to be added by way of external description. It remains now to 
deal more intimately with it, and to attempt an analysis of its 
contents. This must needs be brief and cannot be adequate ; 
will be sufficient, after giving a synopsis of the whole, to dwell 
upon a few salient points, especially on such prayers and rites 
as differ notably from those of the Roman missal. But with the 

mull plap4a or lablet.anm mood am then of mos.,. for gin.. Am Is* of 
' ttf 

nonesioth,en. co.eL. of the malt14.1•Vrte"placl 'Pa - It tom; 
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The Ampleforth journal A Saturn Missal 
Sarum ritual as a whole we shall not attempt to deals On great 

ccasions, as in Holy Week, it was remarkably elaboram and 
ornate. Sarum was fond of processions, of much incensing, and 
of an imposing array of mmisters in rich vestments.2 Sarum 
employed a greater variety of liturgical colours, and the 
colours had not the mete signification as now? Then them was 
that curious instrument, thoflabrlham or ritual fan. There were 
differences also in the arrangements and furniture of the altar, 
chief among which was the absence of our present form of 
tabcrock, the Blessed Sacrament being generally mooed in 
a dove-shaped vessel suspended over the altar. But, however 
numerous them minor differences, they do not constitute any 
serious whole. We ham not to make any great effort of the 
imminstion in order to put ourselves into the Sarum world; 
nor should we have had any difficulty in recognising the 
familiar Mao. 

The northe  missal in its proem state is a book of 522 
pages. There re et least four pages lost from the beginning, 
and probably about the same number from the end. The 
missal now begins with the Calendar at the month of May, and 
then continues as follows 

Page 9 The Blessing for Holy Water and the 'sung". 
ft The Temporale from Advent to Easter. 

20. The Ordinary and Canon of the Mass. 
228 Prayers after Mass and the Padres. 
23o The rubrics known as the " Cautels." 
233 Chants for Bo salsa at, Lesson and Vidi aquam. 
235 The Temporale from Easmr Sunday to Advent. 
329 Mao for the dedication of a choch. 
333 The Sauctorale, beginning with the Vigil of 

St Andrew. 
432 The Marriage Service. 

PM" 437 
I4P 
444 
474 
51s 

522 

The Blessing of Pilgrims. 
Mass of StBentigern (inserted on a blank leaf). 
The Common of Saints. 
Votive Moses and various prayers. 
Mass for the Dead and various prayers. 
Trental of St Gregory. 
Mass to avert pestilence (incomplete). 

It will be plain from this synopsis that the missal is con-
structed on the same lines as the ordinary Roman missal. The 
differences of arrangement me very small and will be manifest 
to anyone who knows the Roman missal, so that need not 
emphasise them. Two items, however, need a wend of ex- 
planation. The Pores are prayers inserted in the Mass between 
the Pater Namur and the Pax Dumini on certain simple feasts 
and ferias. The " Cautels " (Cautelae) correspond to the rules 
De defereaus of the Roman missal. In the Amplefotth missal 
they are given under the following title Rubrics de twat, 
dimmsis et perindmis in ntima coneingemibus, and they differ 
considerably from the usual Sarum cautels. The primed 
Sarum missals do not vary on this point, and it might be of 
importance for the history of our missal mold we trace theft 
cautels to their source. 

The Binning of a pilgrim and the Mass to avert pestilence 
are two items that have fallen into abeyance, though it seems 
that the second might well be used again. The Marriage 
Service, or Ord° ad farienda aponsalia, does not differ much 
from the site in current use, though many of the prayers—

for of which are very beautiful—are different. The Ample-
th missal directs that some portions are to be said in lingua 

materna, i.e. in the mother tongue, but does not actually give 
the vernacular. This is generally done in the .printed missals, 
and a specimen is subjoined from the 1508 ft sol. The forms 
will be recognised easily in spite of the quaint spelling. The 
111. says: 

tke the to my weddyd wyf to have and to hold, for better, 
f

a
orwers. for richer, for poser, in sykenesse and in helthe, tyll 

dab us depute, yf holy chyrch wol it ordevne, and Ned* I 
plycht the my [math. 
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And when putting on the ring 

With thy, wog I the wedde and thys gold and silver I the gore, 
and wyth my body I the worscype, and wyth all my wordly ca. 
I the honore. 

The whole rite is more copious than the Roman one and is 
especially rich in blessings; nor was it content with the 
blessings of the marriage ceremony and Mass, but followed the 
newly-wedded pair to their home. We may pardoned for 
giving one out of the many prayers of blessing. This is a trans-
lation.

God the Father bless you; Jesus Christ keep you the Holy 
Ghost enlighten you; the Lord make His face to shine upon you 
and he merciful unto you, tom His countenance unto you and 
give you peace .d so fill you with an spiritual benediction for 
the remission of your sins, that ye may have eternal life and live 

ever. 

Turning now to the more substantive portions of the missal 
we must devote some space to the Temp ale, or Proper of the 
Seasons .d to the Senctorale or Proper of Saints. In them we 
note both a likeness to and difference from the corresponding 
sections of a Roman missal. There is the fundamental similarity 
of structure and often of words there is at the same time
difference of ritual, especially at such times as Holy Week, the 
San un missal always tending to be more copious and, if we may 
put it so, flamhoyant. We shall not attempt te illustrate the 
differences of ritual but an example may be given to show 
the usual relation of the Sarum text to that of the Roman 
missal. The Sarum Mass for the first Sunday of Adv.; is 
verbally identical with the Rom. Mass, except for the 
Gospel. The Sarum Mass has a Sequence ; but that is a general 
difference of which we have already spoken. The same is true 
of the second Sunday in Advent, the Gospel being that which 
the Roman mewl gives on the fi rst Sunday. The third Sunday 
(Gaudete) differs in the Epistle and Gospel, the Gospel being 
the one given by the Roman missal for the second Sunday. 
The fourth Sunday differs in Introit, Epistle, Gospel, Offertory 
and Post-Communion the Epistle and Gospel are those 

fis 
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given for the third Sunday in the Roman missal. The Epistle 
Gods. in Domino sensper comes strangely on this Sunday. 
The Mass for Christmas Eve is the same except that Sarum 
has a Lesson from the Old Testament as well as the Epistle. 
The same is true of the midnight Mass, the Lesson here being 
the familiar passage from Isaias Populni gal andoulabat in 
isnebris, 8m. But we may as an illustration of Sarum 
ritual, that when Mau was sung this lesson was chanted with 
interpolations, being ̀ farted' as the term is. Oae of the clerics 
of the choir chanted a phrase of the lesson, another contributed 
explanatory additions. And et the Christmas Masses, as on all 
important days, there were special Sequences. 

But further illustration is unnecessary. Enough has been 
said to show the sort of way in which th part of the text of 
the Sarum missal differs from the Roman. The differences 
point to a time when mch things were in a comparatively fluid 
nate, better any effort was made to secure uniformity. The 
Sarum missal represents a compilation that obtained wide 
vogue in these islands, and to some extent stereotyixd their 
liturgy. before the liturgy of the Roman Church was finally 
fixed. When the Roman missal received its final form, England 
had ceased to be Catholic. 

Of the Sanctorale and the Common of, Saints we need say 
very little. The Calendar is somewhat different and contains 
of course many regional saints. It might have contained many 
more, if the story be true that the Normans, when they took 
over and reformed the Angle-Saxon liturgy, expunged many 
Saxon saints from the Calendar as having names which were 
impossible to pronounce ! The Saints of the univenal Church 
of course occur and with much the same Masses(plur Sequan !) 
that they have in the Roman missal. And the Sarum bookce is 
well supplied with Masses for the Feasts of Our Lady. There 
is for instance a different Sequence for every day of the Octave 
of the Assumption. Moreover, the rubrics prescribe that the 
words Benedict," Maria, filitir gtei waif should on certain days 
be added te the SOP. I, and interpoLations in Our Lady's 
honour were made in the Closis:. All of which goes to prove 
the devotion of pre-Reformation England to Maw, and is a 
curious comment on the view that such devotion is exotic in 
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this Aland. The Feast of the Annunciation may be called upon 
to give an example of that feature which is so prominent lathe 
Sarum missal and to which we have alluded so often, A. the 
Sequence. The following are the opening verses A the 
Sequence of that Mass 

Ave mundi spes, 
aye odds. ave pia. 

aim plena gratia 
Aye yirgo singWare 

spec per cubism dmignaris, 
non passum incendia. 

Ave rasa 
eve Jesse virgule. 

Cujus Inte rns nos. ludas 
relagabat vincula. 

And so on, through many more verses, with the same tripping 
metre. Rut not Al the Sequences are as simple as this; worm 
re perplexed and obscure. And one may be permitted to 

rejoice at the sober judgement which banished all but 100 
from the Roman missal. The five left are the Pit-ulnae pasehali 
at Easter, Feni sancte Spiritus at Whitsuntide, Lauda Sion for 
Corpus Christi, Shaba Mater for the Seven Dolours, and the 
famous Diet inns in the Requiem Mass. 

It remains now—if any rryder has had the patience to follow 
thus far —to give an account of the Ordinary and Canon of the 
Man. There arc several small differences in the Ordinary And 
these commence at the very beginning. The priest says the 
psalm Indira (with other prayers) while vesting, and the fi rst 
words which he says at the foot of the altar are the concluding 
words of the PatAnosterd The Comfitcor is a very brief one 

Profiteer D., bcatac made, omnibus sailed, et volis 
peccavi nimis cogitatione, locutions, et opere men culpa precor 
sanctarn madam. onmes sanelos Ad. et vos, orare pro me. 

Pee 

r p o 

A Sarum Missal 
From this point to the Offertory the order of the Mass 
differs very little from the Roman order, but its length on 
feast-days was vastly greater. The Kyries might be elaborately 
faced as well as the Gloria, and the Sequence was usually of 
considerable length. However, the portion of the Mass which 
lies between the Offertory and the Preface was shorter, there 
being only one prayer of offering, an abbreviated Swaps salute 
Trinitas, ,and no Lavabo psalm. Instead of Orate fratres, Sc., 
the priest says Orate frames et tOrores, &c., and is answered 
secretly ' with a form quite different from the Roman form. 

From the Preface to the Paternoster, Le. throughout the 
Canon, the Sarum teat R word for word the same as the 
Roman. That is the important thing. The whole of the 
Eucharistic Prayer, the core and centre of the Mash is identical 
with the Roman Canon. Whatever differences there may be 
in what precedes and in what, folios, even though they were 
considerable—which they are not—the Canon Is the same; 
and this it is that sumps the Sarum Use as Roman, as merely 
a variant of the great Rite of Western Christendom. 

The tem of the Canon and the main ' action ' are the same, 
but minor ceremonies differ. The priest does not genuDct, 
but bows profoundly instead. During the fi rst prayer after the 
Consecratron he holds his hands outstretched on the form of a 
cross, a rite that will be familiar to those who have amended a 
Dominican Man. And of course the wording of the rubrics is 
different, even where their substance is the same. There was 
nothing sacrosanct about their form, and the Sarum missals 

the 
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themselves show a considerable diversity. The printed misrils, 
as is natural, arc much more commas in this matter than gre 
the manuscripts. As an example A a certain intimacy which 
characterises the Sarum rubrics, as contrasted with the reserve 
of the Rom., we may take the rubric for the Memento of the 
Living (translated) z 

due order, dictated by charity, should be observed. Let the 
priest pray five dries—first, for .unell: secondly, for his father 
md mother, camel .a spiritual. and other mkt,. [ Ninny, for 
special friends, his parishioners and others fourthly, for all 
pram; fifthly, for all Christian people and here the priest can 
commend all his Id.. to God: with the caution, however. that 

nand.no one should pause there too long, both for fear of distraction of 
and of suggmtions which may be made by evil angels, as 

well . other dangers. 

After the Paternoster the text begins to differ again. As has 
been noted already certain Ponces were inserted after the 
Libera on some week-days a. simple feasts. They consisted of 
three psalms, some era'  and responses, and three prayers. 
Then followed the Pas Domini, and at this point, if the 
bishop were the celebrant, he gave a solemn blessing. The rite 
of • commingling" took place after and not before the eignser 
Dei. Then follow the Pax and the priest's Communion. Some 
of the prayers are the same as those in the Roman missal; but 
those which differ are so beautiful that we quote them in full. 
The Sarum rubric is After the giving of the kiss of peace let 
the priest s, these prayers privately, before communicating, 
holding the Host in both hands. Then follows the prayer: 

0 God the Father, Fount and Source of all gwxlness, who moved 
by Thy loving-kindness didst .1 nine Only Begotten Son to 
descend Mr ra to rids lower world and to take Flush, win. I un-
worthy here hold in my ban. [Herold. fined bom down goon& 
bit Hosll. I worship Th.. I glorify Then 1 praise Thee with the 
whole purpose of my mind .d Mart, and beseech Thee not to 
forsake us Thy servants, but forgive us our sins. that so we may be 
enabled to serve Thee, the only Living .d Toe God, with a pore 
h..rt and ch.te body. Through the same Christ our Lord. 

Then follow two prayers which are practically the .me as 
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those in the Roman missal, the Dentine yen; Chrism Fitt 

vivi and Perceptio. The prayers at the moment of Communion 

are as follows 

Hail for evermore, enter holy M ChMesh of rist, to me Moo
above all the highest source of joy, The Body of ouT

Christ be unto roe a sinner the Way and the Life. In Mc b 
Me Father, and of the Son. and of Me Holy Ghost. 

and for the Chalice 

Hail for evermore, Heave* OM*. to me before all end above 
all the highest source of joy. The Body bowl Blood of our Lord 
Jesus Christ profit me a sinner . a perpetual healing unto ever-
la Nng lifedAmen.. the name... 

Then, after the ablutions, follows a prayer of thanksgiving 

1 give tliNks unto Thee. 0 Lord, Holy Father, Ming., even 
lasting God. who havt irdadme with the most vend Body and 
Blood of Thy Son our koM jesus Christ ; and I pray that Nis 
Nero.. our .heation of which I. unworthy sinner, have 
partaken. may not torn to judgement ur oondemnation according 
to my deserts, but be pinfitable to the preservation of to body 
and soul unto everlasting hie. 

There is no need to emphasise the beauty and fervour of these 
prayers, which are plain even in a translation. English folk are 
expected to regard themselves as a cold, unemotional people, 
and to repel fervid piety as Neapolitan. It may be that Puritan-
ism has profoundly modified the national character, and 
besides spoiling the Englishman', manners (as some allege) 
has made his piety frigid and austere. Yet, if we examine 
the books of devotion that were used in pre-Refonnation 
England, we find no such austerity. They are characterised 
rather by a warmth of devotion that is not afraid to express 
itself in the tenderest language. 

After the ablutions—the ritual of which is somewhat 
different from the Rom. —there follow the Communion and 
Post-Communion, just as in the Roman missal. And the priest 
says the same prayer Planar after the It, muses est. But he 
gives no Last Blessing. He makes the sign of the cross on 
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himself, and then the procession moves out, the priest saying 
the last Gospel (In prinoipio) as he goes.' 

Thus ends the Sarum Mass. The Ampleforth rental gives 
the usual thanksgiving prayers, in which Sarum differs some-
what from Rome, the Bonedioite, Ac., but does not give any of 
the extra prayers that are contained in some of the printed 
missals. The two printed Sarum missals in the hbrary give a 
page of instruction before Mass, ending with these words under 
the rubric Bernardo, Jade 

O segerdos, corpus tutu quotidie efficitur sepolehmm 
Quomodo ex ore too pregtetlitur felsitas : per guod ingreditur 
Veritu ? Quomodo oath vident vanitatem : on quotiBe 
aspiciunt Veritatem Quomodo menus hoe extendantur ad 
Akita gime tenent Ten entem mania Quomodo to reels et 
*areas vino: qui debases. plenus Deo ? 

And both give the following thanksgiving prayer, which is 
described in a lacer edition of the missal as s Ora tio valdo bona 
direnda post celobrationern traumas This is a translation 

I give Thee thanks, 0 most sweet Lord Jesus Chris, true tight 
Health of h.evers, Comlort of the some... Hope of all men, 
Joy of angels. that Thou fast vonclmartd this day to feed me Thy 

and miserable and great simer, with Thy most sacred Body 
and Blood Wherefore I most wretched. full of numberless offences, 
with tears and praigrs implore Thyme. tenderer mcy and supreme 
elm.. that this most sweet refreshment. this most acell. 
and incomprehensilge Communion. tom not to the condemnation 
of my soul. but aid me in driving out all the fraud and malicious 
snares of the devil, so that no... iniquities may ever have 

Zik' w" littte ' W=9;ti = 
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dom.ta in my heart, body, soul or sen.s Thy. 0 cucV 
bring me to the heavenly banquet of the angels, where Thou dost 

dwell, Who art true Blemedness, light unclouded, everlasting. 

Jew—Anew. 

With this b.utiful prayer we may take our leave of the Sarum 

mimal. There is no mistaking the faith and devotion that 

fund expression in such words. StrangeR different from 

Sarum times is the England that we look out on now in this 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and nineteen. And yet 

there axe not wanting signs of better things. God grant that 

this people may yet "stan in the ways and see and din."or the 

old 'paths, which is the good way, and walk therein

P.J.McC. 

Hoe amenum 
eanatissima cam WWI 

Mini ante Mills et online OM. 

mama ounce. 

Cospu ommina gent dbrial 

sit mthi meat. 
et ofta 
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SOME VULGAR ERRORS 
"Psewdodoxio Stiderrice,or, Enquiries into very many received 

Tenets and commonly presumed Truths, which examined prove but -
Vulgar and Common Errors.. 

SUCH is the title of the least well-known book of a little-
known author—Sir Thomas Browne, of Norwich, Knight
a book which lies in ill-deserved obscurity. It is the work 

of one who has been called the father in England, after Bacon, 
of scientific method, and further has ono-Jeremied the author 
of Holy Living and Holy Dying in the splendour of his 
English; but reprints are few, and you will usually find it in 
an edition dating back to the early years of last century. 

The very title is enthralling. Si, Thomas, like his contem-
poraries, had ragreat hand for a title. His works, set down in 
order, recall poet's list of those 

" Whose names were five sweet symphonies." 

Here is one `The Garden of Cyrus, or the Quincunciall 
Lozenge, or Network Plantations of the Ancients, Artificially, 
Naturally, Mystically considered.' What rich promise, and 
how nobly fulfilled in the famous closing lines, that begin 
"But the quincunx of heaven runs low, and Ms time to 
close the five ports of knowledge

But we must not be drawn off from our Vulgar Errors. 
Browne had here a great field open to him. Those were the 
days when it was generally believed that a badger has the 
legs of one side shorter than of the other, with a view, it 
would appear, to convenience'n running through a ploughed 
field, with the longer legs in the furrow and the shorter on 
the ridge. "That a brock or badger bath the legs on one 
aide shorter than of the other," says Browne, " thonsh an 
,,pinion, perhaps not very ancient, n yet very general; re-
ceived not only by theorists and unexperienced believers, but 
assented unto by most who have the opportunity to behold 
and hunt them daily." He disposes of this opinion from 

indifferent enquiry," and also from. the pertinent co, 
sideration that " the progression of quadrupeds is performed 
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T
diasnetruns, that inthe noon legs moving. resting together."

The argument is sound, though it ignores an exception 
the case of the camel. 

Of tile elephant Browne tells us that "there generally 
passeth an opinion It Lath no joints and this absurdity is 
seconded with another, that, being unable to Be down, it 

itepeth against a tree ; which the hunters observing do saw 
almost asunder ; whereon the beast relying, by the fall of 

the wee falls also down itself, and is able to rise no more." 
This belief, he suggests in a truly Brownian phrase, must 
have arisen from " the gross and somewhat cyhndrical com-
posure of the legs " ; and he disposes of it by pointing out, 
with Aristotle, that the animal walks and moves about ; 
" which to conceive in bodies inflexible, and without all 
protrusion of parts, were to expect a race from Hercules' 
pillars, or hope to behold the effects of Orpheus' harp when 
trees found joints, and danced after his mune. 

Over such animals m the griffin and the phoenix, Browne 
hesitate long before dismissing them. One of the chief 
difficulties he feels about the phoenix is its "unity"; for 
how dun could there have gone nor into the ark of Noah 
In the end he cannot bring his gentle heart and love of 
mystery to condemn the bird entirely, but "bow far to rely on 
this tradition we refer unto consideration." The true scientist 
will respect Si, Thomas's hesitation in laying down an uni-
ersal negative at a time when so much of the worlds both 

of geography and of physiology was mill unexplored. 
There are still those who observe faithfully their nurse's 

instruction given them as children always to thrust the spoon 
through the bottom of an emptied egg-shell, although they 
have forgotten never heard the Here it Is fro 

or
m

the Prendodoxia "Lest witches percreason. hance might use them 
for boats to sail in at night'

The charm of Browne's treatment of the sun's Easter-
dance makesit difficult toeut short the quotation 
'" We shall not, I hope, disparage the resurrection of our 

Redeemer if we say the sun doth not dance on Easter-Day. 
And though we would willingly assent unto any sympa-
thetical exultation, yet cannot conceive therein any more 
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than a tropical expression. Whether my such motion there 
were ht that day wherein Christ rose, Scripture hash not 
revealed, which Lath been punctual in other records con-
cerning aolary miracles; and the Areopagite, that was amazed 
at the eclipse, took no notice of this. And if metaphorical 
expressions go so far, we may be bold to affirm, not only that 
one sun danced, but two arose that day:—that light appeared 
at His nativity and darkness at His death, and yet a light at 
both ; for even that darkness W. a light unto the Gentilet, 
illuminated by that obscurity —that it was the fi rst time the 
sun set above the horizon: —that although there were dark-
ness above the earth, there was light beneath )t; nor dare 
we say that hell was dark if He were in it." 

The very index of the book is good reading. Chapter 07 
of Book tells: 

" Compendiously, of the musical note of scans before 
their death; that the flesh of peafficks corrupteth not; that 
they are ashamed of their legs; that storks will only live in 
republicks and free states ; of the noise of a bittern by putting 
the bill in a reed; that whelps are blind nine days; of the 
antipathy between a toad and a spider, a lion and a cock; 
that an ear-wig bath no wings; of worms ; that Hes make 
that humming noise by their mouths or wings; of the tainct 
or small red spider i of the glow-worm ; of the providence of 
pismires in biting off the ends of corn." 

Again, from Book 6: 
Chap. re. Of the Blackness of Negroes. 
Chap. H. Of the same. 
Chap. /2. A digression concerning Blackness. 
Chap. r7. Of gypsies. 
Chap. Lt. Of some others. 

The work ends with 
"(Book 7), Chap. ig. Of some relations whose truth we 

fear." 

•
• • • • 

The sources of vulgar errors—apart from "the last and 
great promoter of false opinions, the endeavours of Satan"—
Browne lays down as five the common infirmity of human 
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nature, the erroneous disposition of the people, misappre-
hension and fallacy (or false deduction), credulity and supinity, 
and obstinate adherence unto antiquity and authority. 
Common as these are to all ages, it is not surprising to find 
many of Brow ne's " errors " still current in our days. To 
quote only one uample, striking brvause it can at no rime 
have had even a shadow of support from science, how wide-
spread still is the idea that a woman has one rib more than 
a man Stranger still is it to find that the spread of scientific 
knowledge has itself given rise to an entirely new class of 
vulgar error, in which the old "obstinate adherence" to 
the authority of Aristotle or Strabo has been replaced by a 
vaguer but equally obstinate adherence to scientific authori-
ties unknown. For example, it is widely believed that 
artillery fire and heavy explosions in general bring about 
rain ; and Mr O. A. Gregory, in his recent book Discovery, 
quotes a question asked in the House of Commons in tort,
" hether the First Lord of the Admiralty would arrange 
for the fleet to carry out their heavy gun-firing practice 
round the coast at some other period of the year than in the 
middle of the harvest-ti e, when hert sultifig heavy rain 
may cause serious loss to rche farming community." It 00N 
remains to 

have 
that all such experimental efforts to 

produce rain have been complete failures, and that them ean 
rainfall at Shoeburynew, in Essex, where big guns are tested 
throughout the year, is the lowest in the British Isles. 

Again,  Inc commonly told, as a " marvel of science," that 

in quarries living frogs and toads sometimes appear from 
in blocks that are being broken open, and that they 

have lived, supposedly in a cataleptic state, in these cavities have
air or food for innumerable years. There are the 

rocks which (to quote Mr Gregory again) " were deposited 
under water millions of years ago, and afterwards subjected 
to a pressure which has creaked all the fossils contained in 
them as flat as paper." No wonder that "The blow of the 
hammer," it has been said, " that disclosed a live frog inside 
a block of stone without an opening would at the same time 
destroy not only geology, but the whole fabric of natural 
science" I 
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It would not be right to draw to an end without a tribute 
to the undying beauty of Sir Thomas Browne's English. 
Shokor  prow is perhaps the most delicate and delightful 
in English, Milton's the moat noble; but Browne 's is surely 
the richest and deepest. 

" Now since these dead bones have already ouglsted the 
living ones of Methuselah, and in a yard underground, and 
thin walls of clay, out-worn all the strong and specious build-
ings above it and quietly rested under the drums and samp-
lings of three conquests what prince can promise such 
diuturnity unto his racks, or might not gladly say 

Sir ego eoroponi versos in ossa veliot ? 

Time, which antiquates antiquities, and bath an art to make 
dust of all things, bath yet spared these minor monuments 

"But the iniquity of oblivion blindly scasereth her poppy, 
and drab with the memo, of men without distinction 
merit of perpernity. Who can but pity the founder of the 
p
e
r  ? Hero stratus lives that burnt the temple of Diana, 

he is almost Est that built it . . . 
"Oblivion is not to be hired. The greater part must be 

content to be as though thry had not beento be found in 
the register of God, not in the record of man. . Life is a 
pure flame, and we live by an invisible sun within us. A small 
fire sufficeth for fife, great flames seemed too little after 
death, while men vainly affected precious pyres, and to burn 
like Sardanapalu, but the wisdom of funeral laws found the 
folly of prodigal blares, and reduced undoing fires unto the 
rule of sober obsequies, wherein few could be so mean as not 
to,provide wood, pitch, a mourner and an urn. . . . 

And if any have been so happy as truly to understand 
Christian annihilation, ecstasies, exolution, liquefaction, trans-
formation, the kiss of the spouse, gustation of God, and 
ingression into the divine shadow, they have already had an 
handsome anticipation of heaven the glory of the world is 
surely over, and the earth in ashes unto thesn." 
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THE AMPLEFORTH HUT 

THE Ampleforth Hut is sometimes asked by what right it 
bears its name, and what its real connexion with the 
College is, so here it girns some ac.unt of itself. 

The Catholic Club, which IS now proud to form with the 
Catholic' Women's League the recognised Catholic " In-
stitution" in France, was started by three simple adventurers, 
Mr and Mrs Worsley-Worsvicb and Mr Harding. Worsvick 
should of course be miring this article'  but as I, a fellow-
worker in the Catholic Club at both Havre and Etaples, 
though not in the Ampleforth Hut, happen to be in England, 
I am doing it for him. It is a pity, as he would be able to 
include far more anecdote, local and individual to the Ample-
forth Hut itself. 

A single but only was originally contemplated and this was 
opened at Havre on March loth, 0909. A beautiful spot had 
been secured, all the camp lying behind the hut, and in front 
a brook, a valley, and trees and hills beyond. Along this side 
of the building was a verandah,—the first hut-verandah in 
France; there we had all our meals from May till October. 
Worswick was storeman, and when he and Harding nervously 
compared the stores with the account-books at the end of a 
week's trade, they were astonished to find that we had made a 
large profit. On booking into the quantities of wares sold 
they saw that our pillar of support was the Wild Woodbine. 
The courtesy of the French government in letting all troop-
supplies enter France free of duty made the cigarette, and 
tobacco veritable mins and until buying prges rose so 
enormoury and selling prices on the whole sank, these wares 
gained money like clockwork. 

It was obvmus that the work must expand, and they at once 
made enquiries which suggested that Etaples would be the 
most suitable camp for a new hut. Thr delays, so common 
since, in gaining the necessary permits.ang necessa, building 
material, were almost Unending, and a was late in the year 
before the but irss finished. 

In the following spring 0900 plans were made to found a 
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third but at Rouen, but this fell through, and so, as the 
Reinforcement camp at Etaples had grown to about twice the 
sire of any other m France, it was decided, against some 
criticism, to build a second but there. The decision has 
proved wise, and no hut in France has justified its existence 
more thoroughly than this one. 

The Havre but had originally been named "The Catholic 
Club," and the fi rst Etaples one of course had the same name 
but as a distinction now became necessary, that one, managed 
by Harding, was christened the "Oratory Hut,' and the new 
one, built and managed ever since by Warwick, the " Ample-
forth Hue" in compliment to their respective schools. 

The price of everything had risen so rapidly that the con of 
the Oratory Hut, which was built on the strength of the 
trading profits, was not yet paid off, and the money for the 
Ampleforth Hut was obtained by appealing in England (this 
cuts" cost nearly twice as much as the originalHaare or
cros  Hut)." Ampleforth village sem a subscription, which 
we thought most sporting of them, and the College has sfut 
substantial sums several times. Only the other day Fr Abbot 
gave a most beautiful set of white vestments which I am 
taking out to the but in a few days. The situation of the 
Ampleforth Hut is again turning out fortunate as Etaples 
camp, and particularly that side of it, is expected to continue 
in uw as long as any in France. 

Many old boys will know the hut, which lies on the Tipperary 
road in the middle of the camp. It is not the largest, but it is 
quite om of the prettiest there. If it is not very large it has 
of wned wished that it were ! In busy times there is nothing 
unusual in two queues reaching from the counter to the fat 
end of the hall, and then doubling back the whole length of 
the verandah. I think it's a fair guess that it has always been 
the busiest but in the camp. 

Designing a but is not so simple as it looks. Everything 
avant. be near everything eke, and cannot. The Catholic 
Club huts were always planned to have a room for the chap-
lain at all times, and to use the main hall for Mass and Bene-
diction when needed. At Havre there was only a movable 
altar on the stage, but then permission being given to reserve 

The Ampleforth Hut 

the Blessed Sacrament, a little chapel was added. At the 
Oratory Hut the stage was left at one end of the hall and the 
chapel put at the other, with a small door into the chaplain's 
room and very wide doors opening into the hall, so that at 
service she chapel became the sanctuary. This meatat, 
however, that the counter, kitchens and other rooms had to go 
along the side of the hut, which had distinct inconveniences. 
So at the Ampleforth Hut the counter and kitchen ware put 
in their natural place at one end, and at the other the floor of 
the chapel vcas raised (a very good point), and a low stage was 
made in the hall outside it. The kitchen is magnificent and 
has divers ingenious hatches and arapboardings created by 
Warwick's invention. 

There will be no gain in recounting the work of a 
but as as by now everyone knows what't is like. The success of 
the Ampleforth Hut has been proved by the number of its 
customers and the reputation which the men always give it in 
their speech. 

For many months, when orderlies were unobtainable, the 
whole evening work of stoking boilers and collecting and 
washing thousands of basins was done by voluntary helpers. 
Sometimes a man just leaving to go up the line will give
five- or temfranc note to be spent on something for the hut, 
" because he has had such a good time there." Often he will 
give a few francs for flowers for the chapel. Or he mites, and 
says he wisher he was back there," It was like home to him." 
Mrs Worswick told me of one dear little Jock who waited for 
her after Mass to tell her that he had been away up the line, 
and now how happy he was to be back at that but again and 
all that it meant to him. 

For this of course the ladies ace to be thanked. More even 
than to give good value and fair treatment, the Catholic Club 
to to be always courteous and friendly to the soldiers, and 
it is enormously to the credit of the ladies who have worked at 
the Ampleforth Hut that so many really touching things have 
been told or repeated to them about their hut. When you 
have been working all day it is not very easy late in the evening 
to be polite to a vary worthy, very slow-thinldng, slow-moving 

,who blocks all the others, and refuses things and then 
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asks for them again: and there are hundreds of little 'hinge 
that yinanno tensel until you remember that they are leas 
than unmeant. There are hard moments for the men also. 
Think what it means to move slowly up a queue of a hundred 
and fifty, half the time outside the but on a bitter night, and 
then me the counter shut when you are among the next htlf-
dozen. Many emra minutes are given again and again, but the 
end must come some -time. And yet most of the me don't 
give a cross word or a cross look. 

In summer time huts area comfort for the soldiers, but are 
not indispensable; in winter they all but are. Ina camp 
there is not only no playtroom, but not even a school room or 
barrack room. After six or eight hours marching and drill 
what would a man do on a winter evening after 5 o'clock, 
unable to get enything to eat or drink, unable to get near a 
fire, unable evn to sit at a table and write a Imter ? A few 
camp commandants are against huts, but the rest, and the 
Provost Marshals, in spite of all the work that the civilian 
permits give them, would not be without them for any money. 

And the chaplains ? Ask those who have had charge of the 
west side of Emotes camp and have made their headquarters 
at the Anryleforth Hut. Any man in the camp can s  the 
Catholic Club, or find it in a few minute, and there he finds 
the Blessed Sacrament, and a priest to hear his confession and 
giro him Holy Communion at any time of day. There are 
always either two or three parade Means on Sunday, one erery 
other day, and Benediction twice a week, and the congregation 
is very often overflowing into the road. In the evening co
fessions sometimes keep Pao priests busy for four hours on end, 
and it is worth while on a Thursday, for instance to me fifty or 
sixty men go to Holy Communion after Benediction. 

It is hard to vy how many of the doubtful and half-keen 
come to the chaplain in a but when they would not goo him 
in a church or church-rent, but there are many. They go to 
the hut to buy, or often becauee they like the idea and mme 
of a Catholic place, and once they are them the priest's room is 
so near, and they can slip into n quietly, and into the chapel 
too, which opens on to a private verandah round one corner 
of the building. 
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The more perfect arrangement of the Ampleforth Run 
gives no opportunity for such an incident as happened at 
Havre. I xms stripping the altar there after Benediction one 
Sunday, when the men who were carrying vmes,&c., down to 
the chaplain's room, came back, saying in grave tonee," Can't 
get in now, sir. Some  at confession already." Later I 
met X—, a keen and excitable fellow-worker. He was all 
over himself with the " catch " that he had made for the 
padre. A man had ktht near his door at Benediction, and 
afterwards had asked X—so many questions about him; 
" Who was he 7 What was ins name ? What sort of fellow 
was he 1 Was he charming ? 8tc. ." X-- related how 
he hung on to the man, who was so obviously nervous and un-
decided, and as soon as the padre came along he pushed him 
in. By the end of the day I was rather full of this grave case 
for confession, and at supper made come remark about it. The 
padre gave a shout of laughter. "X

—,o 
u know that 

man you shoved into my room after Benedici  1" " Yes
said X--, in a complacet tone. - "Do you know what he 
wanted ? He wanted ton borrow a nand " 

The founders of the Citholic Club have told me how very 
lucky we are in having so much opportunity for spiritual work 
in our hum. Their first objective was Boulogne Convalescent 
Camp, but a hut, a splendid one, was put up there by the 
Catholic Womene League, eo they were advised to go to 
Havre. There they found themselves in a Reinforcement 
camp, and Reinforcement camps have been their aim ever 
since. Holy or indiffe keen or lazy, the soldier who ever 
goes to the Sacraments

rent, 
at all. goes when he is leaving nu Base 

for the fi ring line, i.e. when he is leaving his Reinforcement 
camp. And thus in the Ampleforth Hut thousands and 
thousands of men have been to Confession and Holy Com-
munion, in some cases for the last time in their lives. 
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NOTES 

THOUGH the war has happily ended, war prices are 
still with us, and the JOURNAL once again has complied 
with the exigencies of the times and the inexorable 

demands of her finance by curtailing the number of articles. 
Ow readers, so considerate and long suffering, may be growing 
tired of the reiterated apologies with which these notes have 
so often begun, but it is well to mid that our pre-
ideals—be they literary or arti ic—have not yet receded 
beyond our line of vision. We asst well as others are to con-
scious how far our grasp has fallen short of our reach. 

sb t sb 

IT is not for us to speak at length of the glorious victory 
which has crowned the Allied cause, but we may be allowed 
to add our voice to the pttan of joy which has filled the 
land. Sometimes it is hard to realise that the black days of 
the great war have gone for ever, and we—thanks to others 
—have been allowed once again to live in the days of peace. 
All honour to those to whom victory is due, from the greatest 
to the least. We are proud to think that among them may 
be numbered those whom Amplefotth accounts among her 
sons. Thank God many have been spared us, but many, too, 
have nobly forfeited their splendid young lives in the great 
cause. Ampleforth can surely never forget them. In her 
prayers they shall live and, we trust, in some enduring monu-
ment of befitting beau which shall be at the same time 
both a symbol of their sacrifice and a token of her love. 

sh 

AT the Solemn Requiem sung at the end of term, when we 
heard read aloud the long list of those who have one and all 
died so nobly and so well, we were momentarily able to gauge 
what the war must have cost England in manhood and m 
character. May the knowledge of what their lives were and 
the strong piety they manifested in their deaths be an 
abiding inspiration to us. With more than ordinary confidence 

Notes 

we can surely say, " Visi sow oculis insipientium mori, 1111 
autem soot in pace." 

Ph is JR 

Oust readers will he sorry to leam that the ill health of Dom 
Placid Whittle has necessitated his retirement from the list 
of our priests doing active work. He has returned to Ample-
orth. 

•Is 
ABBOT CUMMINS, to whose enterprise the restoration of the 
ancient shrines of Our Lady of the Crag and St Robert's 
Cave at Knaresborough is due, said Mass in St Robert's Cave 
on September zeth, th.e seventh centtnary of this Saint's 
death. The grotto chapel of Our Lady he has adorned with 
a statue of the Madonna and Child. We congratulate Abbot 
Cummins on this timely restoration. 

Ono Minion at Dowlais, over which Dom Anselm Wilson 
presides, and to which Dom Dominic Willson has been re-
cently se seems to be full of manifold activities. The 
sanctuary hoe been newly adorned and the side altars greatly 
improved. We understand➢that our fathers hope soon to 
build a new school, and contemplate further improvements 
in the church. 

4. sIs 
Tne war has robbed the monastery of several posvvatulants. 
Some were about to enter them onastery when the r broke 
out, others were desirous of doing et, but their duty to their 
country prevented them, and their sacrifice has been of 
another End. May they rest in peace. 

Now that the end of the war enables us to recruit in the 
normal way, we are glad to be able to tell our readers that 
well authenticated rumour puts their number at a double 
figure. Most of them are at resent serving in the army, but 
they have every prospect of smmediate release. 
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NOTICES OF BOOKS 

A Stirittel Retreat for Priests. By Bisnee HEDY,. O.s.e. Burris ft
Oates. SG 

Bay devotional or doctrinal treatise by the late Bishop Walley is sure 

of agraleful reception by the generation which owes so much edWation 

and' nstruction to him. We know that we shall find War exposition 
powerful a.nd touchiire exhoriation, a wealth of i.stration, not only 
from inspired and aWhoriretive sources. 1. Wo from that natural 
imagery which was Bishop Henley's peculiar gift . another it might 

have savoured of affectation; in him it won a spontaneity which con-
andv.  charmed. 

In publishing WM Wok a powerful rival had to be faced The hook 
known as "Bishop Hedley's Retreat" had hem though sM editions 
before its writer's death and was warmly admired. Some of us may have 
been tempted to think with the Bishop, w we loam from the editor, 
that in this book he had said all he had to say on We subject. Certainly 
a Retreat must always treat of the same subj.. and .y on the same 
arguments. But there is a marked difference between the two Woks 
a Wfference in method as wet/ as hi style. The earlier book is more 
poliWed and elaborated expression and had an air of literary finish. 

The later Wok is more terse, more direct and rigorous. the former has 
more the character of a written discourse ; the latter of a personal 

sPootaureek appeal. Take the following Passages, ...re of same 
subject, in illustration. In We later book we read:A

v Retreat is a kind of spiritual rest. It is not a bo.y nor a mental 
rest. though indirectly it may conduce to both. It M a rest from the 
work of W. Everyone has to carry on work: what ow Loxd calls 
trading with our spiritual taloris. It is a work of mi., of heart 
of body." CP. s.) 

Compare this with the passage in the earlier work 

"This rest which the soul reguiresand which she obtainsin a Retreat, 
M We opposite at that labour and weariness which is We lot of most of 
us that is to my, the ...ant prrisure of work or duty, or even W 
worldly sarefaction. The weariness arises from the struggle to serve 
cod and the worm at the name lime." re. 71. 

The earlier Retreat is fervid, full of ejaculatory passages, appealing 
constantly to the affections in We other the appeal is more to the 
moral sense. There is the mine wonderful use of wriptuml illustration 

Notices of Books 
is each but in the wand book tree: is frequent ireotation from 
authorities, and particularly many IreauChil a. most apt passages 
Wm St Augustree. The contrast between the two may be most 

ilWtrated by a compariren of the treatment of the Passion 
in the two books. The treatment in the second book OM. The 
Cross " p. rare is a.ost stern in its practiWness. and reaches its end 
by convicti on rather thw motion. 

There is no nod to push e the comparison to conclusions. and con.ct 
We values of the books. Probably the earlier book .11 remain the 
favourite, and it wise not lessee the value of the wend that it should 
do so, It is only necessary that it should be known that there is a 
difference between We two books which almost amounts to novelty. 
We shall experience frames of mind in which Ne one wit app. to to 
more than the other; times when our affecriow are prompt to move 
towards Gad, times age. when our will waves for We restraining and 
pi.ng touch of authority. 

But how visibly We later book ea. up We author's presence. We 
seem to see him sunk in the chair WI he seems to support himself by the 
anwrests and Wshoulders are elevated. Now he glances at his MS. and 
tunas over half a doren pages; but mostly. he looks, not at us, but 
above us, with an air of questioning about WPart. bps and a general 
air of appeal for our acceptance. The hint of demi conveyed by 
n. not looking directly into our Wes, only threw into holder relief 
those bursts of ejaculatory prayer in which hem often framed the 
emotion he strove to raise in us. The richness of W features and colour-
ing ww in keeping with his meWal force and vitality. 

Those who were privileged to hear the Retreat at its original delivery 
will be interested in the editor's statement, that the Bishop modified 
it niter reards under the apprehension that his reposition of the possible 
failures in religious Weals and practice might prove too gloomy and 
ftscounging..They will surmise that tMs thought occurred to him at 
tW time of delivery after the first few discourses his tone changed 
ahraptly, and the remainder of the retreat was full of that encourage. 
mcnt and fervent exhortation wench we always expected and haver 
failed to meet in Ms treatment of spiritual things. 

life of Pees X. By F. A. Fosses. wssstoseisi .. W. net. 

As a short and inspiring lit e of a pontiff who ruled us but yesterday this 
kook is very welcome. That span of seventy-nine years pWs before We 
,.rid dramatic contrasts. One thinks of the b. -footed son of a. poor 

.3 
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post.ter and then of that whissrobed figure in the greatest of .e 
temples of the world with seventy thousand bowing their leach . 
Olence as his hand is raised in benediction There is the young curate 
of Tomholo teaching the children theta catechism, and the ruler of 
hundreds of r.11ions who gratefully receive from his mouth as tromp.. 
the message of the true use of the B.. Sacrament. We see how 
democratic in one way is Christ's Church, and yet in another how 
autocratic. T. life does not pretend to an exhaustive or a critical 
Ivory, but it success.y gives us the picture of the true Priest, full of 
fryl and entire self-sacrifice,nd explains the secret of that winning 
personality veldts all felt who came in contact with Pius X. 

The Dead Alters. From the French of M. Rineues-Mouvessu. Wash-
bourne. ks. . font 

Tins is a story of love .d conversion against a background of war. 
The chief char.. are French Protestants whose faith has suffered 
under the influence of the philosophy of Kant and the exegssis of 
Barrack. They bone to find a substitute in human love, and in a vague 
adherence to traditional belch But life has bec.ss too real far that 
.d the choice is seen to lie between complete.. mid absolute 
dsspain inter,. of the story centres in the struggle of a soul that 
long resists the Divine Lover, but in the end makes that complete 
surrender uLich brings peace. The translator has kept too timely to 
French idiom, so that the English is some.es obscure and often un 
fantiliar. BA the verses seem quite well done. 

Our Goodly limited, By Rue. Id G. flumuts. Washboume. 3s. W. 

Tens book ssosists of thirteen chapters ., of . average length of twelve 
eryes, on the Otief roil.. Catholic dogma. The treatment is simple 
yet sold, unpretentious yet eminently satisfying. We recommend the 
book to all whose duty it is to instinct others in the faith daubs 
Provide apt matter for instructions .d sermor. 

Mee Crown of Sorrow. By Anon GOOntuu, sy. R. a T Washbourne, 
L.. as 6d. 

T.= meditations on the Passion of our lord. together with a 
Harmony of the Gospel accounts of the Passion. may be strongly re-
rymmend. to thou who desire enough novelty in the treatment of the 
matter to s.ulate the mind without...doing element of paradox. 
The fonow.g essract will show the style and .aracter of the book: 

mo. 

Notices of Books 

es taws tor Pilate. an it 

has of intotioal thou 

TA,  Sm.., of Jaw. By P.. COONLaN. C.O. Watithoume, Za. 61. 

Tine Tire introduction which occupiss nearly a quarter of this book. dears 
with die general question of the parables in the Old and, more esp.. 
ally, in the New Testament. and touch. on the eontroversial matters 
such as the reason why Our Lord adopted the parabolic stylc of teaching 
and the meaning of the Kingdom( Heaven." The lin. of the 
volume inake it impossible to deg in detail with these matters but 
thsse who wish to know more about them have the work of Pere Bury, 

Inti.nction aux Para.., Evangel..." where the ssme quss. 
tions are dissussed more fully and scientifically with respect to rainal. 

G< criticim. The rest of the book. in a poetical way, treats of the 
individual parables. giving the circumst.ces that led to the use of 
each and laying useful stress on the need of discoveryes the precise 
lesson taught by the story, and the danger of error if separate details 
are emphasised. 

A Sommer., on Me Nero Code of n, eott Lew. poi. n By the 
P. Cads. Avoustion, n.ss Herder. London. 6s. net. 

The Nem Canon Lazo, A Commend, and a Simmery. By the Rue. 
Sremsteus Wovviess sseat. Herder. London. 1.. net. 

ALTH01.14 i is perfectly clear to all that there was a need for the 
Corpus pu

t
 rts Canonici, in these ryrly months of its existence it gives 

rise to onnesssec difficulties in application, as the aid of commentary 
and note is w.ting. There are many discourage... the ...OM 
who thinks of attempting such a work, as ahnost eacts number of the 
Acta Op Sedis b., something which ought to be noted A vacs 
works, which by reason of the fact that they follow so closely on the 
heels of B. codex are soon more or less out of date. Both these works 
sulky in tMs way. For example, .e "Motu propels" of September 
xsth, nryy, constituted a Commission to interpret the Codex .d to 
control additions to it. This important document does not receive 
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mention in Dom Augustine'S work although he h. already treated of 
[rhrtinterpretation of kw.. end Father Woywodspealo of it only in h. 

and not in the text. so mat it does mtt get due importance 

We ought however to remember the difficulties and thank Wes, two 
authoo for their energy in prepari so guicMy some in. needed 

help for those who must know sometng hMg the Codex. 
Dom Augustine, book is the first of six volumes. contaim a very 

useful introduction, which gives just such a concise history of Carron 

Law as . wanted by the ordinary student. He then deals with the first 
eighty-six Canons, giving a careful translation of each and a short 

but very helpful commentary where needed. 
The volume prepared by Father Woywod is in..ed to supply the 

clergy engaged in paWh work with all that . of practi.1 importance 
in the Codex, wd no doubt it will be very acceptable to them. It 

trwslat. nearly Me whole of the ext. but the authors notes are so 
.ited that we hesitate to dignify it with the name of a Commentary. 
It would have been better to have [Woe notes in a type diflere. from 
that used for the text of the Codex, for as the hook stands, at times it 
. not clear, err Wout reference to the Latin text. whew the author 
begins his ovm remarks. A further rolson for We me of the authentic 
text is that the transntion is mmetim. so free that the reader win not 
otherwise get an accurate knowledge of the law, e.g. in Canon 845, Ix, 
the useful word " gratuito " is ignored. Aocuracy in reference is of 
vital importance in a work of this kind. We have notieed that at the 
end .1361. CEDED GIED should 1.4 Canon 516, and at the end of BIS, 
Can. 516 should be Canon 

Both these works are publis. in England by B. Hinder, 68 Great 
Russell Street. W.C. 

”PBmWinineAVoen. 1919 (To be obtained of the editor,Dost 
T. I. BE.ON, O.... St Benedict,, Warrington). Pece 
Postage lid. 

We extend our usual cordial welcome to this valuable annual. The 
editor is to be congratulated on the substantial quantity of information 
which he gives in small compa., fully justifying his sub-title of 'Guide 
to the Abbe,. Parish.. Monks of the Eng. Congregation of the 
Order of St Benedict.' We note . special features this year a photo-
graph of We new choir at Fort Augustus, and a useful and opportune 
account of the medal of St Benedict. 
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BOOKS RECEIVED 
Several of the following books will he noticed in our next number. 

From R. W T. WA...NE. 

Spiritual Exercises far Monthly and Annual Retreats. By the Rev. P. 

Motown trans. by EDITH STANIFORTIT 6s. net. 

The Missal ter Ern, ”se.es. 
The Ca..< Diary for 1915. as. 

Jes. Crucified ;or Me Science al Me Cross in the Arm of Meditations. By 

Fe PIERRE Ms. and JEAN N. OW, ad. Trans. by L. M. LEG... 
DE 6d. net. 

Lel. to Catholic Priests. By lin HOLINE. Pees Pius X. with a 
preface by CARDIN. BOURNE... 

The (Whelk Student's • Aids' M the Bible. By How POPE, 0.P., E.T.II., 
The New Testament. 5s. net. 

From Messes. Lo eons. 

TM P.M'', Vocation. By the RIG. REV. BERNARD Wow... net. 

A Scholar's Lamm from the Fe011i. STEPHEN H. Brum,. introduction 
by F. F. URI/D.E.. 5s. not-

.0111 MESE. Bows ft OATES. • 

Jest S in the Taverna.. By E. F. N. 6d. net. 

Id. ant Idylls. Essays by a Public School Bo, 5s. net. 

From Mess.. Hr... 

Dogrnatie Nat., TheSarrarnents (Vols. X and MA.. net. each. By 
RE Ron JOS. O.. PILD., D.O. Edited by A. Paw.. 

Exhatekty (Vol. NIL ...net.) By Rr Rev. JOSEPH Pimoss, nom, 
no. Edit. by A. Moss. 
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SCHOOL NOTES 

The School officials this term have been : 
Head Monitor . . . . . D. M. Rochford. 
...in of the Games . . . . B. 7. D. Ge.a. 
Bonito. . . B. J. D. Gerrard, L. G. D. A Forbes, 

L. J. BOrenot, C. Unswertli, R. T. Browne. 
L. Enowl., P. S. Blaeldedge, J. E. G. Ruddin. 

Libr.ans of We Upper Library E. M. Vanheems, G. B. Bing. 
Librarians of the Upper Middle Library A. G. S. Johnson, 

Librarians of Me Lower Middle Library G. S. Hardwick•Rittner, 
. D. Kevin. 

Librarians of the Lower Library T. R.I.., R. W Lawson. 
Journal Committee . . R. T. Brmvue. R G. Davey. 
Gam. Committee . . B. J. D..m.. C. Unswerth. 

Si W. L. Smith, J. R. T. Crawford. 
Hunt Official. 

aser of Hounds .  Roc... 
end Whinperin . C. Cravos. 
end Whip.r.-1. R. T.  d. 
BA Whipper-in—T. A. Caffrey. 
Field Masters NI. W. I.. Smith. L. J. Bevenot. 

Captains of the Fot., Sas—
ist Set—B. J. D. Gem., M. W. L. Smith. 
and Set—F. G. Davey, E. M. V.hoems. 
yd Set—H. V. Du.r. J. E. de GuMg.d. 
4th Set—G. L. Lee. J. L. Loughran. 
ith Set—G. C. Parr, J. W. Hodglason. 

THE following boys left at the end of last term 
L. D. Chamberlain, V. J. Cray°n, F. W.. Going., H. ddlirsel, 

R. G. MOW.. H. P...onnell. L. V. Milburn. Ho. M.. S.t, 
J. G. Simpson. 

. 
THE following boys from " the Prep " joined the School 

H. H H. Butcher. D. E. IC C.o., R. Crayas, L. George, H. J. G. 
G...d, T. Hardwick.Rittner, R. Ho., R. H. Lawson, J. B. 
Massey. A. C. Maxwell, T. Rochford, F. M. Sitwell. D. E. Walker. 
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T. other new boys were

W. H. C. Croft, S. Dillon. G. W. Gadd, J. K. Jago, C. F. Keeling, 
P. J. King, C. Lacy, K. Lander, M. K. LiWngstone, R. R. Russell. 
B. L. Sleigh, H. R. Welsh. 

Dori DonoNIC WILLSON, for reasons of health, has had to 
retire from the School staff, of which he has been a member 
for fourteen years. His departure is much regretted, for he 
has played a promicent part in the School life. For may 
years he was Senior Science Master, ad for the greater pan 
of his rime here he was both organist and choirmaster. In all 
these eapacities his proficiency and connstent good nature 
have combined to 'earn for him a respect and confidence 
which the School would certainly like to see recorded in 
these pages. He carries with him the gad wishes of all. 

Toe prevalence of influenza in various parts of the county 
led to a very drastic curtailment of our Fixture List. OnN 
two of the eight matches arranged could be played. Another 
team, the R.A.F. from an aerodrome near York, did indeed 
turn up, but under a misapprehension they brought a Soccer 
side. Nothing daunted, the Games Committee held a hay 
meeting and evolved a side to meet them at their own game. 
Several members of the Community, formerly famous as 
" Soccer " players, were unwillingly dug OW of retirement, 
and the other places in the XI were given H those members 
of the XV who had reputations for adaptability ! Ampleforth 
won the match by two goals to nil. 

a di H 

SHORTLY after the opening of term Mr Anthony Bernard 
came on a week's visit. He wu supposed to be resting and 
recuperating, but his own good nature and enthusiasm were 
ao much for him, and he played to us constantly. To many 
members of the School the three evenings a which Mr 
Bernardi played in the theatre to the musically-minded (and 
they are many, ad increasing) were a revelation of 

de
r

and delicacy of modern French pianoforte music,  of the 
II2 

School Notes 
perfection of technique re aired to "body forth" its rare 
and elusive charm. Raveh Debussy, John Ireland were the 
composers chosen, and though many found the" valses nobles 
et sentimentales " difficult to understand, there was no hesi-
tation about the "Sonsti " especially the minuet, or the 
sonorous harmonies of "Chelseana  Reach." And " enchanu 
mono" is the only word in which to describe the atmosphere 
that Mr Bernard threw around DebusN's Arabesques. These 
the audience demanded not once, but many times. 

The choir owe Mr Bernard a special debt of gratitude, as 
since leaving Ampleforth he has composed for them a Mass 
in the polyphonic style. This we hope to hear in its entirety 
nen arrarWe hope that hi" rest at Ampleforth has not 
tired Mr Bernard for the recitals which he is to give with 
Miss Muriel Foster in London during the winter. 

Too retreat this term was preached by Father Herbert 
Vaughan, of the Missionary Society, to whom we tender 
our best thanks for his most interesting diwourses. 

Too School has contributed Lx7 during the term towards 
the Public Schools Hospital and towards the extension of a 
chapel for the troops in France. 

di H di 

ON our return hi September we found that the old bathroom 
had been gutted and seventeen new baths and douches had 
been substituted for the older type which had served so long 
and so well. In the old parts of the house new bathrooms have 
also been added. 

di 0 d 

Tiro School again assisted in potato picking, or " scratting," 
as the Yorkaireman calls it. The experience gained at the 
flax camp had hardened many to field work. Potatoes, we 
found, may be used as missiles, more especially when irresis-
tibk targets present themselves, and pos,ibly some found 
this work not only laborious, but even at tunes dangerous. 

I03 
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T. expectation of news of the Arm isfice on the morning of 
Noveinber ith culminated at a quarter past twelve k the 
approach of an aeroplane. It was felt that on this occasion 
the familiar throbbing of its engine portended the neaw of 
victory. The pilot was surely "the herald of a noisy world," 
for whom we had Al longed. Excitement in the class-room 
and among those at physical training grew intense, when, 
instead of the aeroplane passing us by, as so many have done 
of late, it began a series of "stunts." Work spontaneously 
ceased, and for ten minutes we were thrilled by spiral glides, 
looping the loop. and swoops, in all of which the pilot dis-
played a familiarity with his surroundings and the points of 
vantage which made us suspicious that he was " an old boy." 
Suddenly he turned towards the cricket field, and shutting 
off his engine made a beautiful landing. Within throe minutes 
Captain Basil Collison was surrounded by masters and boys 
from both schools cheering lustily the news of the Armistice 
and its bearer. Captain Collision was the first airman to land 
on our cricket ground, and assuredly he could not have chosen 
the occasion more happily. In the afternoon we gave him 
the good send-off he had deserved of us, Not only had he 
brought good news, but he had scattered work and ushered 
in a day and half's recreation. 

if. if, to
On the night of the 11th a solemn Tr Drum was sung in 
thanksgiving for the Victory. On the following day High 
Mass was attended by all the School, and Father Abbot 
preached upon the lessons of the War. 

ff, t to
On the rath we prepared a huge bonfire, crowned with an 
effigy of the Kaiser, on the top of the Beacon, and within a 
few hundred yards of the Prisoners' Camp. As the flames 
mounted on high we sang "God save the King," cheered 
vociferously and generally gave free vent to our ffiellngs. 00 
our way home we caused the welkin to ring with choruses 
and songs, the volume and variety of which were no small 
cause of Foy to the country side. The knowledge of a prospec-
tive addition of an extra week to the Christmas vacation 
tended to heighten our hilarity. 
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THE choir suffered aevere casualties during the summer 
holidays, and when term was resumed it was found that the 
first four trebles, who did such sterling service last year, 
would have to kave. Consequently this term has been spent 
mainly in reconstruction. In E. M. Vanheems the choir has 
lost one of the most capable first trebles that we can remember. 
He was ably supported by J. K. Loughran, who was heard 
with Vanhcems to great advantage in the solo verses to the 
Ingegneri Responses hat Holy Week. C. E. G. Cary-Elwes 
had a voice of unusual range and timbre, and sang at several 
Red Cross Concerts and Punch nights. Their places have been 
taken by A. F. Pearson, W. J. Roach, J. L. Loughran, and 
P. R. Hodge as first four trebles; the first two altos are G. B. 
King and S. A. Manion. 

On St Cecilia's the prevalence of influenza in the neigh-
bourhood made it necessary to avoid villages. The choir, 
therefore, went to Rievffilx, and in the afternoon walked 
back through the Park to a " special " tea in the fith Form 
room. The traditional solo in the morning was sung by W. J. 
Roach with pronounced success, and Punch in the evening, 
which Dom Edmund informally attended,was enlivened by the 
presence of Dom Denis Firth. The choir is perhaps the most 
criticikd body in the School, but we hope that they felt the 
compensation they deserve when the Headmaster, in speaking 
of their work in the past year, pointed to the Holy Week 
musk of 1908 as the high water-mark of choral achievement 
at Ampleforth. 

▪ to to

WE are glad to be able to record that once again we have 
been spared from the "flu" scourge. The School has had 
throughout the firm a clean bill of health. 

▪ 4. 

T. following boys are head of their forms 

Upper Sixth L. J. Bryonot Fourth A. F. Pearson 
Sixth J. F. Leese Higher Third R. D. Dee 
Upper Fifth B. L. Sleigh Lower Third H. J. G. Grisewood 
Fifth G. B. Ding 

1.15 
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Txa School staff k at present constituted as follows 

Dom Edmund Matthews, M.A. (Head Master) 
Dom Justin McGann D.A. Dom Ethelred Taunton, B.A. 
Dom Wilfrid Willson Dom Clement Hesketh. B.A. 
Dom Placid Dolan, M.A. Dom Stephen Harwood, M.A. 
Dom Paul NeGII M.A. Dom Louis d'Andria. B.A. 
Dom Dunstan Pomi, D.O. Dom John Maddox 
Dom Adrian Dawson Dom Raphael Williams 
Dom Herbert Byme, B.A. Dom Gregory Swann, B.A. 
Dom Sebastian Lambert, B.A. Dom Ignatius Miller, B.A. 
Dom Hugh de Dormanville. D.A. Dom Denis Marshall, BA. 
Dom Illtycl Williams Dom Fellic Hardy, B.A. 
Dom Bernard MeElligott, B.A. Dorn Augustine Richards., BA, 

Dom Cypria.n Murray 

F. Kilvington Hattemley, Mw. Bac. (Cardab.), A.R.A.M. 
W. Edward Parkinson, A.R.C.A. (London) 
J. F. Porter, M.D. BRAS. (Medical °fuer) 
Edward Maude (1.1n) 
Se... R. Openshaw (East Lancashire Regiment) 
Nurse Grimshaw 4„ oaous Nurse Wood 

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS 

THE following boys passed the Oxford and Cambridge 
Higher School and Lower Certificates, 1918: 

Nana. 

L. J. BCE.. 

R. T. Broome 

H. d'Ursel 

D. M. Rod.. 

• 
Nam, 

E. D. Baines 

E. P. Connolly 

J. R. T. Crawford 

F. G. Davey 

I. G. D. A. Forbes 

H. W. Greenwood 

J. W. Hawkswell 

Knowles 

J. J. MorrisD1 

G IT Ryan 

Hon. M. 1- Scott 

M. W. L. Smith 

E. M. Vanheems 

Hi.. CERTIFICATE. 

Subjects in tvki. Distiodions mere Maimed. 

(Gm, Ht blathematiml. 

(Group II Modern) French and History. 

(Group II Modem) French and History. 

(Group 1 Classico. 

Smom CERT/PICA,. 

Sabjeres ix which Passed te. Credit was amnia. 

English, mina. History, French a. Physics. 

English. French, Mathematics, and Phys. 
and Chemistry. 

English. English History, French, lAtin, Greek 
and Mathematics. 

English, Fnmch, Latin, Mathematics. 

English, English History, French, Malin, Greek, 

Mathematic, and Additional Mathematics. 

Engl.. French, Mathematics and Physics. 

English History. Chemistry. 

English History, French, Latin, Mathematics, 

Physim, Chemistry.. 

English, English History, Geography, French, 
Mathematics, Physics. 

English, English History. Geography. 
Mathematics, Physics. 

Mathematic, Physics. 

English, French, 1.in, Mathematics. Physics, 

English History, French, Latin. Mathematics, 

Additional Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry. 
17 



J. K. Loughran 
A. F. Pearson 
C. H. Robinson 
C. J. R. 6. Stewart Arithmetic and Additional Matematim. 

Ansiy ENTRANCE. JULY 
Woolwich 3.K. Simpson Myth) 
Sandhunt F. W. de Guing.d 

R. G. McArMe 1,68th) 
F. W. de Guing.d was award. a King's Cadetship. 

Public Examination 

LOWER CERTIFICATE. 
Name. Subjs. iu wk. First Classes owe oPtaiva. 

F. G. Ain.s.ogh 
B. J T. nmshaw Latin, French...rt. 
K. G. R. Hagollaws French. 
C. E. G. Cary-Elwm 
S. G Ga. History. 
G. P. Gronk rench. 
R. G. Hague Greek. 
G. B. King AOthmetics, Mechanics .1 Ph 

and Chemistry. 
Additional Mathematics. History 

In addition to the above successes C. Unsworth pasted the 
Oxford Senior Examination. The most noteworthy point 111 
the examinations was the sto per cent obtained by the 
School Certifies. candidates. Thirteen entered and were all 
awarded a certificate. 
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AMPI,EFORTH AND THE WAR 

Noll of loonour 

KILLED 

ALLAN., H. P., zud Lieu nt, Suffolk Regiment 
AINSCOOCH, C., Captain, Manctena hester Regiment. 
BAR Tr, REGINALD, DY2,0 
BARNEWALL, HON. R. N. F., Lieutenant, Leinster Regiment. 
BARTON, JAMES, Lieutenant, AC., Croix de Gunn, R.G.A. 
BUCKLEY, J. M., Captain and Adjutant. Rifle Brigade. 
BYRNE, E. T., znd Lieutenant, Welsh Guards. 
CLAPHAM, A. C., and Lineman', Eat Yorkshire Regiment. 
C.vos, C., and Lieutenant, R.F.C. 
D.., A. F., Canadian Contingent. 
Dex.Yotmo, W., Lieutenant, Australian Contingent. 
DOFF, P., R.A.F 
Pi..., J. L., The King's (Liverpool Regiment). 
GERRARD, Y. M. H., and Lieutenant, R.F.A. 
HALL, G. F. M., Limes., Royal Berkshire Regiment. 
HAWNSWELL, L. B. W., Lieutenant, R.A.F. 
Hes..., W. P., and Lieutenant, Royal Irish Regiment. 
HINE, A., md Lieutenant, Durham Light Infantry. 
Huss, Climes W., Major, Durham Light Infantry. 
Hon.+, M. E., Captain, South Lancashire Regiment. 
KERN., H. F., Officer, H.M.S.. Innamincka." 
Lino, W. P. ST L., Captain, Leinster Regiment. 
MAC DONALD, A. J., Lieutenant, Lovat's Scouts, attached 

Scottish Rifles. 
MACPHERSON, J. S., Lieutenant, Gordon Highlanders. 
Mom., E. J., Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
MARTIN, M. J., Captain and Adjutant, Royal Warwickshire 

Regime.. 
McGmia, T. A., 2nd Lieutenant, Argyll and Sutherland 

Highlanders. 
Mims, L., The King's (Liverpool Regime.). 
Momsoon-Beasako, F., Lieuteuant, Royal Munster Fusiliers. 
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NA., V. G., and Lieutenant, The Duke of Wellington's 
(West Riding Regime.). 

NEVI., J. H. G., and Lieutenant, Grenadier Guards. 
OBERHOFFER, G., Royal Fusiliers (Public Schools). 
Pawn, R. J., Lieutenant, Indian Army Infantry. 
Palms, S., Surge, H.M.S. " Indefatigable." 
READMAN, W., and Lieutenant, Loyal North Lancashire 

Regimnt. 
REDMOND, H. F., Lieutenant, R.A.F. 
Ruler., W. H., Lieutenant, Royal Irish Regiment, attached 

SHARP, W. S., Northern Signal Company, Royal Engineers. 
SMITH, J. B., and Lieutenant, South Lancashire Regiment. 
TURIN G, A. M. A. T. na L., Lieutenant, Norfolk Regiment. 
T N, L. J., Captain, R.F.A. 
Virragre., Puma, Lieutenant, Decoration Croix 

de Genre, Belgian Army, 
an

L.
Royal Fusilier, 

Wurrram, F. J., and Lieutenant, Lancashire Fusiliers. 
WILLIAMS, L., Lieutenant, South Wales Borderers. 
WILLIAMS, 0. M., Major, Monmouthshire Regina... 

Duo n WOUND. Pussouna IN GERMANY -
Lone, T. W., and Lieutenant, R.F.A. 

DIED or. SHELL SHOCK 
Cantu, B. F., Captain, R.G.A. 

-Dann o" Ars' 
Cram, G., Sub-Lieutenant, Royal Naval R.erve. 
WOOD, B. L., British South African Police. 

.....Kaawankwer-Srh 
CHAMBERLAIN, P. A., Engineer, Merchant Service. 

—Missnic • 
&AMU., E., Lieutenant, The King's (Liverpool Regiment) 

and R.A.F. 
&DENHAM, J. E. C., The London Regiment. 
CALDER-SMITH, R. A., and Lieutenant, London Regiment. 
PAR., J., Captain, KC., The King's (Liverpool Regiment). 

Ampleforth and the War 

WOUNDED 

ADAMSON, R.. Captain, Royal Welsh Fusiliers. 
Beams, G. L., Manchester Regiment. 
BEECH, J. 
Boococe, W. N., Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
Camwa-Smnig, F., and Lieutenant, London Regime.. 
CART., H. G., Lieutenant, Grenadier Guards. 
CAWHELL, E., Lieutenant, Rifle Brigade. 
CHAMBERLAIN, G. H., Captain, The King's (Liverpool 

Regiment). 
CHAMBERLAIN, W. G., and Lieutenant, The King's (Liverpool 

Regiment). 
COLLISON, 0., Lieutenant, KC., The King's (Liverpool) 

Regiment. 
CONNOR, 0.A., Captain, South Lancashire Regiment. 
COURTNEY, F. T., Lieutenant, R.A.F. 
CLARIS, C. W., Lieutenant, KC., The King's (Liverpool 

Regiment). 
CLORAN, M., Captain, KC., Royal Garrison Artillery. 
CORRY, E. J., Lieutenant, West Yorkshire Regime.. 
Comers., F. T., Lieutenant, Croix de Geer, R.F.C. 
CRAWLER, C. P., and Lieutenant, Dorsetahite Regime.. 
CREAN, G. J., Captain, Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers. 
DARBY, A. F., Canadian Contingent. 
DAWES, W. S., Rev., Chaplain to the Forret. 
Dz.-Twine, A., Lieutenant, Machine Gun Corps. 
Dikhoth A. H., Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders! 
Doisson, J. I., Captain, Sherwood Foresters. 
Dowhinc, R. P. 013., and Lieutenant, Connaught Rangers, 

atruched Royal Munster Fusiliers. 
Dmiew, T. O'C., Lieutena., A.S.C. 
Downie, G., Captain, Royal Canadian Regiment. 
EMERSON, G., Captain, Newfoundland Conllngent. 
Ewa, H. J. Lieutenant, South Staffordshire Regime.. 
Emend, G. E. J., Captain, Leinster Regiment. 
Foasehn, J., Scots Guards. 
GAYNOR, G. J. Lieutenant, Yeomanry (attached R.A.F.) 
Goss, A., New Zealand Contingent. 
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HARDMAN, E. P., Flight Conhvgandeh D.F.C., R.A.P. 
HATES, F. L., zmi Lieutenant, London Regiment. 
Harm, F. J., Lieutenant, Royal Engineers. 
Him, A., Captain, R.A.M.C. 
Imorsos, T. J. Australian Contingent.. 
Jousoota, Captain, Australian Contingent. 
Knam, E., Motor Transport. 
Kerry, A. P., Lieutenant, M.C., A.S.C. (attached R.A.F.) 
Kunnas, V., Lieutenant, R.G.A. 
LEACH, E., LitlatIMPII, Machine Gun Corps. 
La FEN, F. L., and Lieutenant, R.F.A. . 
Intostiv, G. W., Lieutenant, R.G.A. 
LONG, A. T., Australian Contingent. 
Lover., C., and Lieutenant, West Yorkshire Regimen. 
MACKAY, C. J., Major, M.C., Croix de Guerra, Leinsser 

Regimen and R.A.F. 
MACKAY, G. F., Lieutenant, Leinaer Regiment and R.A.F. 
McCain, H. R., Captain, M.G., Black Watch. 
McCoannen, G., and Lieutenant, \Vest Yorkshire Regiment. 
McKenna, J. J., Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
Mclf inane, J., Lieutenant, M.C., Queen's (Royal West 

Surrey Regiment). 
MARTIN, C. J., Captain, A.S.C. 
MARTIN, HOWARD, mid Lieutenant, Royal Warwickshire 

me. 
Marc,,,,Regi  H. A., Lieutenant, M.C., Royal Engineres. 
MARTIN, M., Captain, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
MARTIN, W. H., Lieutenant, R.A.F. 
Miami, P., Captain, Lancashire Fusiliers. 
MORK, H. 
Monier, R., Welsh Guards. 
Mosimall-BEMAM, j., Lieutenant, Royal Munster Fusiliers. 
Newsman, G., Lancashire Fusiliers. 
NEWTON, L., Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. 
PARLR, J. A., Captain, M.G., The King's (Liverpool Regiment). 
PILBINCTON, J., Australian Contingent. 
Pout, F. W., and Lieutenant, Royal Welsh Fusiliers. 
MADMAN, W., and Lieutenant, Loyal North Lancashire Regt. 
Rion, A., and Lieutenant, R.G.A. 
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ROBERTSON, E. A., Lieutenant, Cameron Highlanders. 
Room., C. E., Captain, London Regimen. 
ROGI1FORO, H., Lieutenant, London Regiment. 
Ron., L. G., Captain, M.C., Cheshire Regimen. 
Smonvois, E. P. J., Major, D.S.01, The Hon, D.A.Q.M.G. 
Tntorron, H. R., Lieutenant, Maclaine Gun Corps. 
TRAVERS,  D.C. L. M. q., Captain, Royal Engineers. . 
Team, W., Royal Engineers. 
WALSH, J. J., Captain, R.A.M.C., attached Royal Innishilling 

Fusiliers. 
Woionim, E. H., Captain, Yorkshire Regiment. 
Wain, H. D. M., Captain, Sherwood Foresters. 
Weeny, M. F. M., Lieutenant, Royal Engineers. 

PRISONERS OF WAR 
COLLISON, C. B. J., and Lieutenant, The King's (Liverpool 

Regiment). 
CRAWLEY, C. P., Lieutenant, Dorsetshire Regiment. 
Hamm, E. P., Flight Commander, R.A.F. 
McCann, A. J., and Lieutenant, Royal Dublin Fusiliers. 
McDousin, D. P., Lieutenant, Lovat's Scouts, attachml.R.F.C. 
Monica, H., A.S.C. 
ROCI1FORD, S., Lieutenant, R.A.F.
Rowe, R. D., Lieutenant, D.S.C., H.M.S. " Nestor." 
TULIN, T. F. P. B. j., Lieutenant, K.O.S.B. 
WEIGBILL, E. H., Captain, Yorkshire Regiment. 

The following additions to the list published in July 
(mall) should be made: 
Banannoneu. C.. R.A.F. 
BOCKNALL. J. A., Canadian Contingent. 
Column H.. Canadian Contingent. 
HAYNES, L., Artists Ride. 
MoNeion. H. C., and lindevaiti, Tank Corps. 
Ilaaman H., H.A.C. Ferns.. 

Rev, 3, D., C.F. 
Raimma. H.. Royal tenni:Ming Fungus. 
REDMOND. H. F. (Aills). Litt*. R.A.F. 
Woobiwis. 3. S.. R.G.A. 
Dalt, E., American Army Artillery. 
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Thte',101,7Z,MiTh°:;',°, No rhave been notifial
ns of the luc of 

to vs : 

!testi, Sir W. M. B.. 111.. Captain. Yeomanry. 
BARNETT, W. R. S.. 2. Lieutenant. Lancashire Fusiliers. 
Bann, W. H.. end Lieutenant. Connaught Rangers. 
Bucatenne. R. He CoMnin, Tee King's (Liverpool Regiment). 
Bet V. J.. xnd Lieutenant. 
Eng),oteT R. G.. and Lieutenant Highland Light Infantry. 
Gun... A. 8.. and tteutenant. Labour Co, 
MACDEMIOTT. G.. Major a. Adjutant, M.C.. D.S.M. Highland Light 

Wendy. 
MILBoRN. A. L., 2. Lieutenant. Rifle Brigade. 
Newt., L.. Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. 

ROONeORD. R.. Lieutenant.. R.A.F. 
OND. S. (Cris nn). Lienlenaul, 

Ruh-fog. W. Wiled). Lieutenant.• Royal Irish Regime., attached 

TEEE.ING. L. J. *Wed). .Captain.R.F.A. 
Web.. J. J. (wounded). Ca  R.A.M.C. 
VVVISTERE (killed). Lien... Belgian Army. 

J. G. Simpson is at Woolwich; F. W. de Guingand, R. G. bleArdle and 
W. J. Hodge at Sandhurst; and T. F. H. Keay at Wellington (Madras). 

LIPOTENANT H. F. REDMOND, R.A.F. 
Lieutenant H. F. Redmond died in the and Australian 
Casualty Clearing Station on July loth. He had been 
very severely wounded in the arms and legs On the 
mme day. Father Lovergan writes "I gave him the 
last Sacraments, which he received with fervour, and 
shortly afterwards lapsed into unconsciousness, passing 
away quietly and happily." He was buried in a cemetery 
near St Omer. May he rest in peace. 

CAPTAIN Jkmas BARTON, M.C., Croix de Come, R.G.A. 
Captain J. Barton vvm killed by splinter from a shell, 
on the night of August 17th, near Harbonnieres. 

Barton came to Ampleforth in May, 5908, and left 
in October, rgs5,tojoin the Inns of Court O.T.0 He 
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was given a commission in the R.G.A., and wont out 
to France in April, nqty, where he distinguished him-
self as a forward observation officer. From the creep-
tiorol number of [ginger from officers and men which 
we have been privileged to read, we may be allowed 
to quote the following extract from the letter of 
Lieut.-Golonel Robinson, commanding his brigade 

He had served under me fora good many months, and d, in 
common with an who had been associated with him, enter-
tatneda great affection for him. He was alwa” so gallant so 
keen, so williug that we were tempted to give him more than 
I. sham of the dangerous and difficult jobs, and now ffiat he 
has gone we shall never be able to replace him. He was my best 
Observation of ficer . and it was mainly for his skin and courage 
on such work that Ire won the Military Crass and the Croix tic 
Guerra As you probably know he taus offered the comparative 
security of gall work, but refused it, preferring to remain with 
his battery. As toe shall miss him—how moth more will you? 
The sympathy of every offices N thie brigade is with you in 
your great loss. 

Elsewhere in the JOURNAL our readers will find the 
official recognition of his work. list March in the 
extract from the Carrara awarding him the Military 
Cross. 

At Arnpleforth Barton was a keen member of the 
0.T.G, and in toss won the Anderson Cup for 
shooting. Throughout his career he allowed a great 
love of country life, and was an ardent collector and 
naturalist. He was distinguished by his simple and 
unalloyed good nature, and it was no secret that, had 
not the war prevented it, he intended entering the 
Benedictine Order. We cannot doubt that the Ample-
forth Community lost in James Barton a valuable 
member, wffise celigious faith and zeal detracted in 
no way, but rather added to his constant cheerineg. 
We offer to Mr. Barton and family, especially to 
Dom Ildephonsys Barton, our sincerest condolence. 
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L et o P RRRRR Vo LETEHE, Belgian Army. 

Lieutenant Pierre Vuylsteke was badly wounded on 
August 3rd while taking back a prisoner from a point 
far in from of the lines. For .me time it was hoped 
that the wound would not prove fatal, but on August 
nand he died. The fact that he had been awarded both 
the Decoration Militaire and the Croix de Gnarl for 
gallantry in the field is sufficient indication of the 
spirit which animated Pierre VuyIneke. He received 
Holy Communion two days before his death. He came 
to Ainpkforth in September, 19° and was here two 
years. During that time he entered 9, thoroughly into the 
spirit of the school, and was deservedly popular. May he 
rest in peace. 

LAWRENCE WALTON. 
Lawrence Walton went out to France in July, and 
was killed on August 24th. Previously he had been to 
Confession and Holy Communion, probably at the 
Ampleforth Hut. Walton was seven years at Ample-
forth, reir23 to lean. His contemporaries will remember 
him as a quiet, unassuming boy, with whom it was 
very may to get on. Physically he was far from 
robust, and so gained little of the prominence that 
athletic prowess gives a boy. Nevertheless, under his 
Quiet, good-natured ways lay a strong though unob-
trusive will, and he showed himself always, both in 
the school and since he left, a devout Catholic. R.I.P. 
We offer to his family our sincere sympathy in their 
loss. 

END LIEUTENANT J. MAURICE H. GERRARD, R.F.A. 
and Lieutenant J. M. H. Gerrard w seriously 
wounded in the fighting in front of Star Leger on 
August ellth, and died shortly afterwards in an advanced 
dressing station. The story of his death is told in the 
following letter from Lieutenant-Colonel C. Vickery, 
ks.o., to Major-General J. J. Gerrard, c.a. 
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August igth, rTifi. 

Your boy was mortally wounded yesterday evening. and died 

as we got him to the dressing.station. The whole brigade ad. 

vanced through our infantry. We went into action about five 

hhundred yards behind than. A German aeroplane saw. and 

gave an L.L. eau and some tumtd Ik`. WI' h...
casualties except in A when your son unl igo men were 

killed,. ten namnded with several horses. He was gallantly 

leading his section into action, an inspiration to all. Hew one 

of the most charming. cleanes, min. Lois I have ever met. 

His fearless courage and deepl ynse of duty were . example 

to HI. The iegiment has lost a fine officer, and you a most 

lovable boy. The brigade sympathise with you with all 

their heart. his men were devaed to him. I promised you 
to look after him. and I did. but I could not keep the boy 

back, he wouldn't have it. Tim Guards spoke most eulogistic 

tally of how his buttery followed them up. 

Father F. S. M. Browne, chaplain to et Battalion 
Irish Guards, wrote as follows to a fellow priest 

Poor Gerrard has nen killed. He was hit by an aeroplane 
homh during the d ay. quite close to where I was. saw hirn, 
gave him the last Sacraments. and spoke to him. He wis 

suffering little pain, for the shock was too great. and he made 

the offering of his sufferings and life in . absolutely saintly 

manner. I buried him on the Solionsing altsinoon. 

Gerrard came to Ancleforth in September, iozo, and 
left in April, 1917. having passed key-fifth her 
Woolwich. At Ampleforth he will long be remem-
beed as one M the school kaders..For many terms 
he was Head Monitor, and while still very young he 
found a place in all the fi rst teams—Cricket, Rugger, 
and Hockey. In every respect he was a fine athlete, 
but it was on the Rugger field that he was seen at his 
best, because it was there he displayed these qualities 
of courage and initiatic which served him so well 
later. Though retiring and not in the Past notions to 
command others, he was called upon to be a leader. 
As such he showed himself fearless, but always re-
luctant to use any of the physical force of which he 
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nos capabk. Indeed his natury was really of the 
gentlest, and his manner, though always charmingly 
frank and open, was tinged with a sem., shyness, or 
rather reluctance, to make himself in any way 
prominent. The fine, pure, manly spirit of which 
he was the embodiment carried itself beyond his 
school, and at Woolwich he became a recognised 
leader. There also he played for the " Rugger" XV, 
and was made a sergeant. Someone who knew him 
there wrote "7 ct you know how popular he 
was here at Woolwich. We were all very fond of km, 
and he had an extraordinarily good influence on all he 
came in contact with." 

The one the which he had between Woolwich 
and going 

so
 
av

 the front was more than half spent at 
Ampleforth, for which we arc proud to think he 
entertained a strong affection. May he rest in peace. 
To General and Mrs Gerrard we offer our heartfelt 
sympathy. 

LIEUTENANT WILFRID H. Runerom Royal Irish Regiment, 
attached R.A.F. 
Lieutenant Wilfrid Rumon was killed on August agth 
in an aeroplane accident at Gormanston, where he 
was acting as instructor. Ruxton came to school here 
in January, lg., and left two years later. In romq he 
went to Canada, and in February, rgro, misted the 
Eaton Machine G. Brigade in Toronto. After some 
time at Shorneliffe he was given a commission in 
September, Iwo, in the Royal Irish Regiment. He 
then served in France for some months, and later 
became attached to the R.A.P. A year before he was 
killed he qualified as at Narborough, in 
Lincolnshire. He had onlyinstructor been at Gormanston
month when he was killed. His commanding officer 
writes " He was a clever pilot, an excellent instructor, 
and a valuable member of the Staff. He was universally 
respected and liked by al/ ranks, and was most con-
scientious in his work." As a boy at Ampleforth 
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Rffiton showed a strong individuality, and was through-
out boy of singular upright ness. May he rest in 
peace. We offer to Mn Ruxton our sincerest sym-
pathy. 

AUSTIN F. DARBY. 
Austin Darby joined the 67th Western Scots Cana-
dians at ViCIOID., Vancouver, is July, 1915. He fought 
in the Somme Battle, and was wounded at Coureellete 
in bulb. Until suit he was in England, as by a series 
of misforffines his arm 

a s
s broken three times. He 

was recommended fo  commission in the Canadian 
infantry, but preferred the R.A.F. However he was 
obliged to leave it owing to ear trouble, though 
he had passed all his tests. He was recommended 
for a commission in the Imperial army, but en 
rejoining his unit he was romised a commission 
in the Canadians. When tin debacle of March, 
1918, began he was hurried out in a draft. From 
that time he was in all the heavy fighting until he 
was killed on September 1st while doing sentry duty 
at Canadian Headquarters line of Arras. 

His company officer described him as "a splendid 
soldier," and the colonel of his regiment wrote of 
him to (Mr Darby) his father as follows: " I would 
like to take this opportunity of expressing to you any 
ken appreciationi  of the vary excellent work per-
formed your son at all times during his service 
with this battalion. His cheerfulness and willingness 
under all circumstances were an inspiration and help 
to all vvith whom he came in contact, and his loss a 
deeply mourned by all ranks." 

Austin Darby was four years in the school at Ample-
forth, fiacq—seri. He was always a cheerful boy, 
thoroughly upright and straightforward. In a letter 
written to Dom Wilfrid Darby, his uncle, shortly 
before he we killed, he said " I fully realise what a 
before me, and am doing my best to be ready for 
anything." From what we at Ampleforth knew of 
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him we arc sure that this can be taken as literally true 
and as characteristic of Austin Darby. To all his 
relatives we offer our sincerest sympathy. R.I.P. 

aura LIEUTENANT Bon. Saar, South Lancashire Regiment. 
Boil Smith was hit when leading his platoon in the 
storming of the Grand Couronne and the Pip Ridge 
on September 18th by our Salonika Army. ' Every 
um who went up," says the Bishop of London of 
this assault, in his letter to The Times, " went up, 
humanly speaking, to certain death." He was buried 
on the ground covered by the advance on the Pip 
Ridge. 

Smith came to Ampleforth in September, 'toy, 
and left in July, prk. He then entered Faraday House 
for a special course of electrical engineering, and when 
the war broke out he was at the works of Messrs. 
Willans & Robinson, at Rugby, for a period of 
practical work. He was twice refused by the medical 
authorities for the army, but at the third attempt he 
was accepted, and joined the Motor Transport as a 
driver in August, 19th. Within a few weeks he WAS 
sent to France. He was then offered a commistion, 
and returned home to join the 18th 0.C.B., stationed 
at Prior Park. In February, 'toff, he was gazette] to 
the ltd Battalion South Lancashire Regiment, which 
was sttuned at Barrow. He left England for Salonika 
on May 1st. 

Basil Smith was a boy with a very high stns: of 
duty and a strong religious character. Though not 
distinguished either at games or work, he possessed 
certain characteristics which in a greater world would 
have served him well. He was determined, meticu-
lously careful—his neat handwriting was here indica-
tive of his character —and regarded things with the 
nye of a scientist. His chief interests at Ampleftuth lay 
In the mience laboratories, to which he ho bequeathed 

generous gift. His knows Eked him well, not only 
Luau. he was always patently honest, and had nothing 
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to hide from anyone, but also because he possessed a 
delicate 

ands 
f humour and a gift of hitting off 

characters  tuations in a few guietly-uttered and 
satirical words. We were delighted to him here 
before he went to France, and it was his intention to 
come fora retreat before going to Salonika. Unfor-
tunately his duties did not allow of this. His love for 
Ampleforth was more than ordinary, and INC ask the 
prayers of our readers for his soul. To Mr J. P. Smith, 
his father, who has so kindly had his portrait specially 

% dr,ium,uor nfan i„ tlaiiis a number of the J00, and0  who 
is 

, r o,,r

heartfelt sympathy: 

LIELLITPANT BERTRAM W. HAWASWELL, WASP Yorkshire 
Regiment and R.A.F. 

Lieutenant B. W. Hawkswell was killed at Lincoln on 
September ath. He was at the time an instructor in 
the R.A.F. "The accident waidue to engine trouble, 
which ended in a spin and a fearful crash, after which 
he never regained consciousness." Previously Hawkswell 
had seen much service D France, and on more than 
one of his short leaves has visited us at Ampleforth. 
We offer to Mr and Mrs Hawkawell, and to his brother, 
who is still at school here, our sincerest sympathy. 

CAPTAIN ARCHIBALD J. MCDONALD, Lovat's Scouts. 

Captain A. J. McDonald died in France in No. tg 
Stationary Hospital, on November 3rd, of influenza 
and pneumonia. He received the last Sacraments at 
the hands of Father Brand, C.F. For many months he 
had been in command of the 9th Group of Lovat's 
Scouts (Sharpshooters), and only a few days before he 
was admitted to hospital had been recommended by 
his Colonel for the Military Cross. The following 
letter from Father Hanlon to Lieutenant-Colonel W. 
McDonahl, rts.o., needs no commentary: 

cannot ten you hew grieved lam at the news of your nephew's 
death. Ii there was ever a soldier filled with the enthusiasm of 
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youth and the swift capability of action, it was he. During the 

he was in our Pless we ell loved him for his brightness.. 
his sane optimism. 

Speaking of him as a Catholic I should not attempt to give 
you a picture of his sureness in Faith and his With in its sure. 
ew. Leery morning he served , )law and nearly always 

went to llolv Communion. then went off tohis othenhtion 
poss. sonw an, and one did not see lom till dinnerdime. 
ewept on Sunday; when Ile inede a s,cial effort to by hack 

cd:bed at Ids 
cond. t. and some of the civilians who breved the pedls of 
shelling use, often to speak to me of " le bon officier.. 

We often chatted together : indeed had arranged it were 
possible to go to la on a pilgrimage. but the swift and 
sudden onslaught we had to make ended all our proposals. 

His love for Ampleforth was very marked. and I think he 
always felt grateful for the solid piety that Ws o/d College had 
imparted. One mewl not feu for him. lie was prepared for 
death. Upon the cewt he wore on his bonnet were the words 

Je sun pre.... That was true of his fife as I knew it. 

McDonald came to Ampleforth in September, tqoq, 
and left in October, roif , when only seventeen years 
old. From the outbreak of the war he had longed to 
join the army, and eventually did so a year before 
he normally would have been called u In the year 
previous he had played fox the Hockey XI, and was in 
the Second XV at Rugger. Throughout his school career 
he gave promise of being a good athlete, though he 
left too soon to have been really outstanding. He was 
always a popular boy, despite a cermin reserve, which 
however he was capable of throwing off and of showing 
mme of those qualities which afterwards carved him 
so well. To Mr and Mrs McDonald and all hie family 
we offer our heartfelt sympathy. 

2ND lunrrouogir T. A. Meth.. 
and Lieutenant T. A. McGhee was killed on September 
HMI. He was hit by a piece of shell and died im-
mediately. "In the short time he was with us," 
wrote a brother-officu, " he showed of what material 
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he was made. His platoon thought the world of him, 
and would hove followed him anywhere, which is the 
highest tribute an officer can be paid." His com-
manding officer, Lieut.-Colonel Inglis, wrote "He 
will be a gram loss. He had only been with us a short 
time, but had succeeded in proving himself a most 
capable officer, and was exceedingly popular with all 
ranks." He was buried on the she of Potigje Chateau, 
about a mik and a half from Ypres. McGhee entered 
the school M September 0904., and soon began to be 
oonspicous in its public life. He played for the cricket 
XI, won the School championship cup at the sports in 
0907, and was hereone of the best Rugby forwards that we 
have had  In that game, indeed, his play was 
masterly, and a (lag]. to watch. Though his ways 
were quiet and undemonstrative, he was full of public 

In 
and had in a high degree the power of leadership. 

In his last term he was a monitor and Captain of 
Games, and he could always be depended upon ro ger 
the best out of those who worked or played under 
him. 

He left in December 09; and trained at Gailes in 
the loth O.C.B. He was given a commission in the 
Cameron Highlanders, and was sent to France M July. 
During that time, and especially when he was at the 
front, his lettera show that his thoughts often turned 
to and to the happiness of his years here. May he 
rest in peace. 

We offer to Mr and Mrs McGhee our sincere con-
dolence on their loss. 

Major F. J. E. Fa., has been awarded the D.1.0. for his 
services in the Aegean Sea. Captain L. Roehford, who has 
already won the D.S.C. with a Bar, and Captain E.P. Hardman 
have both gained the D.F.C. Captain F. H. Goss, Lieutenant 
Cyril Maywood, Lieutenant J. McK illop and Lieutenant 
0. J. Colbson have received the Military Cross. The last named 
was shortly afterwards awarded a Bar to the M.C. Captain 
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M. M. Neville's vme appeared in the New Year's list of O.B.E. 
and in the same list Laeut-Colonel Johnson is made Brevet-
Colonel. The &rotation Militairr and the Croix de Gorr, 
won by Lieutenant Pierre Vuylsteke have not been recorded 
by us before. Among those mentioned in recent despatches we 
notice the names of Lieutenant C. Rochford, Captain M. M. 
Neville and Lieutenant N. J. Chamberlain. 

We take the following from the Gaxsite. 

MILITARY CROSS 
Lien.. O. I. CORM, During a raid he sans Mc. fi rst to enter the 

of trench and perranally captured two prisoners. By hh example 
of courage and determination he mntributed materially to the success 
of the operation. Before the rile lie made two daring reconnaissances, 
on one occasion getting M.* the enemy, wire and obtaining 
valuable informaion. 

BAR TO THE MILITARY CROSS 
TM.. 0.J. Colliton. During an attack Me onspi.ous gallmtry 
displayed by this officer and his devotion to duty were an invaluable 
exam* . men. He attacked and captured a post that was hamper-
ng the work of consohdation and maintain. his position under heavy 

fire until Lewes wound.. 

MILITARY BROSS. 
mid Lieutenant Janos 4.A. For conspicuous gallan,. 
devotion to duty as forward observation officer. Though exposed to
continuous heavy gas and high explosive bombardment, he maintained 
communication with his battery, sending through valuable reports, 
till the enemy were within one hundrmd yards of his pos. Redisplayed 
fine courage and determination. 

DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS 
Captain L. H. Rockford, n.s.c. This officer has already been award. 
the Distinguished Service Cross and Bar for gallantry and devotion
duty—qualities in eehieh he revels. Since the award he has accounted 
for twelve enemy aircraft—six destroyed and six driven out of control, 

H H H • 
Cuero. E. P. HARDMAN was a prisone isAustrian hands for 
the last three months of the War. Herachieved a record, we 

red 
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believe, for an over-era night on a land plane. After bombing 

transport he was brought down when at 11,noo feet. He 
visited Vienna to answer enquiries Wore an Air Board, and 
was complimented  on his accurate bombing, and informed that 
he had killed twenty-five and wounded more than forty Turks 
in a transport. During an interval he was shown the sights of 
the city, and apart from the food shortage met with con-
siderate treatment during his imprisonment. His brother 
Lieutenant H. J. Hardman was in Mons on Armistice Day. 
The day before he narrowly escaped being killed or at least 
seriously wounded; the injury he received however necessi-
tated his return to hospital in England shortly afterwards. 

G. NCIVSIIASI and L. Newton were both wounded since our 
last issue. When we last heard Newsham was doing well. L. 
Newton was wounded in the kg very severely, and it may be 
affected permanently. 

fir rk 

WE were glad to see at the end of term Lieutenant A. J. 
McCann, who had just returned from Germany. He was well, 
although he has unfortunately Del one eye. He reported that 
he had received considerate treatment. 

Ar H rk 

LIEUTENANT S. Roc..., who was for some time missing, was 
taken priaoner in September. H. Morice, of whom nothing was 
heard 

lee 
nine weeks. was found to be " a rather seriously 

wounded " prisoner. We trust that they are both home again, 
and that Morice has recovered from his wounds. 

O H rk 

LIEUTENANT C. B. J. COLLISON, who was e prisoner from 
August, 1916, paid us a visit. He is at present on duty in Holland 
doing work in connection with the repatriating of prisoners. 
In all he was a prisoner in four different camps, and at one he 
had Lieutenant D. P. McDonald as fellow prisoner. 
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LIEUTENANT G. MAAWOOD in at present in India with his 
bartery. He won the first prize for the Open Jumping Com-
petition on the Maharaja of Moss' Birthday Gymkhana. 

go B. 9. 
Carrara A. M. F. %thin' continues to figure in the Palatine 
News as scoring heavily at cricket and football. On one occa-
sion, when he had done most of the batting and bowling., his 
side,that journal described him as `the Wright man ho the 
Right place!" Lieutenant Noel Chamberlain brought a 
cricket Xl. to play Wright's but we have not heard the result. 

4. .1. 4. 
Limns... F. C.D.-SMITH was wounded in the thigh on 
August 9th. Only two officers of his battalion on that occasion 
came though without a scratch. One of them was Lieutenant 
F. L. Hay., who was shortly afterwards wounded. 

▪ ils 
IT is quite probable that the following notice in Tye Tana, 
November sad, 1910, refers to Lieutenant Ewan Blackkdge, 
of whom nothing yet has been heard. 

"To an Unknown Airman shot down zyrd November. 0907, 
whilst attacking a German strong point S.S. of Bourlon Wood, 
in the effort to help out a company of the Royal I risb Rifles 
when other help had failed." 

Don ANTONY Baatirre volunteered for Russia, and is at 
agth Casualty Clearing Stati011 with the " Syren Force" in 
Northern Russia. Dom Antony saw a year's fighting in France. 
He they went to Salonika. Hews afterwards on a hospital 
ship in the Mediterranean for some months and went with it 
to East Africa. He has also in the course of the war been to 
Canada. 

Los Ho. who has been a▪ frequent contributor to the psges 
of the JOURNAL is at present with 0.110. of the 18th Division. 
He has now been in the army for three years ; of which one 
was spent " in the trenches " and the last nvo at D.H.Q. 
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LICIRERNAXT Nom. Con RIIIRRIAIN w on November 19th, 
from the Citadel Hospital, Cairo. Herote  says "I have been in 
indifferent health since Lam May, when I was attacked by the 
influenza. Not caring about life in a convalescent camp 
returned to my unit rather prematurely. However I missed 
very little of the fighting and went through the final attack. 
It was only when all was over. that I went into hospital for the 
third time and was operated upon." We are glad to have good 
reports of hie subsequent progress. 

From a letter in which he described very fully the final phase 
of the Palestine Expedition we take the following 
The attack commenced with a bombardment of great illtenSity. At 
rye time it was quite dark. All I could see were the flashes of the 
bursting shells. Shortly alter the boin.rehnent began the as
moved out in line preceded by a creeping barna. None of this was 
visible but I hear that there was very little revistance except at a few 
odd places. The enemy was apparently taken by surprise and oNy 
thought of retreat. About five o'clock the light dented and I mw our 
second line of infantry well forward. with a third starting cord the first 
out of sight over the sky.1.. This was only half an hour after zero 
hour, so you can imagine the speed of the perations. Up to this point 
Me enemy artillery had do. its best. Our battery bad had  stuff
all about it and finally a "dud" fell right among the ammunition of 
002 gm. Then No guns began to move forward. First one battery 
limbering up and walking across No Man's land,•then another, and so 
on. No confusion—all according... table, with clockwork regularity. 
About this time our ambulances went through the enemy's wire, , 
fantry marched across in comma.meld. min companies following. 

fact the pursuit was taken up in earnest an mood. and the battery 
which happened . ordered to wait tin the last was left well sot of 
the run. I found them when I came down from the O.P. 

Then we too .n.red up and marched on. It was now about eight 
o'clock but the battle was over and the Turk mi. away. Had he fallen 
hack in good order on his excellent and comprehensive fortifications in 
war. he might still have caused a great deal. trouble but our people 
wvreoo quick for h.. Already the cavalry were mites in front and 
armoured cars were busy in clearing the roads. Our ...don had finished 
its task by midday, and Men stood still to protect the narks of the 
turning movement which was to prove so fruitful in prison er+ and guns. 
All we had to do was to watch them coming in and a very cosmo-
politan mowd they were, from German officers down to Arab levies 
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pouring in, Generals with a little Gurkha trotting behind fifty yards in 
rear. They were nearly all well clothed and led. dirty I admit, but then 
not many people would look their best if captured before breakfast I 
The whole place became alive with little columns of prisoners. Some 
has been captured with their pack San,on comPlote, most' donkeys. 
Later on in tie day we passed a Red Cross fort, Woken down, filled 
with medical stores of every description, but apart from thin I saw no 
signs of any dhomanimtion. 

THE following' old boys▪ ' vdm are serving visited us this mrm 
and Lieutenant A. B. Gibbons. L. Spitler. Leonard Haynes Lieutenant 
J. C. Pike, Lieutenant F. L Le Here. Lieutenant 0. J. Gannon, 
Captain B. Conan. Lieutenant F. E. A. IdacDonnen. Captain G. 
Farrell znd Lieutenant Hon. C. Bameal, Lieutenant 6, Marwarel. 
Lieutenant A. J. McCann, Lieutenant B. J, Hardman, Lieutenant 
H. R. Taunton. 

• ds 
THE following items of news reached us after we had gone to 
press 

Major G. McDermott, B.O. has been awarded the D.S.O. 
• sks sls 

Lieutenant R. D. Rowe, R.N. has been awarded the Distin-
guished Service Cross for his services in the Battle of Jutland. 
The following is the official award 

B0111.1=187 Arra. Z...R..11R. D. Rome, Navigating Officer 

Busing the action was stationed an the bridge whence he controlled 
the gm fire of the Nestor with such success and cool bravery tint two 
of the enemy's destroy,. were quickly sunk and the remainder of 
their flotilla put to Bight. This control was carried out under the 
heaviest fire, not only from the opposing datroyers, but Man the 
enemy's secondary annament. 

B + 
T. F. H. KELLY has passed Fourth out of Wellington Madras. 
He has been given a commission in the 39th Central India
Horse, and is at Grow near Gwalior. 
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SENIOR LITERARY AND DEBATING 

SOCIETY 

THE fi rst meeting of the term, on September send, was 
devoted to Private business. The constitution of the 
Society was discussed, and many new members elected. 

The elections resulted in the choice of Mr Hague as secretary 
and Messrs &sant, Rochford, Davey and Gerrard as 
members of committee. 

On September sgth, Mr Ruddig from the Right, moved 
"That the inclusion of Germany was necessary to the formation 
of a League of Nation." His arguments were based on his-
torical precedent and on expediency, and he appealed for the 
recogninon of a justly-punsshed, but not ruined, Germany. 
Mr Morrissey, for the Left, opposed. The necessity of pro-
tecting British trade, and the fact that Germany had shown a 
mentality foreign to European civilisation made her exclusion 
from a League of Nations inevitable. 

Messrs Ryan, Bevenot, Davey, E. Bagshawe, H. George, 
Cron:, Rochlord and Gerrard carried on the debate which 
centred round the ideas of commercial expediency and the 
claims of justim. Promising maiden speeches were made by 
Messrs Cary-Elwes, Roach, Pearson and Mannion. The 
motion was lost by a8 votes to 13. 

On Sunday, October 6th, the Society met to listen to a 
lecture by Mr Anthony Bernard a "Folk-Songs," an account 
of which will be found elsewhere. 

On Sunday, October 13th, the motion was " That die con-
ditions of life in the Middle Ages were more mtisfactory than 
those of to-day." Mr Beve moving from the Left, said 
that if mere comfort be left out onot, f the question, thei r nsitutions, 
social and political, of the Middle Ages were freer and less dull. 
There was room for such aspiration and joy in life as is re-
flected in the great cathedrals. Mr de Zulueta in an amusing 
maiden speech was scornful of the glamour of romance cast by 
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sentimentalists upon the Middle Ago, Dirt, bad temper and 
injuarice were the real features of those times. Mr Mannion 
sighed for the care-free life and the sumptuous table of the 
Middle Ago. Mr Sleigh complained that we had lost the 
spirit of thoroughness which animated the artists and crafts-
men of the fourteenth century. Messrs Hawkswell, Bagshswe, 
Blackledge, King, Hague, Roach, Ruddin, Cary-Elwes, 
Morrissey, Scrope and Pearson also spoke. The 11.1011 was 
won by to votes to 4. 

On Sunday, October t7th, Fr Placid read a paper entitled 
"An Apology for Poetry." Poetry, he said, will have a sparial 
function ton erform after the war. Bar h is always necesEary, 
because it  the natural language of the imagination. The 

chat 
quality of all literature is the expression of emotion, 

so thar poetry ultimately includes good prose. It is the poet's 
special gift to are beauty in ordinary things. Quotations were 
freely made by the reader from Wordsworth, Shelley, Rupert 
Brooke, Kipling, Walter de la Mare and others. Messrs Hawks-
omit, King, Ruddin, Morrissey, Bevenot and Roach took part 
in the discussion. 

On Sunday, November 3rd, Mr Hawkswell moved that 
"Science plays too great a part in modern education." In
forciblespeech he criticised various current notions about 
education, and pointed to the materialistic influence of Sci eare 
on some of its adherents. 

Mr Morrissey, in opposition, maintained that Science pre-
supposes imagination, and that it can be a valuable training 
for all the faculties of the mind. A very keen debate ensued in 
which Messrs Greenwood, King, Ruddier, Cary-Elwes, Rosh-
ford, Pearson, Hague, Blackledge, Vanheems, Manion, 
Roach, Ryan, Sleigh and Barenot took parr. Ultimately the 
motion was won by a9 votes to th. 

On November loth, Mr Connolly read a paper on "Abraham 
Lincoln." He traced the He history of the famous President, 
and the part he played in the Civil War, laying great stress on 
the lofty standard of his political and humanitarian ideals. The 
usual discussion followed. 
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On November a+th, Mr Bevenot, for the Left, moved 

"That the nations of Europe are losing their individuality in 
Art and Literature." He showed how improved communication 
between nations has always meant a certain lots of individuality, 
and maintained that this was especially the case to-day, 
particularly in the case of Architecture. 

Mr Rochford, who opposed, said riot nations, like in-
dividuab, may be influenced from without, but never lose 
Their essential characteristics. English poetry for inarance has 
national characteristics different from those of French poetry. 

Messrs Davey, Ruddin, Morrissey, Hawkswell, Sleigh, 
Gerrard, Vanheems, Cary-Elwes, Pearson and Hague also 
spoke. The points of debate included modern tendencies of 
sculpture and painting, Cubism as the heritage of Turner, the 
international influence of Folk-song, and the national chao-
arteristics of Ravel and Debussy. The motion was lost by 
15 votes to s7. 

On December or, Mr Hague read a paper on Cicero, in 
which he dealt mainly with the political activities and the 
public work of the great orator. 

R. HAGUE, Han. S . 

On December 8th, owing to the resignation of the Secretary 
Mr Davey was chosen to occupy the position. The motion was 
"Thar the Coalition Government has not merited the support 
of the country." Mr de Zulucta spoke in criticism of Mr 
Lloyd George whose political and financial record was such 
as not to merit confidence. 

Mr Blackledge, who opposed, considered that the actual 
deeds of the Prime Minister and his government during the 
war disproved Mr de Zulueta's criticisms. Mr Hodge thought 
the General Election was a typical party manceuvre. 

Messrs King, Sleigh, Gerrard, Greenwood, Ruddin, Cary-
Elwm, Emerson, Twemlow, Hague and Bagshawe also spoke 
and after a lively discussion the motion was lost by 4 votes 
to 7. 

F. G. DAVEY. 
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T" D. C. Maxwell. For a description of his style of oratory, 
palm of merit this session is undoubtedly due to Mr 

there rises to the mind the image of a babbling summer 
broth. He is a pleasant and light speaker. He trick)e¢ on 
from idea to idea, content to find a way round or under, 
should a lack of vocabulary prevent direct passage. Asa rule 
his sentences end with a ripple of mirth. From the fi rst 
meeting onwards he has not failed to speak for several minutes, 
and the House manifestly enjoys him. He gave the society a 
lead when it was badly in need of one, and we owe much to lava. 

The first few meetings were poor but then the better sense 
of the House asserted itself, and since then the debates have 
atmfined a very fair level. It must be remarked however that 
many of the subjects discussed have been of the simplest find, 
demanding neither great knowledge nor energy of thought. 
Thus we have debated the relative merits of summer and 
winter, of cricket and football, of town life and country life. 
The supply of such subjects is limited, and it is to be hoped 
that members will be ready to discuss deeper problems of life 
and affairs of the day. 

Among the more in  debates was that on the value 
of Examinations. Mr G. Hardwick-Riffner was the mover. 
He is always pleasant to listen to, and we wish we could hear 
more of him. He addresses his audience in a business-like 
manner. On this occasion he dwelt on the differences of 
temperament, the vagaries of fortune, and the trouble of 
nerves. Mr Maxwell was at his best, a happy blend of humour 
and reason. Having stated the objections re examinations, 
he concluded that they wereth fair, practical test,—a broad-
minded and unprejudiced decision upon which he is to be 
congratulated. Mr Haidy delivered himself in a typical 
manner, like wine from a narrow-mouthed bottle, to borrow 
Lir Rosalind's pluao. " Emminations are a waste of soap, 
because in your excitement yon get your hands filthy with 
misplaced ink." With similar humour he has often enter-
tained so, but itss evident that he prefers subtle reasonings to 
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the magnificent simplicity of truth, and therein his chief 
defect lies. Mr Collins it far removed from this error and he 
at  exclusively at the true solution of a problem. He 

he 
with fek success to divide a subject logically before 

he comes to a decision. Mr Hodgkinson on the whole is of 
the same type, and the debates owe a great deal to them both. 

Them otion that History is the most important subject in 
education was moved by Mr Keeling. He was obviously 
interremd, and spoke well, as indeed he always does. He 
passes through a long succession of points with eass and without 
a single note. He inserts his hands in his coat pockets, with 
the air of a conjurer rolling up his sleeves to show there is no 
deception. He is always good-humoured and readily accepts 
information and correction from anyone, but without in any-

vese altering his decision ; and if, as once happened, a plural 
rb has been joined by him to a singular noun, a plural verb 

and singular noun it will remain till the end of the debate. 
He is an excellent debater, reasonable and lively, enables been 
a great as  to the society. We enjoyed his tussle with Mr 
Rochford concerning the manner in which fish breathe. 
Here Mn Rochford got the better of the argument, and after 
some hard thought elucidated the problem to the satisfaction 
of everyone. He, Mr Rochford, se among the best two or 
three speakers, shows judgement, and is not easily taken in by 
sophism. He is not lacking in humour. We liked his objecton 
to a republic, —that it would not produce any canonised 
presidents to compare with the great saint-kings of old ; there 
was something wrong in the sound of the blessed Lloyd 
George and the venerable Woodrow Wilson. 

Mr D. Kevill made two or three very effective speeches. 
He moved that the pen is mightier than the sword with the 
best opening speech we have had. He came nobly to the 
rescue at the beginning of the session when we were at low 
water. We do not understand why the same effort is not 
made more often. Another member whose speaking we 
enjoy is Mr F. Johnson. He always shows seriousness and 
careful thought. Among others who have spoken well we 
may mention Mr W. V. Lyon-Lee, Mr Croft, Mt Sitwell and 
Mr Massey. Mr Grisewood and Mr Walker are still too 
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nervous, but we hope great things when this shall have been 
ov

Th
ercome. 

is session will probably be known as the " twiddling 
session," owing to the fact that a member in a flight of poetic 
rapture once referred to the twiddling fishes in crystal stream. 
Since then no night has passed without something twiddling. 
We have in fancy seen kittens twiddling with a ball of wool; 
cows have twiddled their tails to keep the flies off, and Drake 
was twiddling with the bowls when the Spaniards hove in 
sight. 

SCIENTIFIC CLUB 

THE Club membership was this term raised to fifty in 
order to meet. in some pmt the ever increasing list of 
applicants. Mr Knowles was elected secretary, and 

Messrs Gerrard and Vanheems members of committee. The 
met.rological committee consisted of Messrs Ryan, King and 
Davi.. 

On October roth Mr Ryan gave the Club a full description 
of "The Manufacture of Paper." In this he was helped by an 
excellent series of slides taken at one of our largest paper mills. 
The rough material was either rags or wood-pulp, or, under 
the stress of war conditions, sawdust. These vvere reduced by 
chemical or methnical means, and then bleached. The re-
sulting substance was then ready for the machine; and we 
were shown how it flowed in as pulp at one end, and, after 
passing over and under and between various rollers for drying, 
compressing, Smoothing and gLexing purposes, emerged at 
the other as a roll of paper perhaps four mks in length. The 
discussion raised points concerning other possible materials fee 

paper manufacture, and the methods adopted for securing 
water-marks. 

Many visitors were present on NOvember rxth when Mr 
King read a paper on " Colour Photography." A short ex-
planation was given of the processes involved in producing an 
ordinary negative and of the treatment that endered pcssible 
a panchromatic plate. Till this was photogr aph colour photo-
graphy was conceivable. In colour photography there might 
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be two objectives—first, single-plate methods that produce a 
picture on glass that has to be viewed by transmitted light, or 
projected; secondly, three-plate processes, each taken through 
a primary colour filter, from which a coloured print could be 
obtained. The difficulties in securing each of these objectives 
and the means of overcoming them were fully explained. The 
structure of the Paget and the Lumiere 

platewas
s shown on 

the screen by the microscope, and a number of excellent 
slides, obtained by the reader of the paper, brought out the 
possibilities of the methods demribed. Rather courageously 
some poor results were also shows, and in this way the diffi-
culties encountered and the causes of failure were made clear. 

At the third meeting on November 06th Mr Crook treated 
of "Deep Sea Cables." The history of the first Atlantic cable 
received full recognition. This very human story was followed 
by a description of the structure and manufacture of the 
cables themselves, and in this the reader was helped by a 
collection of the raw mamrials used and of many sections of 
Mine of the largest and longest cables ever laid. The paper was 
followed by a considerable and lively discussion. 

L. KNOWLES. 

SCHOOL SOCIETIES 

THE following societies have sent notices to the JOURNAL. 
Several of the most flourishing have again failed us. It 
will be noticed that mine new societies have come into 

existence and many others show fissiparous tendencies. In 
nearly every case it has been necessary for the JOURNAL to 
curtail the notices sent in, and it has been suggested that in 
them hard times a small tax upon mcieties' funds be levied for 
insertion of a notim. But the Joronm so long as it remains 
solvent does not propose to depart from its accustomed 
altruism. 

SOCIETE 14RANcAISE 

Cette societe, endormie outs pas moots durant la gusset, 
went de se reveiller cc trimestre. 
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Ells  wrente mnq membres rrendes dans les trois 

premieres lses. 
La premiere rerenon eut le 4 Octobre 1918, sous la 

prreidence du R. P. Ilityd. M Bevenot fin flu secretaire. 
Le Recwur du College, qui nons encourages de sa presence, 
voulut bien accepter la Presidence d'honneur et nous stimula 
plus vivement encore par ses paroles. "On raconte que le 
Phenix dev vi  se bralait sur un bAcher et renaissait de 

enuses cendres dare d'ete jereesse nouvelle. La Societe, in-
terrompue depuis de. ans, rewuwite aujourd'hui. Le but 
des reunsons ne sera pas tans de nous mettre a mime de 
traiter avec les commemanw fransais que de nous alder a 
remprendre miens Fintelligence fransaise et a spprecier lent 
litterature. C'est a nous de contribuer a effacer chez nos 
voisins la defiance seculaire centre it perfide Albion, snare-
tenant que nos ambitions et sios interets sons si etwitement 
lies., nous devons nous interesser leers maws, km vie 
socials et a ear histoire. La guerre nous a demontre qu'il 
est des chows que 

and
s peonvons agprendre avec avantage des 

metres natios, qu  c ne ream que le raffinement des 
manieres et la pokes. de Pexpression." 

Le President remercia le R. P. Recwur de son discrers, 
srehaita le succes de la Societe et declare la Mance levee. 

Geste reunion fu[ suivie de trots entree ; malheurresement 
le Directeur du Journal regrew que le defaut de place ne 
lid permeate pas d'en dormer le compte rendu. 

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 

Tat Society has continued to hold fortnightly meetings. 
Mr J. F. Leese was elected secretary for the Session' and 
Messrs R. J. Cheney and C. S. D. George members of the 
Committee. The following papers were read during the term 

Strategic Geography . Peace and War .Dom Felix Hardy 
Dm Discovery of the Nor. Pole . E. H. George 
Land Forma . . . . Dom Sebastian Lambert 
SAW   J. 1. Morrissey 
The Panama Gana, G L. Ryan 

In addition a very successful experiment was tried at a 
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meeting in the middle of term when some general questions 
a broad geographical interest were informally discussed. 
Though the scope of Geography is not clearly marked one, 
this science indisputably ranges over a wide domain, and it is 
satisfactory to observe that the subjects discussed this term 
have been well spread out over the whole field of Geographical 
thought. 

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY 

THIS Society came into being en November soth, 1918, with 
Dom Bernard as President and D. M. Rochford as Organising 
Secretary. Meetings of two kinds are contemplated ; A)Listen-
Mg to the performance of musical worb, and discussing them; 
(a) The reading of papers on musical subjects. The performers 
aro members of the society and A.V. (The Aeolian Vocalion—
a comprehensive musical personality). 

Three meetings have been held this term. At the first 
on Wednesday, December zth, Beethoven's Overture Leonora 
No. 3 was selected. 

After some preliminary remarks on the production of 
" Fiddle," the overture in question was played by A.V. As 
illustrations of Beethoven's operatic style, D. M. Rochford 
sang Rocco's Aria from "Fidelio " 'and excerpts from the 
opera were played by Dom Felix. 

At the second meeting on Thursday, December Bre, Dom 
Felix read a paper on "Tunes." As the Society invited nor, 
members en this meeting, en account of Dom Felix's paper 
will be found under "Lectures." 

At the third meeting on Wednesday, December etch, the 
Society listened to examples of the works of Sir Edward 
Elgar. After some remarks on the general characteristics of 
Elgar's music the following examples were given; "Cockaigne" 
overture played by A.V.; the Prelude to the "Dream of 
Gerontius," played by L. J. Bevenot ; " We now have passed 
the Gate" (from Germreins) A.V.; The Song-Cycle, "The 
Fringes of the Fleet," sung by Dom Stephen; The Organ-
grinder's Song and Finale, both from the music to "The Star-
light Express," A.V. 
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PHILATELIC SOCIETY 

THERE have been seven meetings during the term, most of 
which have been occupied with ' exchange ' and work on 
collection, but two interesting papers have been tad. Mr 
Cary-Elwes dealt with "The Edwardian Stamps of Great 
Britain." He told of how the choice of an Austrian artist to 
design the stamps aroused discontent, in spite of which the 
royal will had its way, and then gave an rtcount of the 
varieties, and the reasons for the changes that were made. Mr 
Forster discussed "The CentennialIssue of. New South Wales." 
This paper showed how universal are the tntereats included in 
philately, for the description of the series involved an interesting 
account of the discovery and colonisation of that part of the 
Empire, and general information about its birds and beasts. 

We offer our best thanks to Dom Ignatius and Messrs 
E. Baines and P. Rooke-Ley for their gifts of collection, which 
have been the source of many useful additions to the School 
Collection, and very helpful to the members of the Society. 

The officials for the year are Secretary, Mr H. V. Dunbar; 
Treasurer, Mr S. A. Mannino. The following have been 
elated members Messrs J. C. Grieve, G. C. Parr, A. C. 
Maxwell, H. J. G. Grfiewood, G. T. Twemlow. 

H. DUNBAR, Hen. 

THE MEDIEVALISTS. 

T. Medievalists ia the most recent of the historical societirt. 
Its title carries a double meaning, indicating both the main
scope of its activities and its position in the school between 
the A.H.S. and its younger companion. The session was 
opened on November nand by the President with a paper 
entitled "The Heart of the Middle Ages." On the 26th 
Mr R. H. Scrope gave a learned account of "Medieval 
Armour and Costume." Mr B. Harding narrated with lively 
sympathy the story of "The Saxon Conquest of England" 
(December 6th), and an in  and comprehensive 
sketch of " Charlemagne " by Mr W. Bagshawe concluded 
the session. 

A. M. or ZUINIET, Noe. SE,
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THE AMPLEFORTH HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 

T. A.H.S. continues its ,osperous career. The chief feature 
of dna rtrm's agenda vvas its excursion into the less beatn 
tracks of history and into the interesting collateral subjects 
dealt with by Dom Felix and Mr Hawlowell. The special thanks 
of the Society are due to Donn Edmund, who, as honorary 
President, distinguished the foundation-anniversary by a 
searching criticism of Carlyle as an historian. The Secretary 
rakes this belated opportunity of acknowledging the kind
of Abbot Cummins in giving the Society a lecture on" The 
Holy Roman Empire " last term, and in accepting an honorary 
membership. The following is a list of the papers: 

Oct. 8—Habsburg and Hohenzollern Dom Louis. 
,—The Empire of Minos . B. L. Sleigh. 

Novaa—Pour Currency . . . Dorn Felix. 
s—Mohammed . . L. Knowles. 

w—Aenas Sylvius Piccolomini Pius II. IC Smith. 
za—The Educational Value of History . J. ell. 
U—The Eighteenth Eg,Htian Dynuty Err, Louis. 

Dec. s—Carlyles Put and Proust" Sam Hethinrtter. 
„ ro—Athar   J. J. Monis,. 

J. J. MORRISSEY, Hon. Ser. 

THE JUNIOR AMPLEFORTH HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 

Tins Society, founded on October 23rd by some members of 
the Higher and Lower Third, met frequently for pfivate and 
public business. Its thiniasm and SUCCUSS met with the 
approval of the A.H.S.en, and were rewarded by affiliation to 
the elder body. The number of members was somewhat 
reluctantly raised by successive steps from fournon to twenty. 
The subjeco discussed covered a wide range, and their 
initiators are to be congratulated on their confidena in 
speaking freely from arts instead of reading compilations. 
Their rather unexpected success in this difficult method is a 
tribute to their thorough preparation and understanding of 
their subjects. The list of meetings : 
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Oct. al,—The Campaign of Agincourt H. G. H. Butcher 

„ 28—The English Reformation . F. W. R. Johnson. 
Nov.-6—General Gordon . . D. E. Walker. 

a—Hieroglyph/ics and Cuneiform J. 
I—The Bayeux Tap.try . . . Dom Louis. 

e ad—Babylonian Life md  Customs . F. M2Htsvell. 
Dec.

gr4u7al 
and his Tims N 0. netttner.

„ 13—Jerusalem in the Days of Herod . Dom Louis. 

G. Haarmicic-Rarn.a, Hon. See. 

THE PORTRAIT AND ART SOCIETY. 

Tees Ampleforth Portrait and Art Society hat been started for 
twofold purpose, the discovery of special talent which, Sit 

does not exist in the school at p ent (though we believe it 
does), is sure to be there at some tune, and secondly en promote 

and understanding of tot painting, a result that can best 
be aehieved by training the eye to a delicate appreciation of 
linen the way that portraiture does and by attempting to 
draw at least the main lines of certain great compositions. 
Members are at liberty to read papers, but it is wholly voluntary 
and no pressure is brought to bear. 

MONTHLY SPEECHES 
NOVEMBER 

T" programme was short, and though none of the THE
were of oumtanding merit, a consistent level 

was maintained. Pears on's rendering of a rather common-
place poem was notably spirited, in contrast with the lack of 
animation digplayed by many. Rochford and Bevenot 
played with a skill and an increased power of interpretation 
which even the banjo-tones of the instrument on which they 
performed failed to impair. 

The following was the programme 

PIANOFORTE SOLO "La. Plus aue Len." . Debussy 
D, M. ROcustlm. 
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RECITATION 

Adore...1ov 

RECITATION 

Monthly Speeches 
Lines from lay .1 . 

E. HODGE. 

The Patriot . . 
D. Dee. 

From Alice in Kulturland 
B. Snows. and W. H. C. Clio 

To Vagil 
• 

limn.. He fen among thieves . 
A. F. PEARSON. 

RECITATION Lines written in Devonshire 
G. B. A.. 

PIANOFORTE SOLO NOCTIIMO 
L. J. BEVENOT. 

rem 

Brown, 

Oipiing 

renntson 

• Naga 

Keats 

Chopin 

DECEMBER 

The recimtions were altogether more interesting than those 

oE November. Some of the reciters who were appearing for 

the fire time showed a sincerity, and an understanding of the 

eme  of the voice, which made their verses a 

pleasure to listen to. Walker and Lander were particularly 

successful. Some of the movements of the speakers made us 

wonder  r a than once whether gesture is really artistically 

permissible in a plain-clothes recitation. And there is a 

tendency in some speakers to treat poetry not as music, but as 

prow gone mad. 
There was a great increase this month in the number of 

what are popularly called " musimspecches "—a barbarous 
expression 'which we hope will 

bees 
hort-lived. The veterans 

Rochford and BOvenot had retired to allow the lesser-known 

pianists to emblazon their white shields, and Fr Abbot in his 
concluding remarks attributed this increase to the foundation 
of the Musical Society. There b evidently a definite body of 
musical talent in the school, and all the December pianists 
showed a surprising knowledge of technique. Cary-Elves was 

perhaps the most pleasing in the muter of touch, with Pearson 
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and Davey as runners-up. Pearson had the most interesting 

piece of music to play, but the piano was in an evil mood, and 

was more intent on the reproduction of its mot mechanism 

than the nuances of Schumann. 

PIANOFORTE Sow Fantaisie Grotesque et Towle 
• L. A. Know/Yr. 

MIGRATION Lament tor Roden. Dhu 
D. E. WALREN. 

PIANOFORTE SOLO Chant d'autonme . . 
E. C. G. CARY-ELYSE. 

RDOITATION From " Childe Harold "
G. W. RIIINGODGIT 

PIANOFORTE Sorg Melody . . . 
G. T. TINEINLOW. 

RECITATION On a falling leaf . . 
L. GEORG, 

PIANOFORTE SOLO Serenade A Columbine
LI. A. °ELOPE, 

RECITATION From tt Britannia ',Bin " 
K, barmen and C. F. Kesbnio. 

PIANOFORTE Soso Sonatina in C.. . . 
F. G. Dem. 

RECITATION Ring out grill hells . 
K. G. R. BAGNHAWE. 

RECITATION Ye Mariners of England . 
G. W. S. BAGMAN/D. 

PIANOFORTE Soso Romance in F. . . 
A. F. Penes., 

Bele 

Soots 

Barman, 

• Byron 

• JOBB. 

Montgomery 

Biome 

BM*, 

Beringer 

Texxy 

Cmetkii 

St* 

LECTURES 

MR ANTI-10NR BERNARD 

ON Sunday,October 6th, Mr Anthony Bernard gave a 
lecture-recital on Folk-songs. He showed how these 
simple tunes, the ancestry of which it is very; difficult to 

trace, can express the whole range of human emotion; and it 
x6 

Lectures 
• 

astonished his audience not a little to find how dignified and 
charming were old tunes like " Ba be, black sheep" and 
"Three ships came a-sailing." As an example of the typically 
English flavour in Folk-tunes Mr Bernard played the beauti-
ful" Western Wynde " tune and " Brigg Fair." The various 
natoval temperaments were well exemplified by the "Song 
of the haulers on the Volga," " Avec mes sabots," the " Lon-
donderry Air" and others. In conclusion Mr Bernard dealt 
with the use of Folk-song by modern orchestral and operatic 
composers, giving one very striking Instance from Moussorgsky. 
Our best thanks arc due to Mr Bernard for this very interest-
ing treatment of a subject about which we have heard too 
little. 

Doe BERNARD 

On November 6th Dom Bernard gave the last of his 
" pioneer " lectures, that have calrninated in the founding of 
the Musical Society. Dealing with "The Dramatic Element 
in Music," he showed with reference to Shakespeare, Beethoven 
and Tschaikovsky the underlying principks in both arts of 
conflict and climax. The " Magic Flute " overture of Mozart 
provided an example of dialogue in music, and the " Mid-
summer Night's Dream' music of Mendelsohn one of 
comedy. Rimsky-Korsakov completed the illustration, of an 
interesting lecture. 

Doe Rnenues 

On November zoth Dom Raphael gave a screen-lecture on 
Composition in Art. The beauty of composition, he said, is a 
beauty that is seen at one glance or not at ail ; the picture 
must be men as a whole. Several slides were used to illustrate 
the virtue, of good spacing as a special branch of composition. 
In good art, composition must always appear accidental, and 
prctures of Correggio and Cancel were shown to illustrate the 
evil results of the opposite principle. Examples from Lippi. 
Raphael, Tintotetto and Turner were shown of the growth 
of intricacy in composition. We thank Dom Raphael for
stimulating lecture on a difficult subject. 
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Dope Dads 

On Thursday, December 5th, at a meeting of the Musical 
Society, to which other members of the Upper School were In-
vited, Dorn Felix gave a lecture " Tunes." He showed three 
examples of good tunes—" Annie Laurie," a Pavane of 
Couperin, and Dvorak's "Songs my mother taught me,"—and 
pointed out how much more impoGant the rhythm is than the 
actualsuccession of notes. Rhythm is the life of music,asof other 
arts. A bad tune is one that depends on chords and chromatic 
effects, a good tune is sturdily diatonic. Dom Felix next traced 
the history of Melody. First there is the unaccompanied air, as 
in the Shepherd's pme solo in Act III of Tristan; then the 

catch ' or' round' leads to elaborate counterpoint, which 
culminates in the fugue and ha the welding together of two 
or more tunes. As examples of these later points Dorn Fella 

tell:edstOd ItO Tom ;r1 ',:ra and do:: tafiv iLD,s7.1ogt 
Express " music were played by gramophone. 

END OF TERM ENTERTAINMENT 

THE end of a term which began in the stress and weariness THE
war and ended in victory was fittingly celebrated by a 

dramatic mixture of the grave and gay. " The Ghost of 
Jerry Bundler" is almost an Ideal short piece fora school 
dramatic society, and it received careful attention from the 
cast. The opening of .the play was excellently managed. Toiler 
showed himself effective and natural in his dialogue, and 
Greenwood was quite thrilling in his description of Jerry's 
last moments. But the best piece of acting was undoubtedly 
that of Hawkswell as the old waiter. What sve particularly 
liked in the piece was the incidental by-play and management 
ofdetails. The end, however, we did not feel to be as good as 
the beginning, arid it is here, no doubt, that the written 

" ''Aladdin" 
of the story is superior to the dramatised. 

was chiefly remarkable for the neat rhyming of 
some of its lines (we may not divulge the librettist I), for the 
fun produced by J. E. Smith and Lyle Smith as the two genii, 

gE 

Officers Training Corps 
and for the genuine sense of comedy shown by HavAtivell as 
' principal boy.' Ruddin also was often very funny, and with 
mom restraint would have been funnier snll. In the first scene 
especially the subtle satire of Hawkswell's performance was 
irresistible. The same must be said of the opening chorus, 
which exactly hit off the meaningless stagey ' conventions 
of the modern pantomime. 

KiplIng "Flag of England was staged with five 
characters between the two foregoing pieces, and though it 
was in the nature of an interlude, the really fine reciting 
with which we mem regaled gain perhaps more pleasure than 
anything else in the evening: All five characters spoke them 
lines with force and discretion, but the palm must go to 
Greenwood. The spnit of his delivery and the management of 
his voice held the audience from the first, and his performance 
was full of promise for the future. 

No elaborate stage effects were attempted, but the smging, 

partiparticularly of "Jerry Bundler," was convincing and in the cularly
key. The theatre, however, would have everything to 

gain by the installation of an adequate electrical lighting 
system. 

OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS 

THE following joined the contingent at the beginning 

A. L. Ainscough, C. M. Conroy, R. Craven, S. C. Craws. W. H. C 
Croft. S. Hilton, R B. Fishwick. E. J. T. Fox. G. W. Gadd. H. J. G. 
Grisewood, T. Hardnick.Eitmer, J. If. Jago, C. F. Keeling. P. J. King, 
K. V. Lander, M. K. Livingstone, J. L. Loughran, J. B. Massey. T. 
RGliford, 11. R. Russell, F. IL Sitwell, R L. Sleet. R. L. Saone, 
D. E. Walker, R. W. Wilberforce. 

The following promotions were posted under date Set  - 
tember ISth, 19.8 

To be Acting Company Sergeant.Major : Sergeant D. M. RocIdord 
To be Sergeant: Corporal Forbes. 
To be Corporals Lance-Corporals Seven., and Unswortb. 
P.S. Lante.Corporwls : Cadets Baines, Blackledge and Greenwood. 
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And under December no, 100616 

, be Company Sergeant.Major: Sergeant a 0. 16.00M1ford. 
To be Company Quartenn.ler.Seogeant Sergeant Gerrard. 
To he Sergeants Capon. Knowles, Leese. firvenot and Iffinvorth. 
To he Corporals: Lance-Corporals Hodge. Blackledge, Baines, 

Greenwood, Cadets B. W. L. Smith and Ryan. 
To be Lance-Corporals: Cadets Davey. G. P. Connolly, Gawk., 

Morrissey, ffingerald.1 R. Louth.,

As the contingent vow numbers rgx in establishment on 
the basis of three platoons was applied for, and was granted 
by the War Office. 

This term it was not necessary to attempt the revisionof the 
whole syllabus oftraining as the Entrance Examination in 
March has been abolished, and consequently no candidates for 
the practical test for Certificate A presented themselves. The 
work of the arm has ansisted principally of squad, platoon, 
and open order drill. Sufficient manoeuvre howear was 
practised a enable us a gain advantage from the field day. 
Musketry has been carried on to the end of term. 

Captain Hunt, officer in charge of Physical and Bayonet 
Training, Yorkshire Coast Defences, inspected the physical 
training and expressed himself highly satisfied. We alsohad the 
honour of a visit from, Colonel M. Earle, D.6.0., and Major 
Churchyard, of the General Staff, who were inspecting a few 
of the schools in the Northern Command- It was the intention 
of Colonel Earle to have inspected the contingent, but after 
many adventures on the Hamblean Moor road, which in-
volved his ear in axle-deep mud, he arrived here au hour 
before the school retired to bed. On the following clay he saw 
the Sixth and Fifth forms and lectured to them on the scope 
of the O.T.C. He insisted strongly on the value of the dis-
cipline acquired by drill and encouraged us a practise 
assiduously nausketry and map reading. Their necessity was 
illustrated by the lessons of this war and the personal ex-
periences of Colonel Earle himself. In the course of a number 
of questions which the lecturer answered much interesting 
information was elicited respecting the carrying out of the 
armice terms, and the future of the army. Finally one 

Officers Training Corps 

interrOgatOr boldly asked, "Were you ' decently' treatal 
by the Germans, Su, while a prisoner of war ?" This question 
was answered by the Colonel narrating awned his experience,. 
from the time he recovered consciousness on the field of 
battle and found himself in the hands of the Germans,
severely wounded prisoner, to the day of his exchange. We 
wae appalled by the brutality of those who took him prisoner 
and the studied malevolence and insult of his subseque t 
treatment. We owe a debt of gratitude to Colonel Earle f nor 
hE most stimulating and entertaining lecture. 

THE FIELD DAY 
The Field Day this arm took the form of a miniature rc-

Eroduction of the opening of the war in 0904. At °goo on rho 
December 9th, 0901, war was declared by One European Power, 
X, against another, Y. The eastern frontier of X was the 
Hambkton—Tom Smith's Cron road, and the wesarn frontier 
of Y was a fine running due north from Sproxton Coate. The 
country of the neutral state, Z, lay between these boundaries. 
At IWO on the same date the G.O.C.-in-C. Black Forces, Y. 
ivas informed that the Brown Forces, X, had violated rho 
neutrality of Z, and were advancing rapidly through that 
country with the object of capturing Sproxton, the capital of 
Y. He immediately pushed up an expeditionary force to dol
the advance of X, whilst he brought up his armies to t, 
defence of Sproxton. He judged that he could accomplish thi, 
by of go. The development of events bore a strikmg resemblance 
to the withdrawal upon which the scheme was modellai. 
C.S.M. Rochford, commanding X's forces, met with little 
more than advance-guard opposition until' he was close to 
Sproxton Coate where a good fight was put up. But the Black 
Force, under COMB. Gerrard continued to withdraw a 
far as the strong position provided by a quarry. Here the 
Brown Force experienced a very considerable check, and say, 
hypothetical reserves had to be made use of to enable it a 
continue the advance. Eventually, at 1620, the two fora, 
came to a standstill about son yards from the Nelson Gate al 
Sproston. 

The work of the day showed that the gat importance of 
16s 
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control of fi re is not sufficiently realised. The scouts of the 
advancing force should have kept more in view the fact that 
their main function was to guard against survrise, and that 
consequently they should have allowed a greater distance 
between themselves and the oncoming troops. But the scouts 
service generally was of considerable use to the commanders 
of the forces. Communications were very well kept up through-
out and rho reserves were handled to grem adantage. The 
advancing and withdrawing by rushes was good. Lce.-Cpl. 
Crawford's tactical work with the Lewis gun is deserving of 
particular mention. 

RUGBY FOOTBALL 

AMPLISFORTN V. ROYAL ARTILLERY COMMAND DEPOT (0 

THIS match was played at Ampleforth on October 06th. 
The Depot sent over a fairly strong side including several 
Northern Union players. Their strength lay in their 

pack which was strong and heavy, though the School forwards 
were faster and much more clever in the loose. The con-
ditions were favourable for the open game, and of this the 
School XV took full advantage especially in the fi rst hall when 
the forwards managed to give the backs a good share of the give
ball. After a few minutes of midfield play the ball came away 
from a scrum on the right and was handed quite across the 
field to Fr Blvd, who rounded the back and scored between 
the posts. The major points were added. Crawford on the 
rffiht wing scored from a similar movement directly afterwards. 
The DepSt rallied somewhat and exerted considerable pressure, 
but they found Uneworth quite safe at full-back. Relief 
came finally through the forwards wheeling a scrum, and the 
consequent rush carried the ball over the goal line, and Baines 
touched down fora try. Just before half-time Crawford 
scored again after a splendid run down the touch line. Half-
time more x8 points to nil. 

In the second half play was more even. The opposing 
forwards adopted the spoiling game, which resulted M a lot of 
offside play and many free, kicks. Several of the Depot for-
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Rugby Football 

wards did not seem to be familiar with Rugby Union rules. 
For twenty minutes neither side could score, and then after a 
series onrushes by the opposing pailx, their right wing got over 
far out in the corner. The place kick faded, but immediately 
after they scored a goal from a mark. The game became more 
and more robust, and there were several stoppages for injuries. 
Towards the close of play a good passing movement among 
the School backs let Fr Illtyd over M the corner, but the place 
kick went wide. In the last few minutes another try was 
added by Fr Sebastian, who cut in from the centre, evaded the 
back, and scored under the posts. Throughout the game the 
School tackling was excellent. Gerrard at stand-off half gave 
his vu-a-vis no rope, and the other backs were very quick at 
getting o n, to their men. Among the forwards Smith and 
Hodge were conffiimous for good work in the open. The 
XV certainly promises to be a strong one this season. Score—
Ampleforth 4 goals 2 tries (06 pro.), R.A.C.D. r pen. goal r try 
(6 pro.). 

salmenorru v. R.A. and TANK <oars. 

The Artillery brought over a strong side from Catterick, and 
a keenly-contested fast game resulted M a defeat for the 
School by 

h o
tries to a goal. 

ehhInternational was layi— a”tand-
offR:and OUugr, thanks to keen tacilhig,Phe 0Z got over 
once backs. h was instrumental in making many openings 
for his backs. The game was not one that lends itself to much 
description. After a really splend try by Crawford in the 
first few minutes, in morixig which 

ho
 ran down the line nearly 

three ojuarters the /ength of the field, and eluded all efforts to 
tackle him, the game became almost entirely a defensive one 
for the School side. The Artillery got the hall nearly every 
time in the serum and attacked again and aga , and it !peaks 
volumes for the defence that against so strong 

r 
side lot  so 

.7̀,17=e21:2a121,Zr:`,,t;arlit7
b

did on immenm amount of work, and frequently drove back 
the other side with long kicks into touch. Mills at full-back 
played a very plucky game and did slot 

0k
 clever saving. The 
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forwards stuck to their work and never slacked off, Smith, 
Baines and Hodge being conspicuous in leading rushes. 
Ampleforth r goal (5 pts.) A.A. B T.C. 5 tries (05 pm.). 

THE BEAGLES 

THE prevalence of influenza in the district compelled 
the Headmaster to put some of our best meeting-places 
out of bounds, and in consequence we have been confined 

to rho somewhat cold-weming country about the College. 
Nevertheless we have had some excellent runs, and, in the 
opinion of many followers, hounds have never sheenn such 
good form as in the early part of this season. The young 
entry are the best we have had, and include a r.d-hound of 
the most useful type. 

M.ting at the Watergate on October and wedrew for
full hour before setting a hare afoot near Mr Fawell's farm. 
Heading straight for Fairfax Ponds the hare led hounds to 
the railway, and ran the metals for some distance before 
swinging right-handed towards Redcar Farm. 

Hero
we en-

countered some very swampy ground, which soon made the 
hare regret having turned off the railway, and she lost no 
ti e in doubling back by Wood. Bridges over the Holbeck. 
At

m
this point we bad a lengthy check owing to our quarry 

taking refuge in a field of standing oats, but she was viewed 
later returning to the 'railway. After running a loop round 
Thorpe Grange she went back again towards Fairfax Wood, 
and the Field witnessed a very fine race down a turnip-field 
with the hare a few f ece clear of the pack. Finally the hare 
wok to the lines again and ran straight towards the 4 o'clock 
train swaming out of Ampleforth station. The Ma stet had 
some anxious mo ents until the driver jammed on his brakes 
and let hounds getm clear of the line, for hare and hounds were 
racing straight at the train. Turning off the railway hounds 
pressed up the Yearsley Bank and killed after an hour and 
twenty minutes. 

On All Monks we had a very disappointing morning, as 
scent was useless, but about x o'clock hounds got away after 
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The Beagles 
a fox which they found near Ampleforth station. Very few 
of the Field survived the run which ensued, for, after describ-
ing cucks in the valley, he reached the fields below the 
Royalty before doubling down the hill towards Ampleforth. 
After running an hour and forty-five minutes the fox, lookim 

weary, got up m the midst of some followersby th0 
village church and rook refuge in some outhouses, but is, 
couldnotdislodge him, as the village was out of bounds through 
an outbreak of sickness there, and we had to call off. 

One of the most enjoyable days of the term was the hunt 
in the country north of Helmsley. We found a stout hare 
which led by Griff Ferro down to the river before turning 
right-handed as far as Stilton House. After a slight check 
hounds followed into Duncombe Park, and a fine race was 
witneswd across the Park with the hare only a few yards 
ahead. After an hour's hard running, and when hounds looked 
like rolling their hare over any moment, deer crossed 
the line, and it was dark before the pack were stopped running 
riot. 

At Seamer's Wood on December 4th we were harassed as 
fi rst by a cluster of hares, but ultimately hounds got a Mr. 
away over clearer country. After a very fast run by Gold, 
Square the line turned into the Triangle, now a wilder, 
of fallen trees. Hew we were called upon to display th, 
acrobatic facility of a monkey, though hounds seemed to 
eeperience little difficulty in scrambling over nearly a gnawer 
of a mile of fallen trunks. While we were making our way 
forward with increasing labour, hounds' cry suddenly ceased 
about two hundred yards ahead, and for some minutes we 
waited in the hope that they would lead on to the road. When 
a whipper-in went forward to get hounds off he found that 
they had run into their haw, and he returned with a mask, 
followed by the indignant hound from whom he had taken 
it. The run had lasted forty-five minutes; and it should be 
m.tioned that it was entirely owing to the energetic way 

Mess Cr
called hounds from a fresh hare that the hunwman ever 
succeeded in laying the pack on to the hare they killed. 

As we go to press we learn that hounds killed again at 
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Harorne after a race of thirty minutes over very waterlogged 
cou 

so another pary of the Joint:AL will be found the song, 
composed for the Hunt by Dom Felix Hardy, which was 
sung for the fi rst time by the Master of Hound, Mr Douglas 
Rochford, at the Hum Dinner. 

THE AMPLEFORTH HUNT SONG 

There's a running hare and a burning scent. 
So-ho! Tally-ho! 

" Hark, forrard, hark! This way she went!" 
So-Ira! Tally-ho! 

Hounds own to the line with g glorious crash; 
They're Al of them over the Brook in a flash. 
We'll manage it, too, with a jump and a splash 

(Charm) 

With a " Hark cry, hark" and a " Back, Field, back," 
And here's success to the Ampleforth pack! 

• 
She circles wide, and the Field draws out; 

So-ho! Tally-ho! 
There's a check at her foil where the sheep are about. 

So-ho! Tally-ho! 
Back over the Brook and up the hill. 
"She's tiring fdt but she's travelling still!" 
Then a vices-halloo. All down to the kill! 

(Chorus) 
With a "Hark cry, hack" and a "Back, Field, back," 
And here's success to the Ampleforth pack! 

The Mowbray Vale and the Hambleton Hills 
So-ho! Tally-ho! 

They ring to the horn that tells our kills. 
So-ho! Tally-ho! 

Rievaulx and Stonegrave, Hyland and Wass, 
Ricryl and Heroine, TOTE Smith's Cross, 
From Kirby to Newburgh, Hebnsley to Fosse! 
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Old Boys 
(Chorus) 

With a " Hark cry, hark " and a " Back, Field, back," 
And here's three cheers for the Ampleforth pack!__

OLD BOYS 

WE ask the prayers of our readers for the following' old 
boys' William IL Dees, who died in September; 
John L. McGuinness, who died on November 7th in 

Canada , Robert Robertson, who died on December noth. 
▪ 4. 

CONGRATULATIONS to Eustace Morrogh-Bermrd, who was 
ordained priory by His Eminence Cardinal Bourne on October 
136, at Westminsmr Cathedral. He's at present studying in 
Rome. 

WE were glad to see the following' old boys' in the course of 
the term J. Cantwell, F. T. Heywood, L. Lacy, E. Forster, 
0. Chamberlain, W. R. Lee, E. B. O'C. Robinson, Count 
H. d'Ursel. 

▪ shi 
WE take the following extract from a local paper: 

BRAVE RESCUE AT WHITLEY BAY. 
Lee has role...es...I, congratulations upon the brave act 

of which he was the hero at Whitley Bay. While on the Table Rocks. 
three ladies were surrounded by Ibe sea and were in a desperate pm. 
dicament. Uusuccassful attempts to rescue them were made by
soldier, and Mr Lee, who was bathing in the vicinity. w to their aid. 
A strong sea was running at the time, but Mr Lee. who isent only ry years 

safety. 
happily succeeded in bringing 

heavy 
ladim into a place of 

Mr Lee had to encounter several breakers. which duhed 
him against the rocks, but be stuck pluckily to his task. The rescue was 
witinosed by a large crowd, who admired the young man, bravery and 
pluck. Undoubtedly Mr Lee's act saved an exciting uene from becoming 
a tragedy. 

51, 
Lee. who dmerves ail the praise which hire. aantry Oss 

evoked, is a student at Ampleforth College, Yorkshi  Except for 
suffering from abrasions due to being dashed on the rocks, he was 
. . little the worse for his exciting and plucky experience. 
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MR. H. J. Kwo has been appointed British Consul for the 

Baleares, and is at present at Palma de Mallorca. 

Mn. J. P. Sonnet, who has twice been Mayor of Barrow-in-

Furness, has recently retired from the Council in which he 

h. long played so important apart. Of late he has been active 
a Military Service represent ive 

• 1. .1. 

Woo we are in press the news has reached us that E. H. P. 
MacDonell, who left the sch.I in July, has died in Loudon. 

We ask our readers for prayers for the repose of his soul. 
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PREPARATORY SCHOOL 
Tnt following boys joined the School in September 

W. J. 1..1E.. A. A. J. Boyle, G. L. Falk.•+, F. V. J. Farrell, 
R. A. H. Gerrard, H. W. V. Heywood, J. A. la, A. 0 Macdonald. 
A. J. Macdonald, M. F. Ogilvie Forbes, E. J. Scott, J. Wood. 

T. Captain of the School during the term h. been P. 
Rooke-Ley, with G. Bond as Vice-Captain. 

Ox our Horn we found a welcome addition to the play-
room a billiard table which has been much appreciated by 
the school. 

Tos example of our elders t the College stimulated us to 
offer our services in the cause of " potato harvesting." The 
offer was not altogether disinterested and we reaped our 
reward not only in potatoes but in a welcome absence from 
some few hours of book work. 

Tim scout troop has again undergone the 'general post
inevitably connected with the commencement of a new 
scholastic year. Dom Felix, the scoutmaster, and all the 
Patrol Leaden have left in for the college. The remaining 
noun, reinforced by some 'twelve recruits, have been organ-
Aed as follows: 

Patrol 
Owls" 

"Peewits „
Tigers

"Buffaloes" 
" Bulldogs " 

Leader Second 
C. Tuckers P. Grisewood 
P. Rooke-Ley P. Buddio 
A. Swope G. Fishwiek} 
G. Romans W. Lawson} 
G. Bond G. Emend' 
Scoutmaster—Fr Joseph. 

.Gained Naturalist, Badge. Nov. so., lg.. 
}Gained Electrician's Badge. Dee. 805. 

Members 
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We are glad to record that only once thinterm has the in-
clemency of the weather driven us to the ' gym' for our 
weeldy scouting day. 

The Headmaster has provided us with a silkUnion Jack to be 
held from month to month by the patrol smiting most points 
in the contests. ' Buffaloes," Tigers ' and ' Owls ' have each 
been vktors in turn. 

We were glad to be able to contribute Da qr. Id. to 
the Ampleforth Hut. 

▪ B ffs 

ON October 27th Dom Leo Hayes preached 2 short retreat. 
We offer him our best thanks. 

ffs 

Tee following lectures were given in the course of the term: 
Bees . . . Fr Abbot. 
The Bayeux Tapestry . Dom Louie d'Andria. 
Germany% War Aims . Ibm Ignatius Miner. 
The Panama Canal . Dom Ignatius Miner. 

W B id( 

A rammed by which proficiency in work is stimulated by one 
half of a form competing with the others resulted in A. B. C. 
Gibson, G. J. Emery, G. T. Grisewood and J. S. Austin leading 
their followers to Helmsley to an excellent tea on October 
22nd. 

B .1, B 
Seam charades were essayed on the day of Austria's surrender, 
and again on the last day of term. They were so successful as 
to ensure a repetition of the atmmpt On Armistice day, after 
the arrival of the news by aeroplane, work stopped and need-
less to say was not resumed on the next day. On November 
15th, the Feast of All Monks and thennniversary of the laying 
of the foundation stone of the school, we built a splendid bon-
fire in from of the school, and in the evening solemnly burnt 

remarkable  effagy of the Kaiser, the handiwork of Dorn 
Mums. On the following Sunday, Father Abbot said Masi 
and preached in our chapel 

17o 

Preparatory School 

Ten following team played against the old boys of this school 
whoare now at the college. 

Fano., A. J. Macdonald, J. C. Tucker, G. Bond, R. P. Drummond. 
W. H. Lawson Hal/.docks, T. Baines, A. C. Scrope, N. Grattan Doyle 
; "”'"'ib , ..wilini, 1(vnInvin). O. J. Emery Goalkeeper, O. Ain-
scough. 

4. 4, .4 
THE energy and skill displayed by the school were however 
outmatched by the bigness of bone and largeness of muscle, 
which were the namral proportions of our opponents, and we 
were beaten by four goals to one. 

▪ sis 
AT the end of Term the Headmaster of the College presided 
at an entertainment at which the school sang several songs. 
G. C. Romans, G. T. Grisewood, E. J. Scott, J. L. M. Limner, 
R. P. Drummond and G. J. Emery provided the rest of the 
musical it  on the piano. The following recitations were 
also given 

Ode to Autumn (Wan) 
To a Skylark a .
The Haughty Fig (Anonymous( . 
Old Winter (T. Nod)
The Fairy Shoemaker (W. Allinglaa.) 

W J. Birkbeck. 
. A. J. Macdonald. 

A. D. Macdonald. 
M. F. Ogilvie Forbes. 

G. L. Falkiner. 
and F. V. J. Farrell. 

G. L. Falkiner proved himself the most popular of the 
speakers. 

N. B 
Tee following boys are heads of their forms: 

Lower III. Form A. B. C. Gibson. 
Second Form G. J. Emery. 
First Form . . M. F. Oggvie Forbes. 
Prepntory

• • Hr. J. topZes 
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THE AMPLEFORTH SOCIETY 
POUNDED 1VIN 14. 1871 

OBJECTS 

To uoite pan students and friends of St Lawrence, in furthering
the interests of the College. 

1:1,1EtiZ. EF:gp:nce712' tn;7'111,17°.".T:12:! 
S. ';=::::.17;r=r=g11."'"""""'"'"' 

nr,::,71'01:221')".:T1."" " 
The Annual  Subscription of Members of the Society is payable 

in advance. but in the case of boys whose written application to join 
the Societyis received by the Secretary within eia months of their leaving 
the College.the annual subscription fort...Best three yon snail 0.5s. 

bectletrgetefe%Zi att[r=2:::r uisb:iconZh ‘ 2-if r'"'

Pm fort a of Mr:'=trEtt.`,11'.°"• 

THE AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL 
THREE issues of the JOURNAL are published each 

year, in July, January, and May. The Annual Sub-
scription, 13s., including postage, should be paid in 
advance at the commencement of each year. Single 
copies of past or current issues may be obtained for 
2s. An extra charge is necessary for Vol. I, this being 
out of print. 

warded gratis 
a:pdpiLt oznotf any volume will be for. 

o—

THE SECRETARY, 
Ampleforth Abbey, Malton, Yorks. 
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BOOKS OF DEVOTION T. CONING & SONS 
BY 

ABBOT SMITH, O.S.B. 

Simple Meditations on the Life of Our Lord 
Cloth. V- C.T.S. 

The Ordinary of the Mass: 
.4 Ser. of Arethialrons and Proyers 

558 op Cloth. 3/6 

Meditations on the Sacred Passion 
Price 2/-

The Spirit of Our Lady's Litany 
Price 1/-

Our Lord's own Words in the Gospel of St John 
340 op. Price 2/6 

An Easy Way to Use the Psalms 
Price 2/6 

Simple Aids to the Recitation of the Rosary 

Our Lord's oven Words in the Gospel of St John 
Vol. II. Price 3/-

Meditations for the Holy Hour 
Price 1/6 

The Editor, Aropleforth Abbey, Mahon, Yorkshire 

0822. BUSBIES, FOUNDED. 1822) 

Tea Merchants, Family Grocers 
Provision Merchants 

FRENCH & ITALIAN WAREHOUSE-

MEN • GREEN FRUIT SALESMEN 

ONLY ADDRESS: 

28 THE PAVEMENT • YORK 

Purveyors to 
HIS MAJESTY'S 

FORCES 

Contractors to 
HIS MAJESTY'S 
GOVERNMENT 

(I, Special Reduction in Prices made to large 
Consumers 

gi General Orders to the value of £1 and 
upwards 

41. Carriage paid to any Goods Station in 
Yorkshire 



Dilworth & Carr 
HEATING AND VENTILATING 

ENGINEERS • IRONFOUNDERS 

0 0 

Hot Water Heating Apparatus 
Steam Heating Apparatus 
Cooking Apparatus 
Laundry Appliances 
Catalogues Post Free 
Estimates Free 

WE are the actual Manufacturers of 
PIPES, FITTINGS, BOILERS, 

LAUNDRY APPLIANCES and CAST-
INGS of every description, and therefore 
can supply these at the lowest cost 

.I. 

OFFICE, WORKS AND FOUNDRY 

BOW LANE, PRESTON 

Isaac Walton 
/1167/ CW574110115 01/17/TYPS &C9liff 

NOTED 

BestValue, 
Best StAs, 
Best Choice 

In all Branches of CLOTHING 
and General OUTFITTING 

FOR GENTLEMEN AND BOYS. 
HOSIERY : UNDERCLOTHING 
SHIRTS COLLARS GLOVES : TIES 
HATS CAPS : UMBRELLAS 
TRAVELLING TRUNKS : BAGS 
BOXES : RUGS DRESSING GOWNS 

&c., &C., at popular prices 

OUTFITS FOR SCHOOLS 
TENNIS :: BOATING :: &c. 

ISAAC WALTON & C' E° 
MEirvImg YORK aziep 



REYNOLDS & BRANSON LT° 
`""'".•,=1 

:T•Itt:2 , 1= 

Ohne isehee ° 

S • 

wva vs by :Mesas 00 10 

' s?s"afaltrer 

KODAK c,==, L;t:,,:;,,, 

• 

14, 
Commercial Street 

The most reliable Firm 

FOR 

Altar Wines 
IS 

SCORZA & OLIVIERI 
81, NEW STREET 
BIRMINGHAM .. 

PRICES ON APPLICATION 

Latest Analysis of our Celebrated Altar Wives 

Gentlemen. 
We beg to report that oft the. Oh November, 1914, we visited your 

Cellars, and took samples from the bins at our own pleasure, of ten 
kinds of Altar Wines which we found there, namely 

MALA.CAA AAAAA val,NT 

vINOIn SAZNAMMIXT 
TnitItkri ALTAR A am~i

These we have submitted to careful Chemiml Analysis and, as a 
result. have pleasure in testifying that all of them conform to the 
character of well.prepared genuine high-class natural Wines. 

There la no sign whatever that the Wines have been subjected to 
treatment in any form, other than that for the production of genuine 
natural Wines. 

TM. psi Midland. Telegraphic Address OLIVIERS, BIRMINGHAM, 



H. Gradidge & Sons 
Manufacturing Specialists 

d d Articles fn 

CRICKET - RACQUETS, 

SQUASH - LAWN TENNIS, 

FOOTBALL - HOCKEY, arc. 
..mid to dl the Maim Public Scheel. through*. 

the United Kissers. 

A special feature is made of an Prepays.), Sim 
Goods, and epeeist attention is paid to nu, 

shape, weight, Re., eks. 

II, e SON are 

de Sole Makers 

of a famous 
Imperial Mime 
Cricket Bats 

Won Tem. 

Rackets me 
Hockey Saab. 

o nov15. 

a aro.. 
Factory, 
Artdlory Plaa,W001WiCh 

Sports & Pastimes lid 
BRADFORD . Yorks, England 

el II 

Manufacturers of 

School and Athletic 
Clothing 

Blazers, Caps, Shirts, Hat Bands, Badges, 
Ties, Squares, Jerseys, Vests, Knickers, 
Hose and all other clothing items for 
Gymnastics, Hockey, Football, Cricket, 
Running, Tennis and Swimming. 
C,Patentees of the "Dublette" Swimming 
Costume. 

Dealers in Tackle for all 
Games 

Football,Cricket,Golf,Hockey,Lacrosse, 
Gymnastics, Angling, Tennis, Croquet, 
Fives, Racquets, &c. III,Footwear for all 
Sports, Games and Pastimes 

•
C Lists sent free on applimtion. C Deigns and samples 
submitted for changes or new departures, Old Boys' 
colours, as. Telegrams: PASTIMES, BRADFORD 



SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENTS 

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS 

Philip Harris & Co., Ltd 
BIRMINGHAM 

ham 

A HOME INDUSTRY 
RENOWNED FOR NEARLY 

TWO CENTURIES 

FRANCIS TUCKER & C° E° 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

CHURCH CANDLES OF 
EVERY DESCRIPTION 

EACH CANDLE 
(95% 75%, 65%, 55%, 25%) 

'"nnt rrtgrjA 
GENUINE BEESWAX 

STAMPED ON IT 

SANCTUARY OIL 
WICKS & FLOATS, INCENSE & CHARCOAL 
AND ALL CHURCH REQUISITES OF FINEST 

QUALITIES ARE ALSO SUPPLIED 

THE 
R

MANUFACTORY,S PUTNEY ; 
ICE LISTS a. AMPLES F application 

FORS 

 en appcation to. 

S.W. 31 ASHLEY PLACE,WESTMINSTERj London,
wasowye VIF61,11 ..... OATIOLORALI 

an• with *loll is ineoppopat. the Sualnom of 

Joshua Cookshott Co., 

L.V...PSOL 



THE 

PATERNOSTER PRESS 

EXETER 

Are the Proprietors of a High-class 
Bookwork Printery and Publishing 
Business, and are prepared to estimate 
for and execute orders for Guide Books, 
Reviews, Catalogues, Brochures, Fe., 
with accuracy and economy. ai • .• 

Expert assistance given in the pro-
duction and publication of works for 
Schools and Colleges. e < a a 

FINYES;f1\CI-1 
RUBRICAL BEESWAX 

CANDLES of 

Highest Quality :: Highest Merit 
Authoritatively Approved 

Large Stocks of Finest " Special " 
SANCTUARY OIL 

PROMPT DELIVERY SETISEACTION CERTAIN 

ORDER NOW 

',71F.E7 
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BROWNBO 
Phone • - 3162 Ronal. LIVERPOOL 

Established more than a Quarter of a Center,' M PPly 
Reliable Goods at the lowut possible prices to the Giese, 
Religious Communities and Institutions, at Wholesale Prices. 

PATTERNS AND ESTIMATES FREE 

ALBS. ALTAR LINEN 
Frr 

BLANKETS 

CASSOCKS CLOAKS 

COPES CHASUBLES 
From 66,6 .66 

CLOMxtuz .....  SUITS 
well Muir 1r 1,16.1 M10•6106/.. 

SILKS. SATINS, 

GOWNS 

HATS, HOSIERY 

LACES 
For .6. R... Crear. 

DRAPERY 

EVERY INQUIRY 

RAINPROOF COATS 
601 801 ,000 

TAILORING 

FAMOUS Purreal A. nil rim .606 ro..Z162 51606. 
rvet 'atria sa ca. 

Altar Societies and persons desirous of making up Vest. 
meets can have the work prepared ready to put together. 

PATTERNS. PRICES. ON APPLICATION. — 

BROWNE BOWES & CO., 1:=I 

J. W. BEAN & SON 
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE BOOKSELLERS 
LETTERPRESS& LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTERS 

17 BOAR LANE-LEEDS 
Works: CARDIGAN WORKS, KIRKSTALL RD 

TECHNICAL, Scientific and Medics 
Manuals of every description in stock 

Agricultural and Sanitary Text Books, as 
used in the Technical Schools and the York 
shire College, Travelling and Cycling Maps 
Anatomical Diagrams and Models. Maps 
Globes, Astronomical & Scientific Diagrams, 
T Squares, Drawing Boards, &c. 

ESTABLISHED 1857 

W. C. MILBURN 
Tailor 

51 GOODRAMGATE 

YORK 

au. 



GEO. W. MILBURN 
MODELLER & CARVER IN 
MARBLE • STONE & WOOD 

ECCLESIASTICAL WORK 
of every description 

REREDOS -ALTARS-TOMBS• MODEL-
LINGS FOR CEILINGS, &c, &c. 

/On 

BOOTHAM BAR•YORK 
ESTABLISHED 11144 TELEPHONE Id 

G. LAMB & SONS 
PAINT•OIL-COLOUR•& 
BRUSH MERCHANTS 

SUPERIOR MIXED PAINTS ready for use. 
Genuine White Lead. Raw Linseed Oil. Patent 
Driers. Turpentine. Putty Turpentine Substitutes. 

Machinery and Lubricating Oils. 
Varnishes for all Purposes. Enamels, all Shades. 
Distempers. Wood Preservatives. Creosote Oil. 
Agents for Pitcher's "Stoprot" and Sidlle Washable 

Distemper. 

1 and 2 COLLIERGATE, YORK 

Trn ,yeFilTi•• y 

DNB, prepred is ell Arlo el Cherele DeceratieD 
EGYPT STREET, WARRINGTON 



The Papal Altar Wines 

PRICES—
IN OTTLE: , 
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Pint Quality (Black Lobe() 
 ( 
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14/3 

I5/- }, Per 

143/. aett 
Carnage Paid. 2=7.,VVr::42;r". 

FEENY & MATHESON, LTD 
53 LORD STREET, LIVERPOOL 

1,16A.,915 B.k 

Joseph Terry & Sons 
  Limited  

ST HELEN'S SQUARE • YORK 

00 

LUNCHEON & TEA ROOMS 

Replete with every necessary in the Confec-
tionery and Chocolate Trades 

JOHN SMITH'S 
Tadcaster Brewery Company, Ltd 
THE BREWERY,TADCASTER 

000 

MAGNET ALES & STOUTS a Speciality 
and Highly Recommended 

WINE & SPIRIT MERCHANTS 

Awarded 6 International Gold Medals in 
competition with the world for Ales & Stouts 

PRICES ON APPLICATION 

Johnson, Dodds ft,7°. 
(W. EMPSON et SON) 

26 North Street :: YORK 
WHOLESALE GROCERS 

and PROVISION IMPORTERS 
TEA and COFFEE GROWERS 

.0. 
Telegram.:--EmpsoNs • YORK 
Telephone:-5l YORK 

44,044 

Also at NEWCASTLE-ON•TYNE 
tS 



B. HERDER 
PUBLISHER BOOKSELLER IMPORTER 

catATALOGUESS .1 
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E
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List of ' ork a. apsial ...Heats Oa., " m rpaplksaKs. 

B. HERDERHoly Apo& B« 

-68 GREAT RUSSELL ST., LONDON,  W.C. 
(Opposite the British Museum) 

Tee.rass: rtarderaaa. Landon Telephone r83. Central 

FRED B. COULSON 
WHOLESALE FISH AND ICE 
MERCHANT :: GRIMSBY 

Telegraphic Address: COULSON, GRIMSBY 

0 0 0 

All Orders punctually attended to 

Contracts made with 
CONVENTS, COLLEGES & OTHER 

LARGE INSTITUTIONS 

Terms on Application 
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; IMPORTANT TO THE CLERGY I 
a s s 

SPECIALITgS 
Vestments . . from 42/-
Stoles . . . . „ 7/6 

Every Requisite for Clerical Wear at 
proportionate prices 

BROWNE,BOWES 
AND CO. 

Ate the only Catholic Clerical Outfitting fi rm in Liver-

pool. mtd make on their own premises Garntents of every 
description for Clerical wear. Twenty to twenty-five per 

cent. less than prices charged elsewhere 

Benedictine Habits, special cloth no. 80/-
Benedictine Cowl, very light . 45/-
Circular Cloak  105/. 
Circular Cloak, superfine . . . . 120/-
Waterproof Inverness  nm, 50/-

WILL FIT OVER ANY GARMENT 
SPECIAL FOR CLERICAL WEAR 

0 0 

27 Basnett St., Liverpool 
Telephone 3162 Royal Telegrams "Vestments " 



CLERICAL TAILORS 
AND FURNISHERS 

BEST WORKMANSHIP . 
MODERATE PRICES 

BROWNE,BOWES
AND CO 

Clerical Tailors, Hatters & 
Furnishers. Cassock, Habit 
Robe and Surplice Makers 

0 0 

COLLEGE OUTFITS PREPARED 
Estimates oo application 

All Goods sold by B. B. & Co. are guaranteed, 
and articles not giving satisfaction will be replaced 

within a reasonable time 

Parcels value 20s. and upwards carriage free to 
any part of the kingdom , 

0 0 0 

27 Basnett St., Liverpool 
Telephone 3160 acrd Telegrams Vestments" 
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LEAK &THORP, ED 
Tailors and General Outfitters 

0 0 

PROMPT ATTENTION TO ALL POST ORDERS 

  Telephone 1050 & 1051  
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— SOLE AGENTS IN YORK — 

DEXTER COATS 

Splendid Range. in UNDERCLOTHING 

Large Assortment of HATS end CAPS 

CLERICAL OUTFITS A SPECIALITB 

TRUNKS BAGS 

BESPOKE TAILORS 
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THE AMPLEFORTH JOURNAL 
No. III 

AN UNPUBLISHED ADDRESS 

DELIVERED BY BISHOP HEDLEY TO THE BOYS OP 

AMPLEFORTH IN 1877 

YOU are going to begin work, then and being here this 
morning to wish you a happy and hearty beginning, 
I think I cannot do better than say a few words on the 

character of good and real school-work. The first and most 
essential quality of all real work .rnpurpone. By purpose I 
mem then otion of what we are aiming at in our work. The 
great thing fora boy at school is to have the idea that his life 
at school has a purpose at all. Many boys whom I have known 
had no purpon, except some vague and hazy general aim. 
There are numbers of fairly creditable boys who do not 
sufficiently see the " why of many things. Let me mention 
a few classes, whom most of us have met. There is the boy who 
looks on school-life as stupid. Thin word is one of those vague 
and interjeaory boy-adjeflives which chiefly serve as labels 
for whatever is in any way objeaed to. These words, hardly 
rising above the line of inarticulate yries, are, to bon and young 
men, a great saying in the expensive article of ideas, and are 

slang" only because slang expresus conceptions, 
however objeflionably, but these word, like a howl or a squeak, 
are mere nervous force transformed into sound. But the boy 
who labels his school-life as "stupid," hos generally, to do 
him bare justice, a more or less definite idea of what he means. 
Ills feelings arc much the same as thou of a busy man who has 
to wait two or three hours at one of thou junaions where the 
lines' join but the trains one far apart. School seems sheer low 
of time. He looks round and he sees nothing that interests 
him. Companions, books, work, masters, all are wearisome and 
irritating. He does not want them. What he wants is something 

n 073 
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else. When there is a world outside where people go to and 
fro, do things, have things, and enjoy themselves, why should 
mcomfortable fate fix him a prisoner here Why should 
rules threaten him, tasks intrade upon him, boundaries keep 
him in, bells ring. him about? What he wants he does not 
clearly know. It as impossible that he should. The work, the 
bustle, the pleasures of the world, such as they are, are not 
for him, even should he manage to get away from his desk 
and his task. But he does not understand this, and therefore 

ifi:IU Pgr da rnOttnT:LITri17.:.'„fial,11 1!:2(1 '21t 
result of having no idea what purpose he is at school for. men, 
again, there is the boy who thinks school not only " stupid," 
but unjust This boy makes his objeftions more personal 
than the other. To him school is a prison, naasters tyrants, 
rules slavery. He is hop, quick, and shallow, and therefore is 
often found railing at persons and things, protesting o f
points of discipline, and loudly avowing has Intention of not 
worHng or not obeying. Of course there is no such boy, save 
in that limbo where abstraClions are stored and types kept in 
stock But many boys conform to him in a degree, and pass 
through a good deal of their time with a feeling that a large 
part of their work and discipline is useless, and therefore 
tyramical, invented by grown-up .people to embitter the 
existence of the young, These agaan fail in understanding 
purpose. Then, thirdly, there is the boy who takes school life 
quietly enough, without fuming or chafing ; but who looks 

To it merely as a xime to pass over, a state to be rived through. 
To use a second railway illustration, he is like one who waits 
at a level crossing for along goods main to pass by. The train 
does 

notconceingim,
concern him, except that it prevents his going through 

then gates. Its length, its nuke up, its variety of nosse, its whole 
ryparance cause a languid interest, but the chief thought is 
`How long it is in going by F. So, to such boys, the fad that 
sehool e passes very slowly is the chief hole in their life. 
Tlaey take no interest in their work as a whe, but only in o
 
hi, 

here and a bit there. If they are naturally sleepy and easy-
going they mope; if they are lively they snatch at every 
amusement that comes in their path. They lose, without even 
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pang of remorse, a 
The bete faculties of h,11VrtSlIt Z ia'aTtliVatster:7,fdrOyna 
want  of exercise, never grow strong. And, since the mind and 
heart must be filled and fed in some way, evil comes to seek 
them whilst they negleth toga in march of good. To these again 
what is chiefly lacking is the notion of purpose. What I would 
wish to urge upon even the youngest boy here is this—that in 
school life there is such a noble and important purpose 
ahn at, that any boy who thinks oohool " stupid," must be 
stupid himself ; and any one who looks on his school either 
as a prison or a mere necessary evil, is like a man who keeps his 
shutters closed in broad day, and then goes on grumbling that 
the sun won't rise. There is no nobler work, and no more 
essential process than educat  In one sense, a man is being 
cdocamd till he has breathed his last breath. But the education 
of school has most important character of its own. To educate 
is Co cuhivate, develop, and palish all the faculties—physical, 
intelleHual, moral, and religious I and to give to boy's 
whole nature its to  and perfeaion, so that he may 
be what he ought to be and do what he should do ; to form 
him as a man, and to prepare him to do his duty in life to those 
about him, to his country, to himself ; and so, by perfeHing 
his present life, m prepare him for the life to come. This is a 
formidable dacription. But really no other conception 
of edu.tion is at all Co adequate one. is the duty 
which fathers and mothers owe to their children, and 
this is rho duty which masters of a school like this have under-
taken towards those committed to their cae. And as for those 
whom I am now addressing—I mean [her  boys present—this 
description should let thkm understand what is the aim and 
the purpose of the work which they are beginning toklay. The 
work is, to educate themselves ; and to educme themselves 
means to aim at what I have very briefly tried to express. 
It is their work. he  and masters have their share n edu-
cating a boy, but  hemust educate himself.. He is not soa  pkce 
of marble, which a man may cut away with a chisel lll 
puts it into shape i he is not a canvas on which a painter can 
put colours and rub them ousts he pleas.. He is a hying thing, 
with a free will; he cm push himself on, and he can control 
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himself; and whether he thinks of it or not, he is always 
growing or altering for better or for worse. So that a parent 
or a Cher unless  to educate 
himself. Is it not the same all through life ? No one can do 
to no  anything worth naming unleu that other does it 
also to himself. My, objeth them,,  to make you begin the year
work with the aim and the purpose of educating yourselves. 
Let every boy who has come to the use of reason use his reason, 
and so to himself I intend to make myself The expression 
is a true one. We do male ourselves—always pre-supposing 
the grace of God. Just as one of you may make a walk
stkk out of a hazel branch, so a boy in his young years is only 
the raw material of what he ought one day to become. He 
has to be bent and persuaded, and.pli  and carved, before 
he is'what God wants him to be Presuming that every one 
of you is anxious to begin at once to make himulf, I think I 
hear some of you inquire: What must we do ? For, of course, 
it is very evident you cannot be called upon to invent whole 
plan of education, emh one for himoelf. Very few men, even 
with the experience and reflethon of maturity, have the power 
to originate or work systems of education, let alone a boy who is 
as new to the task of making himself as a novice to his breviary. 
But no boy has to do this. what is this college for—what are 
the books hidden in those desks for, what is this army of 
reverend masters for, except to show you the way ? Boys 
have lived before you ; wise men have tried systems innumer-
able ; failures have been made succeoses have been achieved; 
schoolboys have grown up and lived to analyse, in advancing 
thars, the secret of the hap, issue, or the disastrous issue, 
of their early training. And the results of much experience of 
the past, and of much thought in the present, are seen in the 
organisation of a well-condufted college. Therefore, my 
advice is this :—Work under your roasters and vvith your 
narstero ; but work cordially and intelligently. Fall in with 
the routine and the order of the school, but understand the 
reasons of things. Do not allow yourselves to be mere pronto

upon a chessboard—mechanically pushed about by rule and 
gulation. Let each one be an intelligent atom of a great 

organism, entering with understanding and good will into all 
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the work of the place. And it is not too much to say that to 
a boy who has an intelligent idea of what he is at school for, 
there is not ant our of his school life which he may not turn 
to account in e making of himself. Study time and play 
time, class work, books, games, conversations, all do their 
part in the great prouss of education. A boy is 'ignorant, 
incapable, and rude, and what he wants is, information, 
capability and culture. As to informs ion, though it is not 
by any means the whole of educatiou yet it occupies a very 
prom rat position in the routine of school. Our minds, when 
ton are young, are like blank paper —and, indeed, it may be 
said that the paper itself has to be manufathmed. At school 
this paper, such as it is, gets written upon; the empty pages 
get filled with impressions from without. We are brought into 
comae: with the put and the present. We bane to Barn what 
men have. thought, what they have mid and how they have 
mid it, during the centuries that went by before. we were. 
We have to note and remember the things that have 
happened, and take to heart the touching histories, the 
dramas of hate and love, the play of passion, the evil 
and the good, that have followed each other across the 
surface of this ancient world. We have to study the world 
itself—its earth and water, in plants and its beasts, its climates 
and its skies. We must know something of the forces which work 
the changes of the hours, or of the centuriu. There is nothing 
which exists at this moment when we ourselves exist, or which 
is in coma& with us through records made in days gone by, 
which we might not know; and nothing which we ern know 
without worm; and no work which can be efficient or sound 
unlus, in soe senu, it begins at school. Unless necessary toil 
prevents him from learning, an ignorant man is a disgrace and 
a failure; and, in ninety cases out of a hundred, an ignorant 
boy means an ignorant man. The boy with a purpose, therefore 
—such as I am sanguine enough to presume each of you has 
—wants to learn, tries to learn, and is glad to take the means 
on learn. He follows Ms classes carefully, is avaricious of his 
time, explores well the innermtht interior of his study-books, 
and does not objeet to turn even his recreation to account 
in picking up information. And so he becomes in time o well-
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informed mm, which is a good deal, though not all that he 
should be. But in reality he learns, as he goys on from class 
to class, much more than mere information—more than 
Latin, history, mathematics, and physical seisms—he learns 
one or two of those mighty secrets which, like weapons, 
multiply a hundredfold his power for aggression or for defence , 
he teams by his experience that the hardest things may be 
mastered by industrious labour, by repetition, by the process 
of little by little, by attention, by intensity, by docility. 
Furnished with such weapons as these, he can go forth, when 
he leaves his school, and conquer new realms of learning in 
divinity, physic, late, or pradical work. But even this is not 
all that is required of him, nor all the work that lies ready to 
your hand at school. I do not wish to speak of striedy religious 
work, though it is true that where religious principle and 
practice are wanting, school-work is but a dimrderly chaos, 
matter without form. But there are " habits p rof of the heart 
which stand under and sustain religion like the arches of a 
bridge; and we learn them at school. Large-mindedness 
and elevation of view mean the habit of treating trifles as 
really trifles, of appreciating lofty pursuits and noble motives, 
and loving what is true, good, and beautiful. This we may 
practise at school every day. Every hour we may habituate 
ourselves more and more to that sympathy and consideration 
for others which, springing fronn humility and bringing with 
them carefubmss of outward manner, are the truest description 
of what is. meant by a gentleman. All these different 
the acquire acquisition of information, the formation of menta/ 
capacity and culture in its highest sense, am part of the school 
work. They all go prepare, form, and make the man 
There is no such thing as a good citizen, a good neighbour. 
or a good man, unless these things we attained somehow 
and gin!, payer, and sacraments being supposed, they an 
the exercises which prepare us for our eternal destiny. Such is 
your work. It is truly a work which may bring impulses or 
soberness and seriousness both to masters and to learner,. 
It is a disastrous and even a horrible thing to educate a child 
wrongly, to spoil his mind or heart, whether by negled or 
by severity, by indulgence, or by evil teaching. Such a thing 
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is not to be suspeEted here. Even if you and I did not know by 
experience what sort of bringing up boys receive here, we 
should be inclined to take it for granted that BenediFtines 
know their business. I believe in the Boneditline tradition. 
Without claiming perfeEtion for any system whkh is admini-
stered by men, and without wishing to institute in  com-
parisons, I am (June.. that there is a something in the school-
Fife of a genume Benedietine house which belongs to itself 
alone, and. which notably helps and suits a large number of 
young people. It t Benedieine house the school is still, in 
a sense, a part of the cloister. When you visit; in in ruins, or 
in its transformation, some great English abbey of Black 
Monks, such as Durham, Westminster, or Gloucester, you may 
remind yourselves of the many generations of young boys who 
have sat, book in hand, on the stone benehes of those glorious 
cloisters. A monastery is a family, and, In a family, interests 
are common, the members play Into each other's bands, and 
every one works for the good of the whole. It it one of the 
marked feature, of the Benedietine tradition, founded on 
a well-known passage of the rule, that even the youngest 
members of a community have some kind of a voice in the 
concern, of the whole house. Now, it is most essential for 
education that each boy in a school should betreated, not as 
a mere unit, but a, a definite individual, with special strong 
points and special weaknesses. But whereas in most schools 
single masters or tutors have single depxrtments, and no one 
superior has the right, or the requisite snformation, to treat 
a boy with due reference to the whole of his charafter, this 
weakness in schools is to a very great extent obviated in a 
BenediEtine school, because, n some degree, the whole teaching 
staff know something and sare something about every unn 
in the school. Not that there is any formal mmparison of 
notes, or holding council on boys' charades's, or foolish and 
fussy interference; but the effet is sufficiently produced by 
that beautiful community life of which St Benediel drew the 
lines. And not only does each small plant Azad a chance of 
being treated . it needs to be treated, but it seems to me that 
in a house like this the plants take kindly to growing. The 
theory in such houses a, that education 111.119 growing, 
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coming out, developing; and not repression or keeping down. 
Nothing can grow without warmth and geniality. If boys 
be kept at a distance, or chilled by severity, or subjefted to 
a too unvarying drill, you may make them hide some of their 
vices and faults, but neither their minds nor their hearts will 
grow. If the training given be chiefly negative—you shall not 
do this, not desire that, not imitate the .her, then the 
boy enters the world as Dredalus launched himself upon the 
air, with wings ready to melt off at the first heat, and with
nothing to stay his foot between himself and the depths of 
the sea. But a Benedieline house is a house which fosters rather 
than represses, which encourages the exuberance of nature, 
whilst it does not omit to prune and to guide. The effecton 
a boy's heart is, that he has simple views about spirituality, 
holding for his main and guiding principle that the perfeek 
man is he who most perfeEtly gives God his whole heart and 
trusts to God's help and light for each hour as it comes. In a 
Benedifline house the problem of how to make boys love 
religion is grappled with and fairly solved. The monastic 
choir, resounding at all hours with the divine praise, the slow 
and solemn vesper, the festivals of dim and far off saints who 
lived simple lives and ruled men in their day, are fitted to 
attrait young hearts. The noblest biblical education is to learn 
how to give God one's whole heart; and in a monastery the 
whole soutine of life should teach this lesson, not as from 
rosisl todorfLirothede.:, but as the heavens declare the glory 

H power and mighty works. 
Doubtless, no school can go on without a well-understood 
and firmly administered system of punishment. But punish-
ment may be used so as to heal and not to bruise, to help and 
not m harden. A monk understands, or ought to understand, 
the effeEts, psychological, moral and spiritual, of pain—how 
pain resisted makes us mere wild beasts, and pain accepted 
heats the heart to a fervour it had never known without
How common a thing it is for a child to be misunderstood, 
and to be much worse on the surface than he really is. And, 
therefore, the monastic teaches has generally two good.
qualities—he is patient, and he speaks. This latter quality m 
a totor is so valuable that, it seems to me, if a parent could 
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only be sure that his child would be duly spoken to, he need 
be anxious about little else. By speaking, I mean the art of 
saying a word to a boy when the word would do good—a word 
of warning, of chiding, of remonstrance, of encouragement. 
Speech is the appointed mode of true education. Machinery, 
routine, books, and exercises have their important place ; 
but ever since the days of Quintillion it has been acknowledged 
that the spoken word is absolutely essential, even for imp` mg 
intellettual, and helping training, but much more form uching, 
guiding, and helping the heart in its earliest efforts, struggles, 
and miseries. To such work, to such teachers, to such a tradition 
I leave you. Love your work, trust your teachers, and be glad 
that you are where you are. 
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A YORKSHIRE HERMITAGE • 

EASINGWOLD 

HALFWAY between York and Ampleforth, within the 
borders of the forest of Galtres, just where the woods 
begin to Ass from the plain, stands the moribund market-

rywn of Easingwold, that has been fora century the home of a 
Benedictine mission. Early geographers describe the Needs, 
Caleritans, whence Galtres Forest derives its name, as a wild 
expanse of marsh and woods between the Ouse and Derwem, 
stretching from York to the foot of the Hambleton 
Barely a hundred feet above ;ea level this tract of waste land, 
soaked with morass or covered with timber, sheltered wild 
deer, wolves and boars, and afforded ample opportunity for 
the chase. West and south of the forest lay Isunum the made. 
and Eboracum the later Brigantine capitals; and though the 
great north road ran west of the Ouse, avoiding this marshy 
wasteland, yet lesser roads intersected the district, on one of 
which, midway between York and Tltirsk, a settlement grew 
up that after the English conquest gained the name of Easing-
wold. A length of paved Roman causeway has perhaps left its 
name in Long Street. The country-side is still well wooded 
and from rising ground behind the town pleasant and extensive 
P rospects open out, that are only bounded by the distant bul-
warks of the Pennines. Overlooking the plaiK on the north-
east, stands the bold pyramid of Crayke, where Roman outpost 
succeeded British fort to yield ha turn to Saxon stronghold and 
Norman cadk. 

The name Easingwold, whatever be its etymology, is evi-
dently English. Its conjectural meaning as a place where a man 
may take ho ease is less probable than popular; moreplausible 
is its suggestion of a low lying spot often overflowed by wryer, 
for the suffix " Ing " m Yorkshire often connotes 1,5051-- 
meadows, and this ss appropriate enough since Long Street 
min boast of being the muddiest half-mile between London 
and Edinburgh. The name then indices a settlement of the 
English with a colony of Danes hard by on the rising ground 
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at Uppleby. Place-names with Saxon and Danish endings are 
often found side by side in this way, for instance, Brafferton 
and Helperby, Stillington and Brandsby, Huuderton and 
Spibby ; they are records of ;successful inroads of Northmen 
followed by peaceful smtlement alongside an elder English 
rywn Excavations on the site have revealed relics of Keltic 
and Roman occupation, as well remains of wild beasts that 
roamed the forest. Springs of sulphur and chHybeate have been 
found there, though never exploited ; and is seems unlikely 
that Easingwold will ever threaten the popularity of Harrogate 
or Hovingham. 

As there w. a British bishopric at Ebomcum M the fourth 

the
we 111dy conjecture that Christianity mread ryrly 

Hong these Roman roads ; in the seventh century St Paulin. 
is said to have baptffed in the Swale at Brailerton, leaving 
traces of his preaching in such local place-names as Paulin's 
Carr and Paulin's Cross. St Cuthbert certainly lived hard by 
at Crayke s and if a circuit of three miles was the original 
bounds of the manor that King Ecgfrid gave him then Easing-
wold was included in his demense. The place uus important 
nough, as Domesday shows, to have a priest and chapel before 

the Conquest, together with Crayke, Brandsby and Sutton 
in the forest ; their proximity to hunting-grounds, no doubt, 
saving these villages during the Conqueror's devastation of 
Northumbria. 

• The manor of Easingwold, previously held by Earl More, 
fell into the king's hands at the Conquest; later on itwas granted 
so Thomas, Earl of Lancaster, and then, through a daughter 
of John of Gaunt, passed to the Nevilles, Earls of Westmore-
land. Resumed by the Crown on their attainder under 
Elizabeth it was finally given by Clmrles I. to the fi rst Lord 
Fauconberg, with whose descendants at Newburgh it has 
ever since remained. 

The parish church, formerly All Saints, now St John 
Batptist, was early annexed together with an ryclryi-
asical manor to the Archdeaconry of Richmond, 
with the unfortunate result that the principal owners 
of the town have always been absentees. No lay family of 
importance ever made a home there, and the rector, always 
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non-resident, wan not infrequently a foreigner, for through the 
custom of Provisors, that so easily degenerated into abuse, the 
rich archdeacon, was oft. assigned for the maintenance of 
Italian ecclesiastics. The town's uncared for appearance may 
partly be due to its absentee landlords, and it was poor compen-
sation that distinguished names, two Cardinals at least and 
many bishops, occasionally figure in its list of non-resident 
rectors. However, the connection resulted in a larger and more 
handsome church than might have been expected. Rebuilt in 
good proportions during the fourteenth century in es
window recalls the flamboyanretracery Sr York, which is the 
most beautiful fenestration in the world. Later on somebody 
spoiled.  the Easiagfirold window by building a tower against it, 
with one side ongmally open to let in a little light. Another 
result of thew with the archdeacons was that after 
the Reformation thennection town found itself attached to the diocere 
of Chester, to which new bishopric the Richmond archdea-
con, was assigned by its "blessed" founder, Henry VIII. 
With Crayke annexed to Durham, both civilly and ecclesias-
tically, and Easingwold with Raskelfe under Chester, authority 
in this neighbourhood must have been complicated. The 
creation of the bishopric at Ripon and other legislation swept 
away these anomalies, though presentation to the livings still 
pertains to the original bishops. 

Of medieval town life little is known beyond the trivial 
disputes that leave traces in legal documents. Master Nicholas 
de Esyngwokl figures as procurator to the Abbot of York in 
sago. Sir Roger de Esyngwold was governor of York, hoop. 
Edw. III., and several of the same family or name were High 
Sheriffs or Lord Mayors. The place suffered more than once 
from Scots invasions. In abortive risings against the Reforma-
tion the town's distant lord was involved, but none of the 
neighbouring gentry, such as Bellasyse of Newburgh, Fairfax 
of Gihhing, Chobneley of Brandsby, Batton of Whenby, who 
cleverly contrived through all changes to retain their estates 
as well as their faith. These Catholic families and proximity to 
York, which was always a Catholic centre, secured the minn-
trations of religion to the faithful remnant at Easingwold, of 
whose fortunes or members,however, few details have sunived. 
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The district being served mainly by secular clergy, their 
names and activities have not been so carefully recorded as 
those of the regulars. The "Yorkshire Brethren Fund " still 
happily flourishing, was founded at Whenby, in tE63,Whenby 
itself being served by Benedinines between 1665 and .737. 
The estate had passed by. marriage to the Ratcliffe, Earls of 
Derwentwater and was mvolved in their ruin. An English 
Benedictine, D. Robert liardcastle, profened at Dietdouard, 
in rfigo,.vvas born at Easingwold and died Pmvincial of Can-
terbury in 1745. The manor house was oreupsed 

by
Catholics 

for many. years of the sfith century, first of all by a 
Ssleie 

of 
Newbiggan Hall (1704-4.1) who married Jane Cholmeky of 
Brandsby, and then until s773 by his married daughter, Mary 
Bell, who leased it re a Vavamur. A Salvin fund is still part 
of the endowment at both Easingwold and Knaresbore. Of 
this manorhouse, which stood in the hollow to the east of 
the parish church, and late in the century was described as 
being "kept in beautiful order," the only traces now existing 
are some dried-up fish ponds. Franciscans from though
seem to have served Easingwold about blurbime, though 
D. Lawrence Hardisty, Lambspring monk was here in s743. 

The present Easingwold minion, with a succession of Bene-
dictines that can be traced definitely for over a century, repre-
sents the chaplaincy of the Fauconbergs of Newburgh, from 
whom it inherits vestments" and funds as well Is traditions. 
On Lord Fauconberg's apostacy, in 737, the domestic chapel 
was closed, but as the Ladies of his family and some of his ten-
ats remained Catholic Mass was said, and a priest continued 
to Ike, at Angram Grange by Husthwaite Gate. Rev. Thomas 
Smith, described as chaplain Sc Lady Fauconberg, lived there 
for some time, being buried at Oulston in 1735. Tke friars from 
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Osmotherky sometimes supplied at Angram, and D. Anselm 
Bradshaw, O.S.B. lived here, 0770-73, though the Countess 
had died in 0760. hr 0760 F. Jerome Coupe, the Brandsby 
chaplain, took charge of Angram, saying Ma. from thne to 
time in a Catholic farmer's house until the latter's death in 
1764. F. Coupe had to leave Brandsby that same year to make 
way fora French refugee priest. He wanted to settle in Cox-
wold, but as the Newburgh steward would not allow him to 
live anywhere on the estate, he bought a small cottage and 
garden in Crayke, the last house on the road to Brandsby, and 
began the mission that was later transferred to Easingwold. 
Retiring to Ampleforth he died there in 0826. Another 
chapel and residence was built 10 Oulston in 1764, and Mass 
said there on ahernate Sundays. Of these good works the 
principal promoter was Lady Mary Eyre, sister of the last Earl, 
who as some reparation fox her father's fault 

of
an endow-

ment of is,floo out of the 1z,000 which she received on her 
brother's death (0000). That same year the settlement of 
the Laurentian community at Ampleforth amply provided 
for the religious needs of the vllley x and in 0800 it was finally 
decided to fix the priest's residence at Easingwold as a promising 
market-town and the chit! centre of the dwindling flock. 
Unfortunately the prospects of prosperity were never realised, 
and when the railway era opened and the main line of the 
North Eastern left EasingsvcId four miles distant, the chance 
of the town's development passed away, apparently for ever. 
As at Thirsk and other places this is said to have been the 
resuIt of short-sighted opposition from landowners and town-
folk. Easingwold market has dwindled by degrees, almost to 
extinction, the pleasant hill slopes that might have become 

salubrious suburb of York remain unoccupied .; the empty 
square and deserted streets denote a moribund Sleepy Hollow 
what  echoes only awakeri to the horn of the passing motor. 

With Catholic emancipation in 18x9 a penod of toleration 
and hope began that was marked by activriy in Church build-
ing in many places, amongst others at Easingwold, where in 
spite of poverty and other difficulties the present chapel was put 
up,one of the earliest works of JosephHansom and of the Gothic 

xival. Mt Wilson of York father of the late D. Paulinus, 
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contracted for the work, 'but as after a time no money 
was forthcoming to pay the workmen he became insolvent, and 
was imprisoned for debt. The priest being too poor bye in 
so large a house, the Presbytery was let to a doctor, the incum-
bent finding lodgings in a house opposite the present Convent, 
and whilst the Church remained unfinished Mass was said in 
the Presbytery in the large room to the right of the garden 
entrance. A sad lack of imagination and of a sense of fitness was 
shown in the dedication of the new church to St John the 
Evangelist.  ; for the old parish church rho liners the name of 
St John, and one of several saints who laboured in the locality 
might have been chosen more appropriately and conveniently. 

With time, patience and frugality Easingwold Mission 
gradually improved, though poverty and struggle were long 
the lot of the Incumbents. One of the., F. Austin Dowding, 
a Downside monk, served the place for az years ( 0835- 77)—fl
riMn of simple habits, a frequent visitor to Amplefonh at all 
great functions, and a kindly neighbour, dispensing cheerful 
hospitality in return. 

To judge from the testimony of the gravestones in the 
churchyard, and of the entries in the baptimaal register, 
the Catholic flock originally must have been exclusively 
English, and fairly well to-do its character and nationality 
changed after the middle of last century x the old families 
died out, lost the faith or drifted away until, of the 
earlier names, hardly one is now to be found. In place of sub-
stantial farmers the flock became mainly composed of labourers 
and harvesters from Ireland whom the presence of the priest 
attracted and who helped to maintain the minion. In 090.5 
a French community of Sisters of Mercy, expelled from Rouen, 
came to settle Easmgwold, where thermade their home in the 
largest house in the town, one of t  old coaching-inns in 
Long Street, and have opened a better class school with some 

u.r lave 
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measure of success. Of late the position and prospects of elm 
mission have been materially improved through the labours 
and frugality of recent incumbents and the liberality of 
modern benefactors. A seemly village church, sufficient for Al 
needs, stands pleasantly in ire own grounds, with adjoining 
residence commodious and comfortable, a pleasant and fruitful 
garden,a sehooladequate and convenient, a Pock that lives with-
us sound of the church bell. If Easingwold cannot be counted 
among our busy missions with growing gopulations and hope-
ful fields for apostolic zeal, yet it has as own value and dis-
tinction from proximity to the parent abbey, from ancient and 
honourable associations, and as the fnUt of much sacrifice in 
the peer. It be  to realise the inaccurate etymology of the 
nam as a place of ease to which a painful missioner might retire 
after a laborious life, or the included home where a studious 
recluse may give himself undisturbed to literary or sacred 
tasks. In its hermitage an anchoret might dwell, free from care 
or absorbing toil, the world forgetting, by the world EDT. 
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OBSTINATE QUESTIONINGS. 

MUCH has been written On the battle of the styks, UCH
much talent spent by rival enthusiasm in the 

vain but well-meant endeavour to commit the Catholic 
Church to Gothic or Italian. Tastures aminsir seeksuhus hue ? 

Sooner or later the conclusion looms evident that Holy Church 
will not be thus committed, that She is glad to baptise arid 
employ in Her service whatever, varying with epoch and 
remon,) is not intrinsically unsuitable or unbecoming. " There 

n such thing as pagan art," wrote a Benedictine friend to 
t het  present writer, and thk, Urn ',wad, is and teaching. 
True art can never be intrinsically pagan, for it must be in 
harmony with the eternal verities : on the other hand, certain 
forms of art are de Jar too much associated with pagan wot-
ship to be suitable for the Holy Sacrifice. Thus, it may safely 
be said that it is against the mind of the Church ne buikl Greek 
temples or mosques for the Most High, while it is wholly to 
her mind that derelict temples or mosque, known for such, 

should be converted into churches, as was, for time, the 
Parthenon itself. So also with the mosques of Cordova and 
Seville. Like counsel gave Sr Gregory as regards Anglo-Saxon 
idol shrine,. (One can even imagine the Stock Exchange and 
the Carlton Club transformed for Christian worship.) 

Pugin's doctrine, that pointed was co-extens)ve with 
Christian architecture, had just this much truth, that," Gothic 
architecture . . . is the only architecture which 
Christianity has itself invented. I do me soy ix is the 
only Christian architecture, but that it is the only arc.hi-
tecture originated by Chrigianity.") Peregrine was utterly 
persuaded that Gothic and Romanesque should alone be 
tolerated. The basilicas belonged to the infancy of the Church 
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and as such were indeed to be respected, but to return to the 
primitive and inchoau manner (as he deemed it) would be to 
retrograded whereas to return to theGothic would be to regain 
the right path. Mr Ralph A. Cram's " Mr Gothic Quest" had 
fired his soul, albeit a critical correspondent had reminded him 
of the uncomfortable fact that even the racy perpendicular 
and the springing flamboyant were surely degenerate, when 
Gothic was abandoned. 

He was, as his friend " Johmnaves " put it, " really M good 
faith," he rola not for instance see the beauty (while ad-
mitting a certain grandeur) of the nave of St Peter's. But he 
had seen more than one ghoo ; indeed he was often haunted. 
Making all allowance for the Avignon exile, Ricmlis ambitions, 
baronial feuds and the disasters of mediaeval Rome, could one 
explain away the almost total absence of Gothic buildings 
from the centre of Christendom; if Gothic was positively the 
mind of the Church ? (Apar; from the disappointing " Min-
erva and inorganic details of door and window elsewhere, 
could one adduce a male Gothic building, save the ruined 
chapel opposite the Caecilia Merolla 1 And even that was out 
in the country). Truly, a diamieting question. Again, could it 
be seriously supposed that the mind of the Church regarded 
the altars and shrine, where the great post-mediaeval saints 
had said Mass, with an Molied protest t &areas diforde
Their ministry was none the less fruitful for the (haply) de-
plorable taste which surrounded them. Could one escape the 
conclusion that the Church " n still careless of these things," 
or at the very least relatively careless 1 Ga donnait pram! 
Could one imagine the Church as yearning forward for her 
architectural speech until the late twelfth calmly, and longing 
backward thereto ever since the early sixteenth ? Had the 
Church herself declined since that marvellous age when 
Luther's revolt called forth the Oampany of Jesus, when those 
who were not of the Church went out from her, and millions 
from the East and West cal= and sat down within the King-
dom of God 1St Ignatius and St Philip Neri were surely 

. °**17.==<' 
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among the greatest of Saints, yet they never lifted a finger to 
all  the vanishing Gothic or regret the prevailing manner. 

Rather, they guided a flood they could not stem. After all, 
rasa they, there and then, have acted otherwise ? 

" My own special Father and Patron, St Philip Ned, lived 
in an age as tremorous to the interests of Catholicism as any 
that preceded it, ra can follow it. He lived at a time when 
trin: munnoteekszt: rntar mseorense: fhestlad, rt Ltimseew, hz 

never less of personal responsibility and peril ; when mediaeval 
winter vas receding, and the summer sun of civilization was 
bringing into leaf and flower a thousand forms of luxurious 
enjoyment; when a new world of thought and beauty had 
opened upon the human mind, in the discovery of the treasures 
of classic literature and art. He saw the great  had the gifted, 
dazzled by the Enchantress, and drinking in the magic of her 
Song; he sear the high and the wise, the student and the 
artist, painting, and poetry, and sculpture, ad musk, and 
architecture, drawn within her range, and circling round the 
abyss he saw heathen forms mounting thence, and forming 

air:—all  perceived that the 
mischief was to be met, not with argument, not with science, 
notwietrh protest

but 
s and warnings, nolcby the rose', .or he 

prc oh 
th. He was aiud 

great
'dr:VA at toTtnp= tirs ath! 

Church—not to be a Jerome Savonarola, though Philip had a 
true devotion towards him and tender memory of his Fiore), 
tine houses not to be a St Charles, though In his beaming 
countenanc Philips ad recognised the aureola of a saint ; not 
to be a St Ignatiu though Philip was termed the Society's 
bell of call, so many subjects did he send to it ;not to be a St 
Francis Xavier, though Philip had longed to shed his blood for 
Christ in India with bin ;mot to be a St Caietan, or hunter 
of souls, for Philip preferred, as he expressed it, tranquilly to 
cast in his net to gain chew; he preferred to yield to the 
stream, and direct the curunt, which he could not stop, of 
science, literature, art, and fashion, and to sweeten and to 
sane, whatever God had made very good and man had 
spoilr. ' (Neuman Idea of ie University p. 034) 
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In Purcell's Life of Ambrose Philip de Lisle there is an un-
forgettable letter omitting om that the  was nothing Gothic 
about the Church of Notre Dame des Vic[ oires at Paris so 
palpably favoured with Divine Graces, and suggesting that it 
detracted from spirituality to be greatly troubled about 
architectural forms. 

Again, he had read somewhere that the spirit which has no 
sympathy with the post-mediaeval Church is essentially 
heretical in tendency. Them were searching and disquieting 
words. 

On the other hand, Pugin was no vulgar fanatic. If he was 
crazed, there was method in his madnen. Notesthetic fer-
vour, but zeal for the glory of God's house thnsumed him. 
This tribute ca in common justice, be refused him. 
Aesthetics were nnobut them eanx not the end, with him. "A 
man of one idea," he might be, but no o satirised " Brum-
magem Gothic " more bitterly than he. Moreover the mean 
room-like chapels of his boyhood were ill calculated to win 
admiration for the " Italian . style they parodied. Even in 
Rome Pugin was not quite undiscriminating. He condemned 
the painted ceilings of S. Ignazio—but what Roman now 
defends them t He did not despise the dome of St Peter's. 

Thom who fancy that Pugin's motive was merely aesthetic 
would do well to ponder Ns own declaration. If my humble 
but earnest endeavours contribute to the furtherance of the 
great object, ithvill prom m ample reward for the unwearied 
exertions which I am resolved by the Divine assistame to 
make ; and never will I rest, till I behold the pure and holy 
Faith of Christ's Catholic Church set once mom forth in all 
her ancient majesty, so glorious, so beautiful, that her children, 
when they behold the splendour of her sanctuary, may ex-
claim with the psalmist," Domino dilext &corm domus Tom 
et locum habitMonis gloriae Tuaei" (Quoted M the Grapier: 
Dec. 

Those who 
mx, p. 

thick they can afford to sneer at Isis achieve-
mmts might take to heart the following testimony. " Catholics 
in Emland," wrote Bishop Amherst, " had grown accustomed 
to Bold a sort of inferior position, notwithstanding Emmci-
potion, which had admitted them to Parliament and an almost 
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equal standin with their compatriots, and this feeling was 
very apparent in the retiring and modest character of their 
pluxs of worship and zhe services and devotion! therehi. 
Putty tai',

gi'sveveaonfrfIllerc'on'tenfililltataeVeTiZet 
change which mme over the Kingdom . . Before this 
time we Catholics looked at the grand old Cathedrals and 
Parish Churches of England with admiration mixed with the 
mournful feeling that they 'ere things of the past, of an ex-
cellence and beauty unattainable by us; but he taught us 
that a study of 

rho o
remains, 

bb
on l ad omprehension 

of the spirit of the old architects, would ead to results as 
glorious and lasting and I am convinced that the feeling of 
which he sowed the seed led hundreds and thousands of minds 
to a realization of the dignity of Catholicity and the para-
mount claims of Religion upon the human heart and souk" 
(Quoted Mid pp. 003-i o ur

Under this I find in our pilgrim's note-book " Many of 
those who have most benefited by his onremitting fervour are, 
as might be expected, the 

to
in their morn. With fashion 

supporting them they can afford 'o  be valiant. It never enters 
their he  that but for Pugin's impulse they might have no t

to this day for their Brompton Oratory." 
It was not true that Rome had frowned on Gothic. Bishop 

Gram writes to Monsignor Newsham from 
Rom

on May ay., 
0845 " We are delighted to hear that the Church (Ushaw) 
getting on so well. His Holiness praised the architecture, mid 
prnmised to keep the views carefully." (Quoted in Usher., Mag. 

F9o7/ P. 47i)'
And this was Pugin's own work ! Pio Nono himself had 

mnettoned Father Murray's S. Alfonso (of which only the 
facade is even tolerable)I, and actually knighted Pogin's son 
for his work in Belgium.' Leo XIII was mid to have declared 

"treti=iis teit z,x.:;. 
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Gothic the true ecclesiastical style, and Pius X might almost 
be called a "Goth "—his championship. of plain -chant was a 
grievous back-sliding in the eyes of certain" Rawmans." 

Father Lockhart long since, and Dr Fortescue recently, had 
refuted the theory that long or " Gothic " vestments were 
condemned, and now Pius X had himself given a full bell-
shaped chasuble to the Abbey of Subiaco, and early in 94, it 
was rumoured that he contemplated no less drastic a reform 
than the restoration to the chasuble of its mediaeval pro-
portions. 

Rome, thee, was not anti-Gothic. But if Rome was intensely 
Gothic at heart—and Peregrines clung desperately to that 
persuasion—it must be owned she had been very reticent, in 
practice, of her principles She made no difficulty of tolera-
mg the anti-Gothic ascendancy! 

But Peregrines dreamed incessantly of a great reversal which 
would bring the latter to their knees, when the saintly Pontiff 
should declare definitely for the hated Gothic, a day of con-
sterna 

us l
tion and ruin for the sons of Borromini, eveidime romei-

ta 
Trivial and even laughable as all this may seem, it stands for 
not very uncommon case. Peregrines met fellow-sufferers ; 

they would foregather to curse ltallanism and all its works
but Italianists seemed " not one penny the worse." The walls 
of Jericho refused to fall down If he had only taken to heart 
a passage from his beloved Huysmans ! 

" Another law seems no less probable. The Virgin is, as far 
as possible, consfilerate of the temperament and individual 
character of the persons She appeals to. She places Herself on 
the level of their intellect, is inc arthte in the only material 
kern that they can conceive of. She assumes the simple aspect 
thew poor creatures love, rycepting the blue and white robes, 
the crovvn and wreaths of roses, the trinkets, and garlands and 
frippery of a First Communion, the ugliest garb." Of course 
this does not mean that ugliness or tinsel should be cultivated. 
(The Cathedral, Eng. trend. Ch. i. p. t3.) 

Some of the resulm were mischievous. Peregrines delayed 
to enter St Peter's. made no serious effort to learn Italian. 

See Dia. Nat. Biography 
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nay, even cultivated an aversion to language and people, thus 
greatly increasing the difficulty he experienced in praying 
before some Roman altars. " lohannarys " tried m reathn with 
him es they walked back from Rocca di Papa and Marino along 
the lone, sun-flooded Appian Way, strewn with the wreck. of 

''s!'ri:C,?Cess‘tiVd1.1'e'regST:sinolan?i'e'd.
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principle, yet could not pretend that Gothic was de fide, and 
was not securely certain that it came under the rule of Haire 
ram Endessia. tied Almighty God indeed sent him to Rome 
that he might bear rueful mstimony against a perverse genera-
tion that wallowed in Italianism I Alas ! pamion was too strong 
as yet for the clear light of reason to enter. In after years he 
could sec with terrible clearness the me  wrought by vvilful-
ness and wayward pride, and longed to warn others against the 
snare into which he had fallen. For this he has now consented 
that his unwisdom be made public. 

H. E. G. ROPE. 
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